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November 7, 2023 

TSU Purchasing Department 
3100 Cleburne Street Hannah Hall, suite 333  
Houston, TX 77004 

Dear Thomas and the Texas Southern University Team: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a comprehensive response to Texas Southern University’s (TSU) request 
for proposal (RFP) for banking services. As a valued client, we celebrate and share in TSU’s mission to “ensuring 
equality, offering innovative programs that are responsive to global challenges, and transforming diverse students 
into lifelong learners, engaged citizens, and creative leaders” (TSU 2023, Mission & Vision, accessed October 
31,2023 www.tsu.edu/about/mission-vision.) In support of furthering your mission, we are eager to recommit to our 
collaboration with you to reduce manual processes and continue to leverage technology and innovation. 

Benefits of a J.P. Morgan Relationship 

Service Team and Account Manager: TSU will maintain access to your dedicated client service associate (CSA), 
Iiesha Leon, and account manager, Trina Young, both supported by a national higher education practice. As TSU 
has experienced firsthand, your J.P. Morgan relationship team brings a deep understanding of higher education 
and the Texas College and HBCU system. Our experience as the banking provider to 485+ higher education 
clients nationwide establishes us as a recognized leader in providing banking services. We look forward to 
strengthening our commitment to TSU and will continue to bring value to the table with solutions to enhance your 
operations. 

Innovation: We look forward to the opportunity to support TSU as the University continues to increase operational 
efficiency through the thoughtful application of technology-based services. Our shared vision includes continuing to 
reduce manual processes and creating efficiencies through simplification, with the end goal of freeing up staff to 
focus on strategic initiatives. More specifically, we encourage TSU to continue leveraging its Banner investment by 
automating reporting solutions between Banner and J.P. Morgan via File Transmission reporting. To further drive 
efficiency, we recommend TSU consider outsourcing check printing in an effort to alleviate manual operations. 
While TSU will benefit from maintaining the existing account structure with J.P. Morgan, we are recommending a 
few process improvements such as segregating payables and receivables through separate respective accounts. 
As you will see detailed in our solution overview, we have many more recommendations that will free up staff time, 
as well as drive automation and cost savings. 

Cost Benefit: We are excited to continue providing TSU with an efficient, cost-effective and technologically secure 
suite of banking services. As an enhancement, we are pleased to offer a six-month fee waiver to start at the initial 
contract signing and a competitive Bank Managed Earnings Credit Rate of 4.00% for demand deposit accounts. 
Included in our proposal is an offer to maintain pricing for 5 years. In addition to significant liquidity benefits, TSU 
will benefit from an enhanced float schedule to improve funds availability for your paper-based deposits and a 
waiver on setup fees for all new services implemented. 

A message to 
Texas Southern University 

 

http://www.tsu.edu/about/mission-vision
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Investments in Texas Southern University: In addition to our dedication to drive internal efficiencies for TSU’s 
staff, we have whole heartedly supported TSU’s mission and students. As part of our Advancing Black Pathways 
initiative, we have coordinated guest lecturing opportunities for TSU’s Future Bankers Leadership Program as well 
as for your newly instituted pilot concentration for an Investments Career Pathway track, which is modeled after 
the TSU banking program. The J.P. Morgan guest lecturing sessions included topics such as Types of Debt 
Instruments, Becoming a Trusted Advisor, Introduction to Market Risk, Control Management and Communications 
and Event Management. 

As part of J.P. Morgan’s Racial Equity Commitment, we have provided TSU with four financial literacy classes for 
both students and professors over the past twelve months. We are currently in talks with TSU leadership on 
additional engagements that will occur now until quarter 1 of 2024. Over 600 TSU students were able to participate 
in our Back to the Yard program in October 2022, which was a financial empowerment and professional 
development experience. We delivered interactive content to students around budgeting, savings and managing 
credit. Additionally, J.P. Morgan employees gave of their time to help with career coaching, resume reviews and 
interview prep.  

In April 2023 J.P. Morgan Houston hosted its annual College Diversity Day for over 50 college students who were 
immersed in the different career opportunities at the firm. Leaders within the market gathered at Chase Tower and 
spent time with students from TSU. In a panel discussion, leaders shared their views on the most essential 
transferable skills needed to acclimate to work environments, on building one's personal brand and mastering 
emotional intelligence and on stories on their mobility opportunities, including lessons learned throughout their 
careers. Students also learned from recent graduates who have joined the firm on their transition from the 
university to the workplace and how their internships impacted their journey. To end the day, students and local 
leaders had a networking and social reception, providing an opportunity to meet some of Houston's market leaders 
across all lines of business. The event received very positive responses from students who shared how valuable 
the sessions were for them in deciding their career paths, and how the in-person connections helped solidify and 
stimulate their desires to work at J.P. Morgan.  

As recently as October 10th we hosted 20 TSU students as part of our HBCU site visits. The event included 
networking opportunities with HBCU alumni, a J.P. Morgan overview, internship application insights, and a 
professional development session  
 
We look forward to continuing investing in TSU by providing both banking services and community engagement.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

Allison Bell 
Relationship Executive 
allison.s.bell@jpmorgan.com 
(713) 216-3810 
J.P. Morgan 

Natanja Johnson 
Treasury Management Officer 
natanja.p.johnson@jpmorgan.com 
(713) 216-2728 
J.P. Morgan 
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Executive Summary 
In support of TSU’s core values represented in TSU PROUD, we believe we are distinctively positioned to 
understand, outline and implement plans toward achieving the objectives outlined in this RFP. As a highly valued 
client of J.P. Morgan, and as your primary banking services provider, this exercise presents an exciting opportunity 
for TSU to re-evaluate its current treasury infrastructure to drive significant and impactful changes that will enable 
you to navigate the rapidly changing and ever-evolving higher education banking landscape. 

Following the executive summary, the solution overview will guide you through our customized solutions, which 
have been tailored specifically to TSU. These solutions leverage our longstanding relationship with TSU and our 
deep understanding of the organization. We rely on industry best practices to achieve the innovative objectives 
outlined in the RFP. 

In preparing our response, we thoroughly considered prior discussions, along with all existing products and 
services that are being utilized today, and highlighted areas of opportunity for your consideration in an effort to 
optimize your current operations achieve greater automation and efficiency. 

We are confident in our ability to align with your objectives to meet your goals, and we hope this is evident as you 
read through our response.  

Achieving TSU’s goals 

We are steadfast in our desire to collaborate with TSU to realize the objectives set forth in the RFP. As the 
incumbent, we firmly believe that we are uniquely positioned to not only comprehend these goals but also to chart 
a clear and effective path toward their achievement. 

To align with TSU’s goals, the focus of our response includes, but is not limited to, enhancing TSU’s reporting 
processes, elevating customer service standards, embracing cutting-edge technology and optimizing expense 
management though best practices and process improvements.  

Our offerings and dedication to TSU are briefly outlined below, while our solution overview provides a more in-
depth explanation of our recommendations:  
  

Technology and reporting capabilities 

 
  

TSU will benefit today and in the future from J.P. Morgan technology and simplified integration solutions along 
with:  

● Our multi-billion dollar investment in technology and cybersecurity. This allows TSU to take advantage 
of our industry leading products and services to enhance efficiencies and automate your business 
processes securely.  

● Our use of artificial intelligence, machine learning and over 115 available APIs offered for enhanced 
analytics and better decision making to decrease manual intervention. This will empower you to 
redeploy resources to more strategic efforts. 

● Maximize TSU’s investment in Banner to send and receive real-time payment information. TSU will 
continue to easily access critical data in real-time via multiple channels: PC, tablet and mobile 
devices. 
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Service philosophy 

 
  

We are dedicated to providing outstanding service to our clients and this is an integral part of everything we do. 
TSU is supported by a skilled, Houston based relationship team, comprised of professionals with a variety of 
expertise who will listen carefully and proactively provide targeted ideas to energize your business.  

Your relationship team will consist of:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to your relationship team, TSU will benefit from collaborating with seasoned industry experts like Jeff 
Nordstrom, who has experience working with higher education organizations. He offers insight to help you 
continuously improve operations through his knowledge of advanced treasury operations. 

 
  

Pricing commitment 
 

  

J.P. Morgan’s leadership position, along with our size and scale, allows us to price our services competitively and 
add value to the services and platforms we deliver. As part of our response, we are prepared to offer TSU the 
following financial benefits: 

● A comprehensive pricing proposal that focuses on a 5-year lock on pricing to include:  

 A six month fee waiver, to start at the initial contract signing 

 

Allison Bell 
Relationship Executive 
Allison will continue to serve as your 
lead relationship contact and is a highly 
experienced client advocate who 
maintains responsibility for the overall 
relationship with TSU 

 

Natanja Johnson 
Treasury Management Officer 
Natanja will continue to lead the 
treasury services team and consult with 
you on an ongoing basis to maintain 
exceptional treasury management 
arrangements specifically tailored to 
meet your needs 

    

 

Iiesha Leon 
Client Service Associate 
Iiesha will continue to handle your day-
to-day banking needs and services as 
the single point of contact for your 
account inquiries 

 

Trina Young 
Account Manager 
Trina is responsible for assisting the 
team in building and maintaining 
positive relationships with TSU. 

    

 

Tyrus Brailey 
Senior Sponsor 
Tyrus and Kisha Porch will serve as 
TSU’s advocates at J.P. Morgan’s 
executive levels.  

Kisha Porch 
Senior Sponsor 
Kisha and Tyrus Brailey will serve as 
TSU’s advocates at J.P. Morgan’s 
executive levels. 
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 To give TSU the flexibility to select a banking fee arrangement that meets their future state objectives, 
we are offering TSU the choice of the following two (2) fee structuring options (Please note that both 
options exclude the two (2) ATM contracts. Should TSU want to negotiate the ATMs, the below 
options are subject to change): 

— Option 1: We will continue the existing pricing structure implemented in 2018, if TSU agrees to 
maintain an account balance of $10 million in a DDA, over the next five (5) years.  

o *There will be a 30 day window to recoup balances should they dip below $10 million. 

— Option 2: No balance commitments, however, we will apply a slight increase to the pricing 
offered in 2018, which is based on the current market standards. 

o Please refer to Appendix 1 for fee scheduling options. 

 A waiver on setup fees for all new services implemented as part of this bid.  

— $7,000 in estimated value. Please refer to and Appendix 1 for fee schedule options. 

 An enhanced Bank Managed Earnings Credit Rate (ECR)0F

1 of 4.00% and a Bank Managed Interest 
Rate of 3.90% paid on balances held in interest eligible accounts. These rates will be applied to either 
pricing option selected.  

— Continue to leverage your existing Hybrid Demand Deposit Account (DDA) which combines the 
benefits of both an interest-bearing DDA and ECR to optimize your return on excess cash, while 
keeping funds fully operational. 

 An enhanced float schedule to improve funds availability of your paper based (check) deposits. 
Additional details included in the Appendix 2.  

In addition to the financial incentives detailed above, we offer the following benefits for TSU to consider: 

● A Return On Investment (ROI) analysis that goes beyond bank fee savings to achieve incremental 
savings and financial benefits; numerous receivables and payables models to be explored. 

● Insight from illustrative Integrated Payables ROI economic benefit consisting of rebate revenue, process 
efficiencies and working capital, by allowing us the opportunity to analyze your accounts payable vendor 
file.  

● Business process reviews and commit to regular treasury reviews to manage costs while driving 
efficiencies. 

 
1Rates listed are current as of the date of this proposal and are based on Target Fed Funds (TFF) 550 
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Why J.P. Morgan 

 
  

From optimizing working capital to revamping business processes through treasury solutions, you need a financial 
institution that understands the precise operational and financial challenges of your organization and has long-term 
experience serving your industry. 

Our Higher Education team is dedicated to partnering with TSU to provide industry insights and comprehensive 
financial solutions that can help TSU stay competitive and deliver results. Your time is valuable, so as you begin 
the evaluation process, we ask you to consider the following: 

● The experience: Service should be nothing short of outstanding at all times. The financial institution you 
choose should exceed your expectations in planning, operational accuracy, troubleshooting, 
communication, along with a sense of urgency and 
kindness.  

● Thought leadership: The bank you work with should 
employ the very best people in the industry and have the 
expertise to bring you industry updates, new ideas and 
best practices on a regular basis.  

● Innovation for impact: Technology is a significant driver 
of efficiency and effectiveness. When you select an 
institution, you are investing in that institution’s 
technology of the future and forming a long-term 
strategic relationship. You should feel confident they 
have the resources and vision to stay ahead of the 
rapidly changing technologies. 

● Aligning TSU: You deserve a highly experienced team 
of treasury experts that understand your culture, vision 
for the future and goals of each of your departments, both individually and as a whole. 

We understand that TSU is working to achieve an efficient and optimized future state. We know it’s all in the 
details. In our experience, details become more meaningful as differentiators become clearer. We strive to break 
down the details throughout our response. 

Supporting TSU at every step 

Since 1982, your J.P. Morgan team has spent time understanding your strategic vision and operational objectives, 
to function as an extension of your organization. Our role as your banking services provider is to empower you to 
achieve your operational goals. We believe J.P. Morgan is distinctively qualified to meet your evaluation criteria, 
and we are confident that we can continue to bring the technology needed, along with innovated ideas, for many 
years to come.  

 

“J.P. Morgan’s solution combined 
business process optimization with best-
in-class technology to yield significant 
improvements to Treasury Operations.” 

Andy Horner, Vice President for Finance at 
University of Dayton  
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Solution Overview 
As TSU’s treasury services provider, we understand that TSU seeks a capable and proven financial institution to 
provide holistic support for its treasury management activities. This RFP provides an opportunity for TSU to re-
examine its current infrastructure and truly transform its treasury operations.  

We want you to know that our vision for your treasury management structure not only aligns with the objective set 
forth in the RFP, but also includes our prior interactions with the TSU team. The following solution summary 
presents our recommended account structure, technology integration, and value added solutions to help drive 
operational outcomes, enhance automation and reduce staff time spent on manual processes. 

With a well-thought-out strategy through a business process review, we implement solutions that will help drive 
operational outcomes, enhance automation and lower staff time spent on manual processes. 

Account structure 

The core building block of a treasury relationship is an efficient account structure. We are proposing the continued 
use of the existing zero-balance-account (ZBA) structure for all TSU accounts where balances can be comingled 
or consolidated.  

To simplify the reconciliation process and to gain better cash visibility, we recommend segregating payables and 
receivables through separate respective accounts. This recommendation is showcased in our future state 
structure. 

Additionally, we recommend that the existing operating account serve as the master concentration account only. 
This means the operating account will sit atop of the structure, as the concentration or master account. This 
account’s primary function is to consolidate all excess balances, as well as to cover any balance deficits from all 
participating accounts. 

Below is a diagrammatical view of TSU’s current structure along with our future state recommendation: 
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Current account structure  

Figure 1 
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Future state vison 

 

Figure 2 

 

We are also proposing the use of Cash Concentration reporting via TSU’s J.P. Morgan Access Liquidity Solution’s 
module. This module will provide TSU with a real-time view of the cash concentration structure and balances. 

Visibility  

● Manage cash position in near real time: Make faster, more informed decisions with consolidated cash 
position and investment information from and third party banks. 

● Manage physical cash concentration structures: An online diagram of accounts gives you a thorough 
understanding of structures across the enterprise and easy access to account details for internal audit and 
tax purposes. 

● Monitor daily intercompany cash movements: Achieve this with detailed reports on intercompany loan 
positions and interest accruals. 
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Control 

● Pinpoint cash: Information can be filtered to help identify potential currency, counterparty or country cash 
exposures. 

● Manage and monitor treasury activities: Using robust online administration tools, you can control 
authorization for specific functions, including transaction approvals. 

● Initiate Liquidity investment positions: This is found in specific locations with an online initiation tool. 

Graphic representation of cash concentration structures  

 

Figure 3 

 

Reporting  

We recommend the continued use of TSU’s current banking portal, J.P. Morgan Access, for all real-time 
information reporting. Whether your cash sits in one or multiple accounts, J.P. Morgan Access provides you with 
all critical cash management information and tools. 
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 Optional enhanced reporting services 
  

To maximize the decision-making process for higher education clients like TSU, J.P. Morgan continues to invest in 
the area of reporting to deliver value-add solutions to reduce manual staff involvement.  

Listed below are just a few of our recommendations to enhance TSU’s current reporting and reconciliation 
process: 

● File Transmission Reporting: To address TSU’s need for automated reporting solutions into Banner, we 
recommend leveraging TSU’s existing connection with J.P. Morgan to implement our File Transmission 
Reporting solutions for your daily reporting and reconciliation needs. File Transmission Reporting includes 
account balance and transaction information, as well as advices, returns and rejection notifications.  

 Similar to what’s being delivered to TSU today via the J.P. Morgan Access portal, this information can 
be automatically integrated into Banner in BAI2, MT940/942 or ISO 20022 XML file formats to 
facilitate automated reconciliation. 

● Cash Flow Visibility: A dynamic data visualization tool that allows you to create charts and graphs 
showing you where your money is coming from and going to in easy-to-understand ways. 

● Cash Flow Intelligence: A powerful in-house cash forecasting tool built into J.P. Morgan Access which is 
driven by AI algorithms. This allows you to develop more robust and accurate cash forecasts. 

● Reconciliation Rules Mapping Engine: This is a new tool in our online banking portal which allows 
users to create custom mapping rules in the reporting module to ease reconciliation and aid in journal 
entry coding. 

Beyond these innovative solutions above, the following J.P. Morgan Access services are offered at no cost to you: 

● J.P. Morgan Access® Insight: A fully integrated cash management tool using Excel to allow clients to 
auto-populate their daily cash positioning spreadsheet with balances and transactions. 

● J.P. Morgan Access ® Help Center: Training webinars found online in the Access Help Center. Our 
webinars are live facilitator-led web conferences that include question and answer sessions that allow full 
participation between the audience and the presenter. You can register for training webinars via Access 
Help Center. 

● Alerts: To help you manage your accounts. 

● Transaction services:  

 7 years of wire details for both incoming and outgoing wires. 

 15 months of historical ACH transaction information on all ACH-originated payments. 

● Access Mobile: Helps you manage your accounts on the go. 

● Online bank statements: We offer TSU electronic bank statements within two business days after 
statement cutoff date, along with a 7 year retention period. 

● ACH debit block email notification 
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● File management notifications 

Payables 

We recommend that TSU maintains the use of positive pay and payee verification services on all check 
disbursement accounts, along with check debit blocks placed on accounts designated as receipt or electronic 
payment only accounts. To compliment positive pay, we also recommend the continued use of our ACH fraud 
preventative service, ACH Transaction Blocking, to restrict unauthorized third party debits to your bank accounts.  
  

 Modernize TSU payables process 
  

We take a holistic approach to recommending the appropriate payment methods to increase operational 
efficiencies and improve working capital across the entire payables spectrum. Provided below are our 
recommendations to enhance your payables process:  

● Controlled Disbursement Account for Accounts Payable: We recommend segregating all accounts 
payable activity from the operating account into its own separate payables account, as noted in the future 
state structure. For this account we recommend a controlled disbursement account for your accounts 
payable activity. This would allow 99% of your check activity to be presented and reported by 7:00 a.m. 
CT. The funding report will be available via J.P. Morgan Access and will include both check presentments 
(number of checks, total dollar amount) and ACH transactions (volumes and total dollar amount). 

● Check Print Outsourcing: To further drive efficiency, we recommend TSU consider outsourcing your 
check printing to J.P. Morgan. We have offered check print outsourcing to our clients for over 20 years 
and print greater than 35 million checks per year. 

● Concourse for Student and Employee Payments: Our Concourse platform offers a modern, intuitive 
and simple interface to payees receiving payments from TSU. Concourse offers automatic payment 
communications to payees via a TSU-branded email or SMS text. In addition, a TSU-branded customer 
portal is available where payees can review payment details and accept payments through their preferred 
payment method made by you. 

Concourse offers the flexibility for TSU to initiate payments to your counterparties intelligently and offer 
them a variety of payment options to choose from. 

● Account Validation Service (AVS): As the volume of electronic payments has grown, so have 
occurrences of fraudulent activity and administrative returns. To reduce instances of fraud, J.P. Morgan 
has developed Account Validation Service (AVS) which leverages the Early Warning® National Shared 
Database Resource to further protect high-risk payments. AVS offers a proven, secure and compliant 
solution that helps protect your payments, minimize errors and reduce returns. 

● Virtual Card and Virtual Card Mobile Solutions: A credit card-based payment method that helps TSU 
more efficiently manage the administering and monitoring of funds issued on behalf of the university. 
Virtual cards also help reduce costs and transform traditional areas of expense into potential revenue 
generators by offering rebates to clients based on total spend, reducing costs associated with check 
processing and improving working capital. 
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Most importantly, we strive to meet your payables goals, including reducing checks and helping to provide security 
while driving automation and monetization. 

Receivables 

We recommend the continued use of our branch, vault and remote depositing services for TSU’s daily cash and 
check depositing needs. 

We also recommend the use of our proprietary, industry leading internet-based receivables portal, Receivables 
Online, which gives TSU the ability to review images of checks, remittance documents and envelopes for all 
accounts where this feature’s been enabled.  
  

 Enhanced receivables 
  

Along with the service outlined above, adoption of receivables reconciliation services provides lower transaction 
processing costs and accelerates posting to your accounts. Highlighted below are just a few of our 
recommendations: 

● Supplemental data entry: Receivables Online provides online tools to augment payment-only 
transactions with remittance data from external sources, resulting in more timely and automated cash 
posting. This feature gives you the opportunity to research items received without the necessary 
supporting detail and to add the missing reference field(s) to the transaction within Receivables Online. If 
the field is added prior to the cash-posting file being generated, it will be included in the file allowing that 
item to be posted without incident. Use of Supplemental Data Entry allows for same day “exception 
resolution” rather than next day. 

● Alerts: Receivables Online can be set up to send TSU timely notification of important events, such as 
payment receipt, returned checks, rejected remotely captured items and newly created remittance 
advices. Alerts can be designated as one-time or recurring. 

● Virtual Reference Numbers (VRN): Assign a department or a supplier a VRN to easily identify incoming 
payments without requiring multiple accounts or circulating emails around campus. 

● Unique location identifiers (ULIDs): Use deposit slips preprinted with a ULID for each of your locations 
allowing you to see your deposit history information sorted by account and ULID. 

● Cashless campus: Conduct ROI analysis and leverage TSU’s existing Smart Safes solution to reduce 
your armored services schedule and lower the number of vault deposits to further reduce costs. 

● Merchant Services: Benefit from a fully owned merchant processing platform and one of the largest 
processors in the country. Our model drives down friction where possible and speeds up settlement to 
your account. All this is backed by our fortress infrastructure and our team who provides TSU with 
ongoing PCI and regulatory guidance. 
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● Lockbox Solution (Optional): As an alternative to our remote check deposit solutions, our bank-owned 
lockbox is a comprehensive collection system that uses strategically located lockboxes throughout the 
United States to process incoming receipts and update the accounts receivables systems for our lockbox 
clients. All of our sites operate under the same platform, which would allow TSU to have a single process 
supporting all payments.  

Liquidity 

In today’s rate environment, TSU receives the benefit of both Earning Credit to help with the offsetting of service 
fees, along with hard dollar interest on balances held in interest bearing accounts. Additionally, TSU’s instance of 
J.P. Morgan Access is equipped with the Liquidity Solutions Module, which allows for direct, user-initiated 
investments into the U.S Government Fund earning at the highest (Capital) share class. 

We recommend continuing to utilize this module to invest excess cash, as invested funds are fully liquid and are 
easily accessible as long as the funds requested are made through the module before the 1:30 p.m. CT cutoff. 
Please find all fund related information, prospectus and yield information at: 
https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/gim/liq/products/performance-and-yields 
  

 Effectively manage liquidity 
  

For all cash remaining across all accounts, TSU will benefit from a Bank Managed* Rate of 4.00% and a Bank 
managed* interest rate of 3.90% this includes the Commercial Checking, Commercial Checking with Interest, and 
Hybrid DDAs.  

This would allow TSU to gain:  

● Operating efficiencies: Earnings credit is automatically applied to bank service fees to help offer 
simplicity and ease, while earning interest on the excess that is not needed to offset bank fees. 

● Optimize operating value: Earnings credits can reduce overall cash outlays for operating expenses, 
helping to optimize operating value. Receive interest on the excess that is not needed to offset bank fees, 
with the Hybrid DDA, Commercial Checking with Interest and J.P. Morgan Access Liquidity Solutions 
(ALS) options. 

● Operational control: Earnings credits can reduce overall cash outlays for operating expenses, helping to 
optimize operating value. Funds directly invested via the ALS module remain fully accessible, as long as 
they are redeemed before the 3:30 p.m. CT cutoff. 

Ongoing service and support 

The most important measure of performance quality in any business is how well and how quickly problems and 
questions are handled and resolved. At J.P. Morgan, the quality of our client service is what differentiates us from 
other providers. Our experienced staff is fully equipped to take ownership of inquiries and provide prompt and 
professional responses. We are pleased to confirm that Iiesha Leon, who has deep familiarity with your existing 
business, will continue to serve as TSU’s dedicated CSA, making certain you will continue to receive the same 
high levels of service you have become accustomed to. 

https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/gim/liq/products/performance-and-yields
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We take a consultative approach with our clients. Our Industry Solution Specialist (ISS) group is an in-house 
experienced team of higher education advisors that have direct treasury practitioner experience. Our consultants 
proactively track industry trends, identify best practices as well as provide practical, in-depth recommendations on 
treasury and financial business process definitions. 

Get the service you want without compromising security 

We take cybersecurity very seriously. TSU’s security is top priority as 
cybersecurity becomes increasingly more complex and dangerous. Keeping 
your information safe is paramount.  

Beyond certifying we have a fortress foundation and firmwide resiliency, our 
commitment is ongoing as we work with you to combat the threats that face 
TSU. We provide education on the identification and mitigation of 
cybersecurity risks. We will meet with your departments to share how we 
defend ourselves and ideas on how to protect your organization. We will also 
share where we are seeing fraud take place and ideas on best practices for 
your environment. 

Let us continue to help transform treasury for TSU 

The importance of working with a bank that is able to support your immediate objectives and future growth plans 
cannot be understated. Continue to expect nothing less than proactive thought leadership, personal customer 
service and innovative technology to further drive automation. 

We have the experience, the products and the people to effectively and efficiently manage your business and we 
look forward to growing our banking relationship with you. 

  

Keeping your information 
safe is paramount 

 $15 billion technology 
spend 

 Over 600 employees across 
the firm dedicated to this 
infrastructure 
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SECTION VII GENERAL INFORMATION 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please answer the following questions as a part of your proposal response. Type the question before your 
answer. In answering a question, you may refer to other sections or exhibits of your proposal by reference 
to the page where the information may be found. If the answer to one question appears in the answer to 
another, you may refer to your other answer. Answers should be sufficiently detailed to make unnecessary 
any further inquires by the University. 

Failure to respond completely to any of these questions may result in the entire proposal being rejected. 

Respondents are requested to submit a complete response to each of the below listed items. Responses 
requiring additional space should be brief and submitted as an attachment to your proposal package. 
Please reference each response by its item number indicated below. 

SUBSECTION A: BANKING SERVICES 

Company Profile 

1. Describe your company, including the following: major lines of business; name; number and location 
of divisions or operating units; customer base; annual sales of revenue; and performance trends. 
Provide an annual report, 10K, 10Q and other relevant financial information, if available 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPMorgan Chase) is a financial holding company. Its principal banking subsidiary is 
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., a national banking association with branches in 48 states. Here are some other 
key distinctions we think you should know about us: 
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● Our principal nonbank subsidiary is 
J.P. Morgan Securities LLC (J.P. Morgan 
Securities), a U.S. broker-dealer. 

● The firm’s principal operating subsidiary 
outside the U.S. is J.P. Morgan Securities plc, 
a U.K.-based subsidiary of JPMorgan Chase 
Bank, N.A. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., is 
wholly owned by JPMorgan Chase & Co. 

● JPMorgan Chase is a leading global financial 
services firm with assets of more than $3.9 
trillion.  

● A component of the Dow Jones industrial 
average, JPMorgan Chase & Co. has its 
corporate headquarters in New York.  

The firm serves millions of consumers in the United States and many of the world's most prominent 
corporate, institutional and government clients under the J.P. Morgan and Chase brands. Additional 
information about the firm is available at www.jpmorganchase.com. 

As of September 30, 2023, JPMorgan Chase & Co. has: 

• Headcount of 308,669 employees worldwide.  
• Market capitalization of $419.3 billion. 
• Deposits of $2.4 trillion. 
• Loans of $1.31 trillion. 
• Total stockholder equity of $317 billion. 
• Tier 1 and total risk-based capital ratios 15.9% and 17.8%, respectively. The ratios presented are calculated under 

the Basel III Fully Phased-In Approach. 

 

Lines of business  

Both JPMorgan Chase & Co. and JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., are managed on a line-of-business basis. 
The business segments are based on the products and services provided or the type of client served. The 
services required to meet your requirements will be provided through our Commercial Banking line of 
business.  

 WE’RE STRONG IN NUMBERS 

JPMorgan Chase has a global reach 

We have 140 locations across the U.S. and 32 
major international cities. Commercial Banking 
provides comprehensive financial solutions, 
including: 

 Lending 

 Treasury services 

 Investment banking 

 Asset management 

http://www.jpmorganchase.com/
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JPMorgan Chase & Co. current organization by lines of business 

 

Figure 4 

 

Annual report 

For TSU’s convenience, J.P. Morgan makes our financial statements and other publicly filed documents 
available through our website: https://www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate/investor-relations/annual-
report-proxy.htm. This link provides past and current JPMorgan Chase & Co. Annual Reports, which include 
audited financial statements. 

2. Describe the structure of your treasury organization. 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. is a leading global financial services firm with assets of $3.9 trillion and operations 
worldwide. The firm is a leader in investment banking, financial services for consumers, small business and 
commercial banking, financial transaction processing and asset management. We serve millions of 
consumers in the United States and many of the world’s most prominent corporate, institutional and 
government clients under our J.P. Morgan and Chase brands.  

https://www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate/investor-relations/annual-report-proxy.htm
https://www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate/investor-relations/annual-report-proxy.htm
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Our Payments business is a full-service provider of 
innovative cash management, liquidity, merchant and 
commercial card services—specifically developed to meet 
the challenges treasury professionals face today.  

More than more than 135,000 corporations, financial 
institutions, governments and municipalities in more than 
160+ countries and territories entrust their business to us. 
More information can be found at www.jpmorgan.com/ts. 

Within Commercial Banking, the public sector is a key 
industry segment in which we continue to invest and enjoy 
ongoing growth. Our Government Specialized Industry 
segment provides financial solutions such as tax 
processing and general banking services to more than 1,900 clients at the state and local government levels. 
There are more than 230 professionals supporting this industry.  

3. Describe the treasury management software and hardware used by the company. Discuss any 
systems (e.g., enterprise resource planning, accounting) that interface with the treasury management 
software. 

We continue to offer a variety of file-based reporting options through standard communication connections to 
facilitate reconciliation within your Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, Banner. 

Alternatively, continue to leverage our suite of API offering to receive information reporting directly back into 
Banner that you can integrate it into your system in a manner that you see fit. 

 OUR PRIORITY. Our top priority is helping our clients accomplish their goals of automation, standardization 
and straight-through processing 

Take advantage of our proven track record and let us support the integration journey between Banner and 
the electronic banking channels we offer. 

 

Helping you meet today’s challenges 

Let J.P. Morgan Payments help you: 

 Make treasury operations, payments and 
collections processes more efficient  

 Manage financial information 

 Become more competitive by reducing 
costs in non-core processes  

 Manage operational and settlement risks. 

http://www.jpmorgan.com/ts
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Benefit from our expertise in integration 

Our extensive experience working with premier treasury workstations and enterprise resource planning 
vendors helps us identify integration opportunities for our clients.  

Thousands of our clients benefit from streamlined integration from our electronic banking system, 
J.P. Morgan Access, to their accounting system. On average, we implemented more than 400 ERP and/or 
TWS integration projects annually for the last few years. Most involve commercially available systems. 

Easy to map files to standard formats  

 

Figure 5 

 

We view the implementation process as a pivotal phase in our relationship and an opportunity to continue 
earning your trust with our expertise and consultative capabilities. 

Electronic Banking and Information Reporting 

4. Describe your balance reporting platform; include pervious day balance reporting, current day 
balance reporting, current day debit and credit transaction reports, and return items. 

With J.P. Morgan Access, TSU continues to receive a highly intuitive and easy to use, cash management 
solution that seamlessly integrates all treasury activities through a secure portal using a single authentication 
process. 
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Advantage for TSU: J.P. Morgan Access ranked #1 for digital capabilities including top rankings for product 
capabilities, integration and other corporate services in 2021. 

2021 Coalition Greenwich Digital Banking Benchmark study 

As an integrated cash management platform, our online platform transforms the way treasurers manage and 
monitor cash balances, daily transactions and information. Our service is proof of our commitment to 
investing in leading edge technology, product innovation and improving the client experience.  

Our comprehensive cash management system at a glance  

 

Figure 6 

 

The online portal represents a simple, intuitive and multi-functional channel that continues to provide rich 
information and transaction capabilities with a single sign-on to product applications across the Treasury 
Services product line.  

Comprehensive functionality provides secure, seamless access to products across our services. Review and 
manage data, customize treasury activities, initiate payments, coordinate entitlements and manage tasks with 
a single point of access to cash management.  
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Benefits of our approach: Online portal—simple, intuitive and integrated 
 

 

Powerful security 

Receive protection of privacy and authenticity of users, data and transactions when you access the 
portal via our sophisticated multi-layer security system 

 

 

Easy to use 

Use a single sign-on and seamlessly access authorized accounts and functionality with automatic 
upgrades when users sign on 

 

 

Saves time 

View critical information at your fingertips on your customized home page—with features and 
capabilities that are just a few clicks away 

 

 

Alert notifications 

Set up a variety of customizable business critical alert notifications to save you time and make sure 
you don’t miss anything 

 

 

Decision support interfaces 

Manage your data effectively using filtering and export technologies 
 

 

Virtually effortless administration 

Security administrators use simple and intuitive tools to manage frequent user entitlement changes 
in real time, and save time with features like cloning entitlements and cloning account and user groups 

 

 

Flexibility 

Select the services required to support your current business environment and add additional services 
as your needs evolve 

 

 

Self-service training and education 

Access a single and consistent location called the Access Help Center for product and service 
learning options, a guides library, an intuitive online webinar registration tool that allows your staff to 
participate as needed—plus other tools and resources 

 

Cash Reporting 

Our online portal allows TSU to retrieve real-time and previous day posting of information each business day. 
The cash position of accounts held by us and other financial institutions can be viewed in an online, secure 
environment. Current-day information is updated throughout the business day for designated accounts. 

Also, you can access useful information to aid in planning funding and investment strategies, including top-
line summaries, detailed transaction records and historical reports for up to two years. User entitlements can 
be managed to control access to accounts and reports, including: 

● Balance and Transaction Report 

● Interactive Transaction Report 

● Returns and Exceptions Report 

● Payment and Template Reports 
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● EDI Report (U.S.-based accounts) ● Wire Detail Report 

Cash reports 

 

Figure 7 

 

A variety of filters can be used to pinpoint desired transactions for enhanced data management. An export 
feature offers a variety of formats to facilitate data integration with your accounting and decision support 
platforms. 

Reports can be scheduled with the frequency and format desired by each user and shared with other users. 

Transaction initiation and template reporting 

Transaction reports are available for transactions initiated through our online portal for accounts held at both 
J.P. Morgan and other financial institutions. Template reports provide details on all templates set up by clients 
on these accounts. 

Transaction reports include: 

● Transaction details 

● Transaction history 

Template reports include: 

● Template history (last date used, setup, 
approval and activation) 
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● Transaction methods and descriptions (wire, 
book transfer, ACH, account transfer) 

● Transaction creation method (free-form, 
imported, from template) 

● Transaction status (saved, pending 
approval, pending release, rejected, 
released, delivered, completed, rejected by 
bank) 

● Template creation method (free-form, 
imported) 

● Template status (saved, pending approval, 
pending activation, active, inactive, rejected) 

 

Return items 

Depending on which services you select, notification of change and returned item advices transmit on the day 
of posting through: 

● Transmission 

● J.P. Morgan Access 

● Encrypted Email 

Additionally, J.P. Morgan Access can be used to retrieve return/NOC information, post settlement date. 

Return files are available at the start of business, Monday through Friday. This information includes: 

● Original date of settlement 

● Return date 

● Return reason code 

● Information included with the original transaction(s), such as: 

 Client individual name 

 Individual ID 

 Receiver’s account/ABA, amount, etc. 

For sample reports, please see Appendix 3. 

5. Discuss the inquiry capabilities of your electronic banking system. 

TSU can make inquiries in multiple ways: 

● On specific transactions by individual account or by multiple accounts for prior-day, current-day 
and date range selections 

● Against historical data for 45 days or up to 2 years, depending on the entitled account’s history 
retention settings.  
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For a quick snapshot of your balances, can use the home page to view current-day or prior-day balances, 
down to transaction summary, such as totals for lockbox, wires, ACH, etc. and transaction detail. Each level 
allows for printing and exporting results. 

Checks 

Initiate check status inquiries, place stop payment requests and removals and view images of paid items.  

Perform single and range-based searches by account number, check number and amount, sequence 
number, paid and issue date and payee name. Custom search fields chosen by TSU, such as general ledger 
number or vendor number can be used. The results tell you whether the check is still outstanding, has an 
active or revoked stop, is canceled (voided), was returned or has been paid. 

The check inquiry feature provides online image history for 7 years as a standard offering, with an 
option to extend to 10 years. 

J.P. Morgan Access Transaction Services 

Transaction Services offer you tools to obtain payment details on both incoming and outgoing ACH and wire 
transactions. Initiate these functions:  

● Electronically request that we investigate a 
transaction 

● Exchange messages with us concerning 
pending inquiries  

● Send amendments, cancellations and debit 
authorizations securely for Funds Transfer 
transactions 

● Determine if a bank is an ACH member 

● Send reversals and reclaims for ACH 
transactions 

● Retrieve and view case history on open, 
pending and closed inquiries 

● Obtain a Reversal/Reclaim Report 

You may also use the online portal’s inquiry capabilities to view and print MX-formatted outgoing payment 
instructions and send to your beneficiaries as proof of payment. 

6. How many days history can be accessed through the system? 

Our banking portal offers 45 calendar days of account balance and transaction data (standard). Upon 
request, for report retention, the system can store 90 calendar days, 1 or 2 years of data.  
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Wire Transfer 

7. What differentiates your service from other providers? 

TSU can continue to utilize J.P. Morgan Access — our award winning intuitive, integrated platform that is fast, 
flexible and easy to use for wire initiations. 

Wire transfer initiation via J.P. Morgan Access 

The banking portal continues to provide you with a complete range of funds transfer services supporting U.S. 
dollar and multicurrency payments. Our solution supports wires (Fedwire and CHIPS), book transfers, drafts, 
account transfers and U.S. drawdown transaction initiations using both predefined (repetitive) templates and 
free-form formats. 

TSU establishes user entitlements. Your security administrators authorize users to add, modify, delete, 
approve and/or release wire transactions, as well as add, modify, delete, approve and activate predefined 
templates. Receive a client confirmation number immediately upon release to the funds transfer processing 
platform. Confirmation numbers are accessible using the cash reporting features of the banking portal. 

Future-date capability is available, supporting 365 calendar days for same-currency wires initiated from U.S. 
accounts. 

8. Are the bank's checks, ACH and wire transfer systems integrated? If so, describe. If not, discuss any 
plans to do so and the estimated date that the integrated system will be offered. 

Yes. Host-to-Host Online available through J.P. Morgan Access supports the ability to upload a single file 
with mixed payment types in ISO 20022 XML v3, SAP IDoc and our proprietary Global Flat File (GFF) 
formats, including the following payment types:  

● Domestic U.S. and global wire payments  

● Domestic U.S. and global ACH payments  

● U.S. and Canada check payments  

● Global multibank payments  

● Domestic U.S. Virtual Card  

● Same currency and cross-currency urgent and non-urgent payments  

The Host-to-Host Online service requires a subscription to J.P. Morgan’s File Transmission Payments 
service.  
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9. Does the bank's system offer self-administration for user maintenance and user deletes via the 
internet? If so, please list the user functions that are available. 

Your assigned security administrators maintain TSU’s security environment in the online portal using the 
online administration tools available in Manager.  

Manager provides simplified, self-service administration capabilities. It’s the security administrator’s one-
stop-shop for all administration functions. It all starts with the Manager menu. 

Manager navigation 

 

Figure 8 

 

Manager menu options help security administrators take action. View your administration options in the main 
Manage menu including: 

● Manager Home is where you access your Company Overview to view your relationship summary 
and navigate to common pages to view more detail, including accounts, products and users; 
additionally you can approve requests and initiate user management. 

● Relationship Browser is where you can see relationships between accounts, products & users to 
understand your relationship structure and verify user entitlements. 

● Security is where you set up location groups, default user limits and same-day ACH functions, as 
well as manage tokens. 

● Workflow & Configuration is the place to select approvers, set up approval rules and categories. 

● Action Items is where you create new requests and view and edit user details. 

User entitlements 

TSU nominates your own security administrators to establish and approve users for accounts, services and 
functions using an online entitlement feature. As a standard practice, and to help TSU maintain audit controls, 
a minimum of two security administrators are required for user setup and maintenance. 

● One security administrator establishes users for accounts, services (e.g., ACH initiation, funds 
transfer initiation or balance reporting) and functions (e.g., reporting, transaction initiation and 
transaction approval or release). 
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● A second security administrator approves the user entitlements granted by the first security 
administrator. 

● For each user created by a TSU security administrator, we establish basic authentication user IDs. 
Digital signature authentication IDs are established for users authorized for transaction initiation and 
administrative functions. 

● RSA SecurID tokens are assigned by the security administrator to those users who need to perform 
digital signatures. 

● Users log on to the portal to start the new user identification process with the secured information 
provided in a welcome email generated after the user was created and approved by the security 
administrators. The user validates their contact information, leverages a one-time pin and creates 
their own password. 

 This logon procedure, in combination with the acknowledgement and pre-established user 
entitlements, creates an electronic user profile that is employed for all J.P. Morgan Access 
communications with J.P. Morgan. Each user’s desktop view of the portal reflects the accounts, 
services and functions to which that user has been entitled. 

Standard security administrator model 

 

Figure 9 

You can waive the requirement that a security administrator cannot make a change to their own profile providing that a second security 
administrator approves those changes. 

10. What are the opening hours and cut-off times in Central Standard Time for initiating a wire transfer to 
ensure same day execution? 

Payment/receipt processing operates from 8:00 p.m. CT each Sunday through 6:00 p.m. CT each Friday, 
excluding U.S. Federal holidays. We provide our clients with generous cutoff times to enable same-day 
execution of their payment instructions by actively participating in the extended CHIPS and Fedwire operating 
hours.  
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USD clearing opens on Saturdays at 9:00 p.m. CT for Monday value date processing of book transfers 
initiated through the weekend and Monday, if also a holiday. Clients will have the ability to process their U.S. 
dollar book transfer straight through payments during these additional hours; however, repaired payments are 
delayed until the normal operating hours of the FED and CHIPS. 

Timeframes are outlined below (all times are CT). Please note, payments requiring repair have a cutoff time 
30 minutes prior to the times stated below. Payment instructions received after these cutoff times are 
completed on a reasonable-effort basis. 

Type of transfer 

Input method 

Internet 
File Transmission 
Payments 

Automated 
standing transfer 

Fedwire 5:15 p.m. 5:15 p.m. See note below (1) 

Book transfer/internal  6:15 p.m. 6:15 p.m. 

Drawdown (via Fedwire) 4:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m. 

International (USD via CHIPS) 4:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m. 

(1) Automatic Standing Transfer: As standing orders/payment instructions are repetitive, there is no deadline, per se. In 
most cases, we execute the standing order early each morning. If it is to be based on an account balance either in a 
J.P. Morgan account or in an account at another bank, the transfer will be based on the closing balance as of the prior 
business day. 

11. What is the cut-off time for incoming domestic wire transfers to receive same day credit? 

For U.S.-held accounts, the cutoff time for incoming credits is the close of Fedwire at 5:45 p.m. CT. 

12. Describe the bank's procedure for providing payment confirmation information. 

Here’s our procedure for providing payment confirmation information. 

J.P. Morgan Access 

The online portal provides transaction reference numbers when the payment instruction is released. Our 
highly automated systems release transactions minutes after input. The full wire execution and confirmation 
process, including release to the clearing system, receipt of a clearing system reference number and making 
this reference number available to TSU, is completed within minutes of initiation. 

Once the transaction has been processed and pushed to the respective clearing, a unique transaction 
reference number is automatically generated by our internal processing system. Reporting is made available 
to you through the online portal, providing summary-level information for all transactions initiated and their 
status (Entered, Approved and Released), based on a specified date range. 

Federal Reserve reference number 

The clearing reference number (e.g. fed reference number) is available through the banking portal. 
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13. How soon after wire execution would a Federal Reference number be available? 

Our highly automated systems release transactions to the Fed minutes after input. The full wire execution 
and confirmation process, including release to the Fed, receipt of a Fed reference number and making this 
reference number available to TSU, is completed within minutes of initiation—assuming that adequate 
balances are available in your account and the payment does not stop for OFAC review.  

Fed reference numbers are available in near real time after successful processing in J.P. Morgan Access on 
reports or from an emailed alert. 

14. Does the bank's wire transfer system have the capability of warehousing instructions for future value 
dated wire transactions? If so, for how many days? 

Yes, our payment processing system accepts payment instructions up to 365 days prior to value date and 
warehouses these transactions in our systems until the value date specified. Warehousing is not limited to 
certain types of transactions. 

Future dated transactions can be submitted via the online portal. 

15. Does the bank have on-line repetitive wire transfer setup function? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan Access provides online repetitive wire setup. There are two options available, standard and 
enhanced templates. 

A standard template is available for use immediately upon activation by your authorized users and does not 
need to be verified by the bank. This is used as the basis for repetitive transactions for which your users must 
supply the amount and value date and may change fields that are eligible to be edited, such as payment 
details. 

An enhanced template on the other hand is available for use only after the bank verifies and activates the 
template once TSU approves the same. Enhanced templates are locked and are used as the basis for 
repetitive payments for which your users supply only the amount and value date. Depending on the payment 
method and the account, you can also enter between one to four lines of payment details, as well as optional 
information on regulatory reporting and instruction code tabs. 

16. Does the bank have the capability of initiating wires transfers in foreign currencies? List the 
currencies available. 

Yes. The banking portal allows you to send wires in local or foreign currency. TSU can combine 
U.S./Canadian Dollar and multicurrency payment activities using predefined (repetitive) and free-form formats 
for accounts at J.P. Morgan and other financial institutions; wire transactions with FX can be done for 120 
currencies. 

17. What detailed information is provided on incoming and outgoing wire transfers on a current and 
previous day basis? 

The following information is provided on incoming and outgoing wire transfers on both a previous-day and 
current-day basis: 
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● Dollar amount 

● Bank reference number 

● Client reference (TSU’s reference) number 

● FED/CHIPS/SWIFT reference number 
(including SWIFT GPI UETR, if available) 

● Payment Details (if included) 

● Date and time of receipt of wire instruction 

● Received from party (incoming) 

● By order party (outgoing) 

● Paid to party 

● Beneficiary and Ultimate Beneficiary 
information (if available) 

● Straight-through or repair indicator 

● Unique location identifier (ULID) (if available) 

18. Can individual users be granted different levels of access to Web-based information reporting (e.g., 
cash manager has access to daily cash management reports, accounting and collections have 
access to daily receipts)? 

Yes. TSU’s security administrators can grant individual users different levels of access to specific accounts 
and reports within J.P. Morgan Access. 

Passwords and IDs govern access to the platform itself. The system customizes individual functions through 
specific entitlements set by your security administrators. 

19. Describe the procedures to be followed by the company if a user password is lost or forgotten. Can 
the password be reset immediately via dual control by the Master User or Security Administrator? 

J.P. Morgan Access users can reset their passwords directly using the self-service password reset capability 
on the log-on page. Users changing their password from a registered device will be sent a One Time 
Password (OTP) to their email address on record. Users changing their password from an unregistered 
device will have to answer a set of challenge questions correctly before being sent the OTP. The users will 
enter the OTP on the logon page and be put into the forced password change flow. If the user is unable to 
complete this process, their client Security Administrator can reset their password. 

20. Can the bank accurately measure in real-time a customer's daylight overdraft in a single account? 
Can the daylight overdraft be measured across all accounts in the relationship? Can the customer 
have access to this information? 

All your accounts are netted together for tracking intraday liquidity usage. Real-time balance and transaction 
information is available via the online portal.  

Daylight overdrafts are referenced in the context of intraday liquidity (Fed daylight overdraft) usage. The bank 
does not charge for intraday or daylight overdrafts.  

J.P. Morgan charges for the use of end of day (EOD) uncollected funds by applying a daily variable overdraft 
(OD) rate to individual DDAs. Overdraft fees can be offset by an earnings credit allowance and may be 
assessed on a per occurrence basis. 

The formula for EOD Negative Collected Balance Fee is as follows: 
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Negative Collected Balance Fee Calculation 

(Negative Collected Balance x OD Rate* x Number of Days Overdrawn) 
360 days 

*OD Rate = J.P. Morgan’s Prime +3% 

21. Does the bank establish an infra-day limit per account or per customer? Is wire transfer processing 
stopped when the antra-day limit is reached? 

J.P. Morgan will work with TSU to understand your payment flow. 

Daylight or intraday overdraft limits are not advised and are at our discretion. We will work with you to 
establish appropriate intraday facilities so that your payments are processed on a timely basis. Intraday credit 
limits are determined based on each individual entity’s needs with historical usage and anticipated cash flow. 
Limits are monitored on an ongoing basis to help make sure that the lines are sufficient. Intraday guidance 
facilities are operated on an unadvised basis. 

We would also need to understand where daylight overdrafts are required as in some countries daylight 
overdrafts are not permitted and advised lines are required. 

Currently, J.P. Morgan does not charge interest on the usage of daylight or intraday overdraft limits arising 
from normal clearing activities, as long as the overdraft positions are cleared prior to the close of the branch’s 
banking day. Any overdraft positions extending overnight will be charged based on the applicable overdraft 
rate as determined according to the branch and currency of the account, along with a daily occurrence fee. 

We reserve the right to change our fees and charges at any time. Interest charges will be applied for each 
calendar day the accounts remain in overdraft position. In cases where overdraft facilities have been 
established, the predetermined overdraft facility rate will be assessed. The day count basis used for interest 
calculation varies depending on currency and branch location, but is based on market standard. 

22. When the bank incurs a daylight overdraft charge from the Fed, will it pass this charge on to its 
customers? If so, how is the charge allocated among customers? 

J.P. Morgan does not charge clients for Fed daylight overdrafts arising in the context of normal clearing 
activities at this time, which is current market practice. 

23. Describe measures to assure that the customer will not be charged for overdrafts due to bank delays 
in posting investment income, incoming wires and other credits. 

As stated above, J.P. Morgan does not charge for intra-day liquidity (Fed daylight overdraft) usage arising in 
the context of normal clearing activities at this time, which is current market practice. 
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Depository Services 

24. Describe your depository services (e.g., cash vault, branch deposits [immediate or post verification], 
night drop deposits) 

J.P. Morgan offers flexible depository services to continue to meet TSU’s check and cash deposit needs. Use 
our vault services for deposits if your average deposits exceed Chase branch thresholds. 

Vault services 

TSU will continue to benefit from making cash deposits from your location using our vault services. TSU will 
continue to contract with an armored courier to drop off deposits at one of our more than 100 vault locations. 
Based on your location, we recommend you continue to use our Houston location.  

TSU can continue its contract with an armored courier to drop off deposits at our Houston vault location. 

BENEFITS OF OUR APPROACH 
Vault services 

SAVE MONEY Lower your cost for coin and currency deposit processing 

ACCELERATE FUNDS Expedite funds availability—we offer cutoff times that are competitive within the 
industry 

IMPROVE SAFETY Lower risks and increase safety of employees handling large amounts of cash 

INCREASE EFFICIENCY Increase internal operational efficiencies by outsourcing deposit process to us 

INCREASE SECURITY Be confident knowing we use stringent audit trails from point of receipt through 
completion of deposit verification 

KEEP IT SIMPLE No need to deal with multiple vendors in different locations—consistent deposit 
procedures make your life easier 

GET THE DETAILS Identify deposit locations easily with detailed unique location identifier (ULID) 
reporting (optional service) 

 

Branch and night depository services 

J.P. Morgan offers flexible depository services to meet TSU’s check and cash deposit needs: 

● For deposits of less than $10,000 in cash per day, you may make deposits at our commercially 
enabled local branches  

● For deposits more than $10,000 in cash, we recommend the use of our vault deposit services, 
described below 
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Branch deposits 

TSU will continue to benefit from making deposits less than $10,000 at our commercially enabled branches 
near your locations. 

Branch locations, address and hours of operation are provided in the table below. The deposit cutoff time is 
the branch closing time Monday through Friday, 5:00 p.m. local time for branches in your area. 

Branch Name Address Hours of Operation (local time of branch) 

Hermann Park 5445 Almeda Rd 
Houston, TX 77004 

Monday – Friday: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Saturday: 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 

Old Spanish Trail 3636 Old Spanish Trl 
Houston, TX 77021 

Monday – Friday: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Saturday: 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 

* Branch hours are subject to change and are posted at each branch location. 

As a business practice, we regularly review branch and ATM activity, which may result in branch openings and closings, 
ATM placement or removal, or in the change of branch bank or ATM functions. Therefore, branch and ATM locations and 
functions may change from time to time. 

Deposit verification 

All deposits presented to a teller are processed as immediate/teller line verification.  

J.P. Morgan’s preferred method of deposit is through our night drop depository when available. Deposits 
received through the night deposit are considered post verification and receive night drop verification fees. 
Coin deposits greater than $10 may be verified on a delayed basis and must be in a separate deposit bag. 

Night depository services 

Smaller deposits made through the night depository are defined (per day, per branch) as: 

● Less than $10,000 in cash 

● Maximum of 10 deposits 

● Maximum of 100 checks per deposit 

● Small change orders are defined (per day, per branch) as less than $5,000 

Please note that coin deposited at a branch must be in separate coin bags. Coin deposits greater than $10 
may credit your account on a delayed basis. 

J.P. Morgan’s Business Deposit Express service requires the use of recyclable dual-pouch, tamper-resistant 
plastic deposit bags for each deposit. By using the plastic deposit bags, branches can post-verify deposits 
containing cash. 

Receipts and acknowledgement are available the following business day after processing. Deposit 
verification of currency will be completed within two business days of receipt of the deposit (typically three 
days if the deposit package is forwarded to a commercial vault for verification). 
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We recommend you use deposit slips preprinted with a unique location identifier (ULID) for each of your 
locations. With these deposit slips, your deposit history information is sorted by account and ULID. 

25. What is your cut-off time to ensure same day ledger credit? 

TSU receives same-day funds availability for cash deposits, incoming wire, ACH transactions and checks 
drawn on J.P. Morgan. The cutoff time for each transaction is detailed below.  

Deposit cutoff times 

Cash deposits 

Branch deposits Times vary by location but are typically between 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. branch time. 

Branch night drop 
deposits 

7:30 a.m. branch time. 
• Select branches offer a second opening in the early afternoon. Deposit cut-off times are 

clearly indicated on the face of each depository, as required by law. 

ATM deposits 10:00 p.m. CT. 
• Deposit cut-off times are clearly posted at each ATM. 

Vault Our Houston vault has the following cutoff times: 
• Cash-only deposit: 8:00 p.m. local time of the vault 
• Mixed (cash and check) and check-only deposit 5:00 p.m. local time of the vault 

We regularly review vault activity as a business practice, which may result in openings, 
closings and changes to cutoff times. 

Coin deposits greater than $10.00 may be credited to your account on a delayed basis. 

Remote Cash 
Capture 

Cash deposits received by the Smart Safe cutoff of 10:00 p.m. local time of the Houston vault 
receive same-day ledger credit with next-day availability.  

Check-only deposits 

Remote deposits Remote Deposit Capture: 9:00 p.m. CT, with same-day ledger availability based on 
endpoint. 
• With ACH: 9:00 p.m. CT for same-day ledger availability based on endpoint. All 

transactions cleared as ACH debits are fully available the next business day. 

Electronic deposits 

Wire transfers Wire transfers are credited and available in near real time throughout the day. The cutoff time 
for incoming credits is the close of Fedwire, which is 5:45 p.m. CT. 

ACH For ACH credits, you receive availability (memo post) for ACH collection on opening of the 
business day on the settlement date. A hard post of the funds happens at the end of the 
business day.  
For ACH debits, any same-day originations are settled at the end of the business day. 
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26. Are there any courier services provided by the bank for pickup and delivery of check deposits? If so 
what is the cut-off time for same day credit? 

J.P. Morgan doesn’t provide ground-based courier services for the pick-up and delivery of domestic paper 
check or cash deposits. 

We don’t endorse any specific third-party couriers. However, based upon the processing site, we provide 
details of the existing couriers in those markets. This information is available prior to implementation of 
deposit activity. 

For the cut-off times for same-day ledger credit, please see Question 25 above. 

27. What types of deposit bags do you allow/require? 

Bags must meet specifications for deposits that contain currency or coin. All depository channels use these 
standard specifications. If custom bags follow these specifications, no other approval is necessary. 

Depository bag requirements 

● Must have two separate pouches: 

 First is designated for cash, requiring a tamper-evident closure 

 Second is designated for checks, traveler’s checks, deposit slips and other supporting 
documentation, requiring a reasonable closure 

● Both pouches: 

 Must be clearly separate from each other so there’s no access from one pouch to the other 

 Can’t be stacked back-to-back and must be top/bottom or side-by-side 

● Pouch sizes should be designed to hold the contents of a majority of the deposits typically made by 
the individual location 

● The construction of the bag must withstand customer and courier handling without failing and be 
recyclable; we recommend a minimum side-seal strength of 1,500 grams/inch 

● The printing on the outside of the bag should include: 

 Detailed instructions outlining the expected contents of each pouch 

 Space to write the delivery and sending location information 

 A numbering system (no alpha characters or symbols) for the identification of each depository 
bag  

 Print this number on the receipt strip of the bag seal and on the body of the bag  

 Replicate the number in bar-code format: 
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— Optimally, the bar code should be placed in the upper section, centered at the top of the 
bag 

— The bar code should be Font 39; optimally with 1:2 aspect ratio, 15 mil bar width, 2:1 wide 
to narrow bar ratio 1/4" to 1/2" white border, black bar code color and white background 

 Include a clear description of what to look for to determine if there was tampering 

● The bag must provide visible means to detect tampering attempts, i.e. change in color of the seal 

● The bag must have at least one transparent side so the contents of each pouch is seen without 
gaining access to the pouch 

Coin bag requirements 

The bag should be self-sealing and be tamper-evident. The durability of the bag is important: 

● The bag should incorporate a reinforced handle able to withstand a hang test with greater than a 
100-pound load 

● Thickness of material should be a minimum of 6.5 mm 

● A full bag of coin should be able to withstand 8-10 drops from a height of six feet 

The size and features should follow these guidelines: 

● Fillable space of the bag should not exceed 13"x19" 

● Bag handle should not exceed three inches, with total bag dimensions not to exceed 13"x22" 

● Exterior coefficient of friction (COF) of the bag should be sufficient to prevent slipping while stacked 
with other plastic and/or canvas bags; a COF of .95 or higher should meet this standard 

● Bags may be either clear or tinted: 

 If bag materials are colored, the color should not be opaque 

 Contents must be clearly distinguishable through the packaging material 

28. Do all of your branches accept immediate and post verification deposits at the teller line? 

As stated in Question 24, all deposits presented to a teller are processed as immediate/teller line verification.  

J.P. Morgan’s preferred method of deposit is through our night drop depository when available. Deposits 
received through the night deposit are considered post verification and receive night drop verification fees. 
Coin deposits greater than $10 may be verified on a delayed basis and must be in a separate deposit bag. 
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29. Does the branch provide a validated deposit slip and provisional credit with post verification at the 
time the deposit is handed to the teller? If provisional credit is given, when does the verification take 
place? 

Yes. When presenting a deposit at the teller line, TSU receives a receipt and provisional credit if post verified. 
Also: 

● You must wait for a validated receipt when making deposits at the teller line  

● Coin deposits greater than $10 are verified on a delayed basis 

● Validated receipts for deposits placed in the night drop are available at the branch the following 
business day  

They’re retained at the branch for 30 days. Figure 10 is a receipt sample with definitions.  

Sample branch receipt 

 

Figure 10 

 

Provisional credit 

Verification for provisional credit is as follows: 

● Provisional credit is provided at the time of deposit 

● Branch personnel verify the deposit within two business days from receipt 

● Deposits get forwarded to the vault within one business day of receipt 
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● Vault personnel have two business days to complete verification 

30. Does the bank identify and adjust all discrepancies? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan identifies all discrepancies. We internally manage adjustments in the vault and branch 
below a predetermined sundry amount without posting the corrected entries and related fees to TSU’s 
account. 

31. When counterfeit bills are discovered, what is your notification and adjustment process? 

J.P. Morgan uses advanced bill counters with sophisticated counterfeit and mutilated bill detectors. If we 
detect counterfeit bills during initial deposit verification, we debit TSU’s account for the amount of the 
counterfeit.  

We complete the required Secret Service document (Form SSF1604) and submit it to the Secret Service with 
the counterfeit bill(s). A debit advice is mailed to you. 

32. Does the bank have an automated coin/currency ordering service? Describe the deposit and change 
order procedures, cut-off times, security and other features of this system. 

Yes. We offer TSU automated coin and currency ordering services (change order services) for pick-up 
through our vaults and branches.  

Request change orders as needed, establish a standing vault order or use a combination of orders. Place 
coin and currency orders via telephone using an interactive voice response (IVR) or through our Web 
Currency Services ordering platform.  

● As-needed change orders can be set up 24/7 and up to six months in advance of the requested 
delivery date. Orders placed prior to 1:00 p.m. (local time of the vault or branch) are available for 
armored courier pick up by the end of the business day in the vaults or ready for pick up the 
following morning at the specified branch.  

● Standing vault orders are established, repetitive orders and can be prepared for a predetermined 
amount and delivered on predetermined delivery days, e.g., every Monday and Thursday. Orders 
can be delivered daily Sunday through Saturday, subject to your armored courier service restrictions. 
Amounts may vary by delivery day. 
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Change order process flow  

 

Figure 11 

 

33. Describe change order procedures and restrictions for branch pickup. 

Change order procedures and restrictions for branch pickup include: 

● All change order requests must use automated branch cash ordering; the total order amount can’t 
exceed $5,000 

● Place orders through the automated coin and currency ordering system (IVR or online through Web 
Currency Services) by 1:00 p.m. local time of the branch for next-day pick up 

● Settlement for automated change orders occurs through a direct debit to the account 

● When picking up the order, a TSU representative must present the system confirmation number for 
the branch to release the currency and coin 

● J.P. Morgan restricts payment for ad hoc-on demand change orders, including initial change orders 
for new client locations, to a cash-for-cash exchange, or an on-us check made payable to petty cash. 
Personal ID of the person receiving the order is required per Bank Secrecy Act regulation 

● Orders not placed via our automated coin and currency ordering system require valid personal ID to 
receive the order 

34. Can return Items be automatically redeposited? If so how many times? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan automatically redeposits return items if they’ve been returned for a reason that’s eligible 
for redeposit, such as non-sufficient funds (NSF). Return items are redeposited one time. 

Re-presented Check Entry (RCK) allows up to two redeposits if an item is eligible. The redeposits occur one 
time by paper and another by ACH, or through two ACH presentments with no paper redeposit. 
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35. Do you assign float to return items? 

J.P. Morgan doesn’t assign float to return items debited to the account, but we do for redeposited items. We 
assign zero-day availability to on-us items and one- to two-day availability to transit items. 

36. Do you have the ability to view return items online? 

Yes. The online portal allows TSU next-day access to return and redeposit item information and images. 
This solution allows your authorized users to electronically retrieve returns and redeposited item images. Our 
portal provides secure 24-hour, high-speed online access to your return and redeposit images. 

To find an image, run a Returns and Exceptions Report or the Balance and Transaction Report on the online 
portal. The front and back of the returned item is available. Then click on the icon for the return item image to 
view, print or export the image. 

37. Discuss the format and delivery options available for the company to receive previous day deposit 
activity detail files. 

TSU may use J.P. Morgan Access to retrieve balance and transaction information via: 

● Formatted reports available online, downloaded to Excel and PDF.  

● Export files in CSV, BAI2, OFX 

● ISO camt.052/.053/.054 and SWIFT MT942/MT940 formats.  

38. Can previous day deposit activity detail and balance information be viewed by multiple users and can 
this data be accessed from multiple locations? 

Yes. Your users can view detailed activity through our banking portal. There is no limit to the number of users 
that can be assigned. Multiple users can access information and there is no limit to the number of users that 
can access the system simultaneously. Information can be accessed from multiple locations. 

39. Does your deposit reporting service report electronic transfers such as merchant card deposits, ACH 
and wires as well as paper documents? 

Yes. We report all transactions hard-posted to your demand depository accounts with associated reference 
numbers, effective dates (float) and descriptive text. 

40. What time each day is the data available and how often in the last year has the bank missed this 
target. 

Prior day reporting is available by 7:00 a.m. local time.  

We continually monitor information delivery goal times to help achieve optimal availability. Our support teams 
provide information regarding any delays and access difficulties. 
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If a prolonged outage occurs, the home page of the banking portal provides a broadcast message estimating 
when service is estimated to be available. To minimize disruption, your client service associate (CSA may 
proactively notify TSU regarding any delay. 

In 2022, the J.P. Morgan Access average uptime was 99.87%. 

41. Can you return a file to the company's accounting system that shows all wire transfer, ACH bulk 
payments, drafts and checks that have cleared the company's accounts? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan offers a variety of file-based reporting options through standard communication connections 
to facilitate reconciliation within Banner. Various file types can be used for different reporting needs based on 
required data content. 

File Transmission Reporting 

File Transmission Reporting provides automated delivery via transmission of current and prior-day reports in 
a variety of industry-standard formats, such as BAI2, SWIFT MT formatted files and ISO 20022 camt 
reporting. Balance and transaction reporting reflects all incoming and outgoing activity on accounts during the 
reporting period.  

Via SWIFT FIN, J.P. Morgan can also report MT940 and MT942 messages that show all wire transfers, 
ACH/bulk payments, drafts and checks that have cleared a company’s accounts. Note that detailed reporting 
on ACH receivables and FED WIRE CTP transactions are limited by the SWIFT FIN network to 390 
characters per transaction. 

J.P. Morgan Access 

Our online portal can export information daily or a specified date range of activity, including wire transfers, 
ACH payments, checks and statements. The online portal provides balance and transaction information in the 
following formats for interface into Banner: 

● BAI2 

● CSV 

● SWIFT MT942/MT940 

● ISO 20022 XML 

● ISO camt.052, camt.053, camt.054 

● Open Financial Exchange (OFX) 

● PDF 

TSU can export data from the online platform to Excel and other software packages. 

With the scheduling feature, your users can schedule reports to run automatically at recurring intervals such 
as, daily, weekly or monthly. Scheduled reports can be shared with other online portal users within your 
organization. 
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Checks paid reporting 

Our Account Reconciliation Processing (ARP) services can provide a Recon Data File that TSU can upload 
into Banner. This file contains the check paid data. 

Receivables reporting 

File Transmission Reporting provides a receivables advising option that includes full addenda information for 
ACH payments in ANSI 820 for the U.S. 

Payment origination 

The ACH Companion (Mirror) File takes an ACH origination file and reports identical data back to Banner to 
maintain a record of all ACH transactions originated through transmission. ACH Reconcilement Services 
provides both optimal processing and optimal reconciliation. Multiple batch origination is independent of 
reconcilement reporting as clients benefit from timely confirmation of cleared versus sent ACH items and can 
identify fraudulent items (ACH version of reverse positive pay). 

With ACH Reconcilement Services, clients receive the standard consolidated settlement entry to their DDA. 
Information Reporting provides detail at item level, which corresponds to the DDA settlement entry. TSU can 
elect to receive batch level totals that correspond to the DDA settlement entry. 

42. Is it possible to view current day deposit activity? If so how often is the information updated? 

We provide updates throughout the business day for established accounts. You can receive current-day 
information throughout the day, generally within minutes of receipt or completion. 

Current-day information, which is the reporting of memo-posted transactions, is available throughout the day 
as the transactions complete on processing applications such as lockbox, wire, ACH, returns, controlled 
disbursement and demand depository accounts.  

Reporting goals 

Wire transfers are reported nearly in real-time. Targeted reporting times for transaction types follows. 

For J.P. Morgan’s San Angelo, TX Controlled Disbursement site, first presentment is at 7:30 a.m. CT and 
second presentment is at 9:00 a.m. CT. Check detail is 11:00 p.m. CT. 

Current-day information reporting goal 

Report Goal 

ACH 11:00 p.m. CT, 3:00 a.m. CT, 5:00 a.m. CT, 7:00 a.m. CT 

Wires: U.S. Domestic (GFP)—Fed 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. CT 

Wires: U.S. Domestic (GFP)—CHIPS 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. CT 
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Current-day information reporting goal 

Report Goal 

Wires: U.S. Domestic (GFP)—book 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. CT 

 

43. Can your system currently receive electronic check files directly from a point of sale (POS) system? If 
yes, by what time must the physical checks be delivered to the bank's operations center? 

Unfortunately, J.P. Morgan doesn’t offer a depository service where you make deposits by sending the MICR 
line information electronically with the physical paper checks to follow. The bank does offer the following 
alternatives: 

Integrated Receivables Collect  

Includes an end-to-end hardware, software and processing solution for eliminating paper check payments at 
branch locations, drop boxes and internal retail and consumer lockboxes. Use our remote capture service to 
scan images of checks using a desktop scanner and transmit them to us using a high-speed internet 
connection for processing. 

Integrated Receivables Collect (mobile)  

Extends the reach of our remote deposit service to the point of check receipt and is another efficient and 
cost-effective electronic alternative to paper deposits. It only requires a compatible smartphone or tablet, 
connectivity service plan, with a wireless signal and a J.P. Morgan demand deposit account. 

Image Cash Letter  

Send us an ANSI X9.100-187 formatted file that contains images of the paper original items and data that 
corresponds to the item’s MICR line. The optional ARC process determines each item’s eligibility to clear by 
ACH and those items eligible through the ACH network. Items not eligible for ACH clearing are then cleared 
by image exchange or image replacement document (IRD). Currently, Image Cash Letter with ACH supports 
ARC, BOC and POP standard entry class codes.  

ACH POP 

This solution converts check items at the point of purchase. Capture consumer authorizations for 
nonrecurring ACH debits at the point of purchase by scanning or keying the MICR line from the consumer’s 
check. 
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44. Describe the bank's current or planned image processing capabilities. 

In September 2004, J.P. Morgan became the first bank to conduct a live pilot of image exchange with another 
financial institution. Today, we offer three remote capture solutions: 

● Chase QuickDeposit (CQD) 

● Integrated Receivables Collect (Collect) 

 Remote Deposit Capture including mobile 

 Remote Lockbox Capture including mobile 

● Image Cash Letter (ICL) 1F2 

Please see Question 43 above for a description of each solution. 

45. Can the bank support the conversion of consumer checks to ACH debits (POP) at the point of 
purchase? 

J.P. Morgan currently accepts and processes point of purchase (POP) origination files. In conjunction with 
front-end alliance partners, we offer retail-industry clients a comprehensive POP solution that takes checks 
from the point of sale, converts them to ACH transactions and processes them through the ACH network. 

We use POP entry to convert consumer checks tendered at the point of purchase into nonrecurring ACH 
debits. Here are the steps: 

● Step 1: The consumer presents a check to you for the intended purchase. 

● Step 2: Review the item to verify it’s eligible for conversion. 

● Step 3: Run the check through a MICR reader, capturing the MICR-encoded information (routing 
number, account number and check serial number) and terminal number. The payment amount and 
TSU’s name are either data entered or inserted by the MICR reader. 

● Step 4: Print an authorization receipt. 

● Step 5: The consumer signs the receipt. 

● Step 6: One copy of the signed receipt is provided to the consumer; retain the other copy. 

● Step 7: Void the check and return it to the consumer. 

● Step 8: We collect the total purchase amount electronically from the consumer’s bank account and 
deposits it to your account. This normally happens within one or two business days. The consumer 
receives a record of their payments on their own bank statement. If the consumer’s bank doesn’t 
participate in the ACH network, we prepare a preauthorized check for the collection and the 
consumer receives a copy of this check with the bank statement. 

 
2 JPMorgan Chase is licensed under U.S.Pat. Nos. 5,910,988 and 6,032,137. 
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For POP entry, the originator, TSU, is required to obtain the consumer's written authorization that the check 
may be converted to an ACH debit transaction prior to converting the item. You must provide a copy of the 
authorization to the consumer. 

The originator, TSU, must also provide the consumer with a copy of the receipt containing your location data, 
purchase information and check serial number. The authorization and receipt may be provided on the same 
document or on different documents at the originator’s (TSU’s) discretion. 

46. Do you prefer to provide a surety bond or collateral, to protect our deposits? 

Please refer to the section Collateral pledged in our National Collateral Management Group – General 
Information. 

National Collateral Management Group – General Information 

NCMG Process and Procedures 
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (the Bank), through its National Collateral Management Group (NCMG), 
employs a Bank developed Corporate Collateral Management System (CCM), which provides daily 
monitoring of deposit balances and security value for collateralization purposes. 

CCM is reviewed each Federal Reserve banking day by dedicated Collateral Managers for compliance with 
customer collateral requirements. Collateral requirements are based upon the end-of-day ledger balances 
(except for Louisiana clients, where collected balances are used) in deposit accounts (demand and time 
deposits) (plus accrued interest if any), less applicable FDIC coverage, plus applicable margin (gross-up), if 
any. The end-of-day deposit balances are uploaded into CCM the following Federal Reserve banking day 
morning from the Bank's deposit system. NCMG monitors the market value of collateral pledged to our 
customers and compares the market value to the collateral requirements. In the event a market value 
reduction or increase in deposit level creates an under-collateralized position, additional collateral will be 
pledged promptly. 

Federal Reserve Bank Third-Party Joint-Custody Security Accounts 

The Bank currently uses the Federal Reserve Bank (“FRB”) as the primary custodian for joint-custody 
security accounts (“Collateral Account”). The Administrative Reserve Bank (“ARB”) that holds the securities 
for the Bank is the FRB of New York (determined by Federal Reserve rules). The FRB of Boston is the 
Federal Reserve System’s national collateral account administrator. Pledged securities will be held in a FRB 
collateral account in the name of the Public Entity. 

In order to establish a Collateral Account, FRB requires a copy of the completed FRB “Pledgee Agreement 
Form” (“PA”) and “Fed Mail Form” from the Public Entity (the Public Entity must agree to the custodial 
agreement terms set forth in the FRB’s Operating Circular 7, Appendix 4, as amended from time to time). The 
FRB will not review or complete any tri-party custodial agreements that Public Entities or banks present for 
collateral accounts. 

The FRB will assign a unique, alphanumeric collateral account number to the Public Entity upon the receipt, 
review and verification of the completed PA and Fed-mail forms. The Public Entity may retain the original 
forms for their records. 

If a Public Entity has (or had) a FRB collateral account, the Public Entity can provide NCMG the FRB 
alphanumeric collateral account number, a listing of authorized signer(s) and verification requirements listed 
on the existing PA or provide a copy of an existing PA, such that NCMG can pledge into their collateral 
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account. If the Public Entity has a PA greater than two (2) years old, it is recommended that the Public Entity 
submit a new PA. 

Until NCMG receives the FRB documents (or information regarding the existing account), NCMG will pledge 
collateral into a Bank controlled account at the FRB in the name of the Public Entity on CCM. 

The FRB provides two (2) types of reporting; Joint Custody Daily Activity Statements (“AS”) and Monthly 
Securities Holdings Report (“MSHR”). The AS reports account activity when conducted within the collateral 
account. The MSHR reports all securities held in the Public Entity’s collateral account at month end. Both 
reports are sent within 24 hours either by email or facsimile. The FRB reports list the original par value of the 
securities pledged and does not report market value of securities pledged. The FRB does not provide on-line 
access to collateral account nor hold any irrevocable letter of credit issued by a Federal Home Loan Bank. 

Collateral Increases 
NCMG recommends that customers contact NCMG directly in the event that additional deposits will exceed 
current collateral levels so that additional collateral can be pledged and put in place at the time the deposits 
are made. 

Customers can contact NCMG before 12:00 p.m. CT for a collateral increase to be effective the same day, 
otherwise NCMG will endeavor to make the collateral increase effective the same day if contacted after such 
time. Also, the Bank requires a one (1) business day notification of a collateral increase request greater than 
$50 million. 

In the event that NCMG has not received timely prior notification of an increase in deposits from a customer, 
which results in a need of additional collateral, additional collateral will be promptly pledged, unless otherwise 
advised by the customer. 

Collateral Releases 
The release of any securities pledged as collateral in the clients’ FRB collateral account requires written 
authorization and verbal confirmation based upon the current FRB standards. NCMG will submit collateral 
release letter(s) to the client authorized individual(s) for authorization of any collateral reductions. 

Collateral Limits 
The Bank will collateralize all public deposits collateral requirements as necessary currently and has no 
established maximum collateral limit. As noted above, the Bank does require a one (1) business day 
notification of a collateral increase request greater than $50 million. 

Security Valuation 
The Bank uses an independent, third-party pricing agent for collateral valuation. Dependent upon the types of 
securities pledged, the Bank will update security prices (marked to market) daily, weekly and monthly, as 
provided from the pricing agent. 

Types of Collateral Pledged 
State law will govern acceptable collateral for public fund deposits, if applicable. Clients may provide further 
direction as to types of acceptable collateral. The types of collateral pledged are subject to change. 

Subject to applicable state law and anticipated deposit levels, the Bank may pledge an irrevocable letter of 
credit issued by a Federal Home Loan Bank and securities in the form of U.S. Treasury (e.g., bills, notes, 
bonds and TIPS) and Agency (e.g., Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac) securities as collateral to secure public fund 
deposits. In circumstances where the amount of deposits exceeds the size of the letter of credit the Bank will 
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provide the required collateral using other forms of eligible collateral. Your relationship team or NCMG will be 
pleased to discuss our approach and provide additional information. 

Reporting 
In addition to FRB reporting (see “Federal Reserve Bank Third-Party Joint-Custody Security Accounts” 
above), NCMG provides a monthly collateral report which lists the pledged securities (description, maturity 
and rate), original par, current par and market value and, if applicable, will list any irrevocable letter of credit 
issued by a Federal Home Loan Bank. NCMG emails the report by the 5th business day of the following 
month. Customers may contact NCMG during normal business hours to request a collateral report for any 
specific business day. 

Board Resolution 
The Board of Directors of the Bank has passed a resolution which delegates authority from the Board to 
certain Bank personnel to, among other things, enter into agreements with governmental entities to serve as 
a depository and to pledge collateral to secure that entities’ public funds deposits. This resolution can be 
delivered upon request. 

Contact Information 

NCMG can be reached by: 

Phone  1 (888) 333-8340, option 1 (Monday – Friday 8AM – 5PM Eastern Time) 

Email  ncmg@jpmorgan.com 

U.S. mail JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 
Attn: NCMG OH1-0138 
1111 Polaris Parkway 
Columbus, Ohio 43240-0138 

47. Please indicate the number of branches and representatives within the state of Texas and identify the 
locations of each branch. 

TSU’s employees have access to J.P. Morgan’s extensive branch network as shown in the map, which 
includes 466 branches under the familiar Chase brand in the state of Texas. TSU may use the commercially 
enabled branches listed below. In addition, please see Appendix 5 for a list of all commercially enabled 
Chase branches located in the state of Texas. 
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Chase Commercially Enabled Branches and Deposit Friendly ATM Network Map 

 

Figure 12 

Please note that TSU can make deposits at commercially-enabled branches only. This map shows all branches but they may not be 
commercially-enabled. 
 

As a business practice, we regularly review branch and ATM activity which may result in branch openings 
and closings, ATM placement or removal, or in the change of branch or ATM functions. Therefore, branch 
and ATM locations and functions change from time to time. 

As of July 30, 2023, J.P. Morgan employs over 30,300 active employees in the state of Texas. 

48. Is the bank able to handle prefixes on the deposit slips for segregating of deposits by department? 

We provide location reporting for clients that deposit from multiple sources into a single checking account 
through the banking portal. 

TSU can customize the filters and view of the Balance and Transaction Report, available through the Reports 
function, as a Location Report that captures deposit information from each of your locations. Locations are 
identified by a unique location identifier (ULID) number printed on the deposit slip, which is then reported 
back to your main office/location, broken out by each location. 

The Location Report view within the Balance and Transaction Master Report captures and reports deposit 
information for the period you determine. Totals are calculated by each ULID location ID for the date range 
selected along with other optional totals.  
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The information captured includes: 

● ULID number 

● Deposit date 

● Deposit amount 

● Deposit ticket and deposited check images (online output only) 

49. Describe the bank's remote deposit capabilities and system. 

We recommend TSU continues to use the Remote Deposit Capture (RDC) solution. RDC provides TSU with 
an end-to-end hardware, software and processing solution for reducing paper check payments at branch 
locations, drop boxes and internal retail and consumer programs. 

The solution allows TSU to deposit business, government and consumer checks, Postal Money Orders, 
Western Union Money Orders, demand drafts and government warrants.  

To use our remote capture services, you need only a high-speed internet connection, a desktop check 
scanner and a Windows-based PC. 

Remote Deposit Capture workflow 

 

Figure 13 

Use Remote Deposit Capture service in the U.S. Checks must be scanned from a U.S. location, drawn on a U.S. financial institution in 
U.S. dollars and deposited into a J.P. Morgan U.S.-domiciled DDA. 
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Remote Deposit Capture process flow 

 

Figure 14 

OCR: Optical character recognition. MICR: Magnetic ink character recognition. 
 

Easily scan and deposit checks/remittance advices  

• Receive support from an onboarding specialist to set up remote capture services. 
• To begin, scan images of your checks and transmit them electronically to the bank for clearing. 
• Send transmissions through secure HTTPS protocols using 128-bit encryption. 
• Receive same-day ledger credit for checks deposited by the deadline. 
• Detect duplicates for 14 days—remove a suspected duplicate check from the deposit or choose to continue to 

deposit. 
• Use your own batch number sequence or have one assigned automatically with each deposit. 
• Access check images in an online archive: 
 View images within several minutes after a deposit is submitted. 
 Receive access to images in the online repository up to 10 years. 

• Easily download and import detailed deposit history reports to an ERP accounting system. 
• Download reports and view images at any time—24/7. 
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Short Term Investment Management Sweep Accounts 

50. Discuss your passive investment/sweep accounts. Please include the minimum account value and 
transaction size that your organization will accept for the sweep. 

As a leading liquidity solutions provider, J.P. Morgan offers several options for TSU to consider. We have 
recommend that TSU continues to utilize the Hybrid Demand Deposit Account (DDA) product which 
combines an interest bearing account with a traditional Demand Deposit Account (DDA) that receives an 
enhanced Earnings Credit Rate (ECR), for excess operating cash not needed to offset bank fees with 
earnings allowance. 

As an alternative to the automated end-of-day investment sweep solution, which has an investment cap of 10 
million dollars, along with limited share class options, we recommend the J.P. Morgan Access Liquidity 
Solutions module for direct, user initiated investments into the Government Fund, which is currently available 
on TSU’s J.P. Morgan Access profile, for excess cash that is not needed for day to day operations. 

Hybrid DDA overview 

The Hybrid DDA offers a solution similar to the functionality of an overnight sweep service. In the Hybrid DDA 
solution, balances earn an earnings credit allowance up to a predetermined threshold to offset bank service 
fees with balances above the threshold earning hard dollar interest. Thus, instead of sweeping to a 
separate account each night, your excess balance remains in the DDA and earns interest. Additionally, 
the Hybrid DDA does not have an investment cap like an end-of-day MMF sweep solution. 

Balances up to a predetermined threshold (“the peg balance”) earn an earnings credit allowance at the 
proposed earnings credit rate based on our Ultra-Premium Managed Rate plus 15 basis points. Funds up to 
the peg balance are used to offset bank service fees. Balances above the peg balance threshold earn hard 
dollar interest at a proposed rate our Ultra-Premium Managed Rate plus 15 basis points. Interest accrues 
daily and is paid monthly. The below illustrates how the Hybrid DDA works. 
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Hybrid DDA structure 

 

Figure 15 

 

The peg balance can be changed at any time prior to the next billing cycle (and applied on a go forward 
basis) to adjust for unplanned changes in service fees (e.g., significant volume changes, service 
additions/deletions, to compensate for periods in which minimum balance levels fall below the peg balance 
amount). 

Calculation of ECR and interest 

The earning credit rate and interest rate are bank managed rates that are reviewed and updated periodically 
by J.P. Morgan after considering a range of factors, including the market rate environment. Using a managed 
rate helps maintain pricing flexibility while also helping protect you from the short-term rate volatility 
that could result from using an indexed rate. 

The earnings credit allowance is calculated and applied on a monthly basis on the balances up to the peg 
balance threshold. 

Monthly earnings credit allowance calculation 

(Average monthly investable balance x ECR x actual number of days in month) 
Actual number of days in year 

 

Hard dollar interest accrues on a daily basis on the closing daily balance above the ECR peg and is paid on a 
monthly basis. 
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Daily interest accrual calculation 

(Daily positive collected balance above the peg x account interest rate) 
Actual number of days in year 

 

The offered rates—on the standalone interest-bearing DDA and Hybrid DDA—are bank managed rates which 
are reviewed and updated periodically by J.P. Morgan after considering a range of factors, including the 
market rate environment. Using a managed rate helps to maintain pricing flexibility while helping to protect 
you from the short-term rate volatility that could result from using an indexed rate. 

The earnings credit rate is a bank managed rate which is reviewed and updated periodically by J.P. Morgan 
after considering a range of factors, including the market rate environment. Using a managed rate helps to 
maintain pricing flexibility while helping to protect you from the short-term rate volatility that could result from 
using an indexed rate. 

J.P. Morgan Access Liquidity Solutions 

The bank’s front-end liquidity management client platform, J.P. Morgan Access Liquidity Solutions, offers 
TSU visibility into global account balances and enables account information to be sorted by entity, currency, 
country or account group. From here TSU can also invest in Money Market Mutual Funds and see these 
balances alongside balances for cash held on deposit. 

Visibility  

● Manage global cash position in near real time: Make faster, more informed decisions with 
consolidated cash position and investment information from J.P. Morgan and third party banks. 

● Manage physical cash concentration structures: With an online diagram of accounts gives you a 
thorough understanding of structures across the enterprise and easy access to account details for 
internal audit and tax purposes. 

● Monitor daily intercompany cash movements: With detailed reports on intercompany loan 
positions and interest accruals. 

Control 

● Pinpoint cash globally: Information can be filtered to help identify potential currency, counterparty 
or country cash exposures. 

● Leverage stronger intercompany lending controls: With an online loan administration tool. You 
can set borrowing limits and adjust interest withholding tax and interest rates across entities. 

● Manage and monitor treasury activities: With robust online administration tools. You can control 
authorization for specific functions, including transaction approvals. 

● Initiate Liquidity investment positions: In specific locations with an online initiation tool. 
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Delete this extra space 

Liquidity products portfolio in a single view 

 

Figure 16 

 

Invest  

The J.P. Morgan Access Liquidity Solutions online platform enables TSU to invest cash surplus to daily 
operating needs in J.P. Morgan and third party Money Market Mutual Funds. Our online platform allows near 
real time investment and / or redemption during Money Market Mutual Fund market hours as well as 
customizable real time reporting on investments, redemptions and position activity.  

Benefits include: 

● Connectivity to your J.P. Morgan deposit account, with ability to invest online 

● Same day liquidity with the ability to redeem funds online 

● Diversified portfolios and high-quality instruments 

● Variety of Money Market Mutual funds offered by J.P. Morgan Asset Management and other third 
parties 

● Multiple ways to invest including, Direct Investment – via the online platform, End-of-day sweeps, 
Intraday sweeps 
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51. List all investment instructions that are available through the sweep account, please include a 
prospectus for each available fund and which funds may be swept. The prospectus should include 
NAV history, return objective, and weighted average maturity. 

The prospectus can be found at https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/liq/.  

52. Does your bank have a formal investment policy that governs the sweep accounts? 

Please refer to the prospectus above. 

53. Does your bank have an auto sweep? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan offers end-of-day investment sweeps. However, it is not recommended due to the limitation 
listed above. As an alternative, we recommend the continued use of the Hybrid DDA and direct investments 
via the J.P. Morgan Access Liquidity Solutions platform.  

54. What are the cut-off times for your sweeps? 

J.P. Morgan recommends direct investments via the J.P. Morgan Access Liquidity Solutions. Please refer to 
table below for J.P. Morgan fund close times. 

Availability and cutoff time 

Fund Direct investment End of day sweep 

Prime Money Market Fund 1:30 p.m. CT Y 

U.S. Government Money Market Fund 3:30 p.m. CT Y 

U.S. Treasury Plus Money Market Fund 3:30 p.m. CT Y 

Federal Money Market Fund 1:30 p.m. CT Y 

100% U.S. Treasury Money Market Fund 1:30 p.m. CT Y 

 

55. How is interest on the sweep account handled? 

Principal and interest are credited to the account as separate transactions. Crediting of interest/dividend 
payments occurs monthly. 

56. Does the sweep comply with Texas PFIA? 

Yes, our funds are PFIA compliant. However, it is best practice for the client to confirm internally prior to 
investing. 

https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/liq/
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57. Who is the custodian for the investments made through the sweep account? 

The custodian for investments made through the sweep account is JPM Asset Management. 

58. Is a separate monthly statement provided for the sweep account? 

J.P. Morgan provides monthly statements reflecting investment activity and daily detail, which the bank will 
make available in paper and electronic formats for TSU. Additionally, for Fed Funds sweeps, the bank 
provides daily confirmation of investment activity. 

By using the Liquidity Solutions option, available through J.P. Morgan Access, you may access an investment 
report available daily. 

The prospectus for J.P. Morgan Money Market funds can be found by visiting: 
https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/gim/liq/home 

Automated Clearing House 

59. Discuss the bank's methodology for determining debit and credit exposure limits. 

ACH service is subject to, and contingent upon, credit approval according to our current credit policies for 
credit and debit applications. We can discuss this with you during the implementation process to determine 
what dollar values to expect.  

Why we set limits 

We set credit and debit limits to help facilitate seamless transaction processing, including a cushion over a 
client’s normal file size. Then, we monitor the client’s ACH activity trends to determine if the limits are 
appropriate. Although clients typically aren’t informed of their limit, it is designed to facilitate uninterrupted 
service.  

60. Discuss the bank's process for deciding the order in which companies' files will be processed if the 
bank exceeds its intraday exposure limit with the Federal Reserve. 

We rely on many factors to provide you with the intraday liquidity necessary to execute your payments 
promptly, including: 

● Sophisticated technology 

● Client-credit facilities 

● Experience as one of the largest net debit caps in the industry 

● A successful track record of working with large clearing banks 

https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/gim/liq/home
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61. What are the hours of operation for the ACH processing unit? 

Operating hours for ACH processing are listed below. 

Operating hours for ACH processing 

 Monday-Friday Saturday Sunday 

Customer Service 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. CT Closed 

ACH Operations Center 
6:00 a.m. CT Monday to 1:00 a.m. CT Saturday 3:00 p.m. Sunday to 

12:00 a.m. CT 
Monday 

ACH Transmission Services Group 2:00 p.m. CT Sunday to 2:00 a.m. CT Saturday 

ACH file inputs accepted 24/7/365 

 

62. What procedure does the bank use to verify accurate and secure receipt of all types of ACH 
transmission methods? 

Confirm the receipt of your direct transmission files by choosing any of the following: 

ACH File Receipt Notification Service  

Available to clients who provide us with Direct Send ACH files. You will get an email notification that your 
submitted ACH file was either successfully received by the ACH back office and validated or rejected for 
further processing. We can send email notifications to a maximum of 10 corporate email addresses (personal 
email addresses are not supported), and do not include notification of successful ACH processing of client 
files. 

ACH Acknowledgement File 

Automatically transmits a copy of your original File Header (1) record and File Control (9) record allowing you 
to reconcile back to your original ACH file processing records. 

ACH Companion (Mirror) File  

Provides a complete copy of the original incoming ACH Nacha detail payment file received by us. This re-
confirms the individual payment instructions being processed and is often used as a reconcilement file. The 
file reports any ACH rejects or returns back to you within one to three business days. 
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ACH Transaction Summary Report (Journal) 

Created post-processing and summarizes the settlement results and totals for either an individual file or for 
the entire business day. We sent the report to you through secure email or direct transmission delivery within 
90 minutes of receipt of the ACH initiation file. The acknowledgement includes item count and dollar amount.  

ACH InfoDex  

Offers a “hands-on” telephonic method so that your authorized users can securely verify and release ACH 
files. Your users listen to the total dollar amount and number of items and approve that the information 
conforms to your own records. 

63. What controls are in place to protect against lost files and duplication of transmission? How and 
when is the company notified of a duplicate file? 

We have automated file-scheduling packages to help make sure data is not lost.  

We also have an 11-month duplicate detection capability; any file transmitted with the same Origin ID, 
Company ID and effective date of the first batch within the file, and exact item count and amount will be 
rejected. Additionally, if our system determines that the file received is a duplicate, J.P. Morgan will call you 
the same day to verify.  

64. Does the bank provide automatic file receipt acknowledgement? If so, what information is included in 
the acknowledgement? 

Yes, we provide file receipt acknowledgements. Please refer to Question 62. 

65. Can the bank automatically redeposit items returned for insufficient or uncollected funds? When 
items are redeposited, are any entries posted to the customer's account? How often can items be 
redeposited? 

Yes, we can automatically perform up to two additional redeposits for eligible reasons, such as non-sufficient 
funds (NSF) or uncollected funds.  

We also offer a “delayed redeposit” option that may postpone re-presentment for up to five business days for 
each transaction, or as an alternative, present all eligible items on the subsequent Friday.  

Although entries aren’t posted to your accounts when items are redeposited, you get notified through its 
selected return channel.  

66. What is the maximum retention period for future dated transactions? 

For direct transmission origination files, the maximum retention time for future-dated transactions is 90 days. 
Transactions are maintained for online inquiry for 180 days after the effective dates. 

ACH payments through the banking portal are warehoused for up to 60 days in advance of the value date. 
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67. How does the bank handle file, batch and item reversals and deletions, include the deadlines for 
reversing or deleting a file, batch or item? 

We handle file and batch reversals via a direct transmission (sFTP or equivalent interface). Batch reversals 
can also be delivered via an import of a Nacha formatted reversal batch utilizing the Access Import capability. 

We offer a secure interface via J.P. Morgan Access for item reversals. Reversals initiated by direct 
transmission must be received by 3:00 p.m. CT for same day processing.  

Deletions 

We can facilitate ACH deletions via J.P. Morgan Access or ACH File Warehouse for secure internet 
connection. Deletions must be received by the ACH back office or entered into the banking portal by 3:00 
p.m. CT. The remainder of the file will be released. 

68. What methods are available to the company to communicate with the bank regarding modifications, 
reversals and deletions of files, batches or items? 

J.P. Morgan Access Transaction Services provides you tools to initiate inquiries and amend and cancel 
payments, all with a built-in audit trail. 

Easily initiate: 

● Inquiries for wire and ACH transactions: Request additional information, assistance or action from 
the bank related to your transactions and to make changes if desired 

● Deletions: Stop an ACH transaction from being processed prior to any movement of funds 

● Reversals: Reverse a payment that has already been processed by the bank 

Alternatively, for ACH payments, you can modify or delete a transaction using ACH file warehouse or you can 
transmit a reversal file to the bank. 

69. Does the bank accept both debits and credits on the same file? 

Yes. We accept both debits and credits on the same file with no additional requirements.  

70. Describe the bank's ACH return process and how the customer is notified. When will returned funds 
be posted to the customer's account? 

Returned funds post at the end of the banking business day. Keep in mind: 

● Prior to posting, information about these items is available on our J.P. Morgan Access current-day 
report 

● To confirm a return belongs to you, we perform edits on account number, date, individual ID and 
trace number 
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Thoughtful return item processing 

We carefully designed our return item process so that it acts as an interface to help provide you with accurate 
data. This was done to minimize the problems associated with exception items.  

The bank may provide return items to you through: 

● Direct transmission 

● Encrypted email 

● Return and Exception Report online from the banking portal  

We strongly recommend you utilize data transmission options to reduce delivery problems and minimize the 
time between the return and the time to receive notification of a return. 

We want you to have accurate data 

To give you complete and accurate data on each return, we use key fields from the returned items to retrieve 
the original record sent to us from a historical file. This file contains records for ACH transactions initiated in 
the past 15 months. Keep in mind: 

● If the search doesn’t locate an exact match, the entries are declined and sent to the Receiving 
Depository Financial Institution (RDFI) for correction and resubmission 

● If the correct item is found, data from the original record is supplied to you with the reason for the 
return  

● We issue one debit per entity or application against your account for the total of the return file and 
include all returns in a single return transmission to help simplify reconciliation  

● Returned credits are included in the return data file and are credited to your checking account with a 
separate entry per company ID 

● Return entries are not netted against one another or against the new item settlement  

71. At what time of day is information retrieved from the ACH network and available through current day 
reporting? 

ACH transactions received from the ACH network are available on information reporting by 8:00 a.m. local 
time. Throughout the day we will update current-day information reporting for “on-us” or book-to-book 
transactions originated by other J.P. Morgan originators. 

72. Is the bank able to provide the company with information contained in ACH Addenda records? 

ACH Addenda is included on reports and export files (e.g., PDF, BAI2 and MT940) and EDI X12 format. 
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73. By what time is the customer required to fund ACH credits? 

Funding for ACH credits is required by 3:00 p.m. CT on the date of settlement, which is the Federal Reserve 
deadline for receipt of domestic wires. In its discretion, J.P. Morgan may require a customer to prefund the 
amount of ACH credit entries on the transmission date or prior to the settlement date. 

74. By what time will the customer receive availability for ACH collections? 

For ACH credits, you receive availability (memo post) for ACH collections upon opening of the business day 
on the settlement date. A hard post of the funds occurs at the end of the business day.  

75. Can same day ACH book transfers be made? If so, by what time must this file be received in order for 
funds to be available in receiving accounts the same day? 

You can make same-day book transfers between your accounts and other client accounts held at 
J.P. Morgan.  

Same-day ACH book transfers between accounts at J.P. Morgan process with an effective date of that same 
day if the file arrives by 9:00 p.m. CT. Depending on the time of transmission, transactions will post at the end 
of the business day. Next-day settlement can be made at your request. 

76. Does the bank provide simultaneous settlement between debits and credits? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan provides simultaneous settlement between debits and credits.  

77. Does the bank offer any service to protect our account from unauthorized ACH debits? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan offers a suite of services to protect your account from unauthorized ACH debits and/or 
credits. 

ACH Transaction Blocking is a useful self-service tool 

ACH Transaction Blocking allows you to add ACH debit and/or ACH credit block setups at the account level 
with optional dollar amount thresholds using our online portal. The ACH block is setup through J.P. Morgan 
Access via the Checks module. 

ACH Transaction Block allows you to: 

● Block all ACH transactions 

● Block specific originators 

● Block specific originators by dollar amount or date  

● Allow all ACH debit/credits except from specific originators 
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The ACH Blocked Transaction Report gives you a daily report that provides a listing of all blocked 
transactions. Use the data to have your CSA update your ACH debit/credit block profile to allow future 
payments to be processed without being returned. The report allows you to notify trading partners proactively 
about returned payments. 

Review and confirm with ACH Transaction Review 

ACH Transaction Review allows you to review and confirm ACH debit and credit transactions online and 
return unauthorized transactions on a case-by-case basis. Using a sophisticated filter, you can limit the 
number of transactions reviewed, by using the following criteria 

● Debits and credits 

● Company IDs  

● Dollar amount and or dollar amount range 

● Transaction type 

You have until 4:00 p.m. local bank time, determined by account location, the day after posting, to submit 
decisions. If a Pay or Return decision isn’t submitted by the client, the default Pay or Return decision, as 
established in the related profile, is applied. 

A list of debits and credits not affected by ACH Transaction Blocking/Transaction Review 

In accordance with customary practices, as well as applicable law and rules, the following types of ACH-
related debits and credits will not be blocked: 

● ACH debits to your account to offset ACH credit entries originated by you through the bank 

● Reversals of previously received ACH credits 

● Reclamation entries, as defined in the Nacha operating rules 

● Debits or credits to your account initiated by the bank to correct processing errors, effect back-
valuations or make other adjustments 

● Returns or reversals of ACH debits or credits originated by you 

● Fees or charges owed for services provide by the bank 

78. Can ACH debits be matched to an issue reconciliation file before authorizing them for payment? Can 
you selectively accept ACH debits only from originators authorized by us? If so, how are the 
authorizations set up and can you ensure that originators do not charge our accounts for more than 
we have authorized? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan can selectively accept ACH debits from specific originators, but we can’t block debits 
matched to an issue reconciliation file.  
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You should know that we can establish dollar threshold criteria so the originator does not charge your 
account for an amount higher than what’s been authorized. 

Authorizations are set up by written documents submitted by your authorized signer to your CSA. New debit 
block authorizations activate within 24 hours.  

We can set dollar threshold criteria so the originator doesn’t charge your account for an amount higher than 
has been authorized.  

79. How do you handle receipt of entries from unauthorized entities? 

We help you handle receipt of entries from unauthorized entities. Unauthorized ACH transactions are 
returned to the originator as soon as we get notified by you. 

Further reduce the risk of unauthorized transactions by subscribing to our suite of fraud prevention products: 

● ACH Transaction Blocking 

● ACH Transaction Review 

80. By what methods does the bank notify the customer of the receipt to unauthorized ACH debits? 

Take advantage of our ACH Transaction Blocking services. It blocks the ACH debit or credit before posting 
the item to the DDA account as flagged during the account setup. We report transactions that didn’t post as a 
result of ACH Transaction Blocking. 

You can also choose to make a “Return/No Pay” decision on ACH debit and credit transactions with ACH 
Transaction Review. With ACH Transaction Review: 

● You receive an email notification if ACH transactions require review Monday through Friday by 9:00 
a.m. CT; additional email notifications are sent one hour before the decision cutoff time if there are 
exceptions that have not been reviewed and decisioned 

● You have until 4:00 p.m. local bank time, determined by account location, the day after posting, to 
submit decisions 

● If a Pay or Return decision isn’t submitted by you, the default Pay or Return decision, as established 
in the related profile, is applied 

81. Does the bank support point-of-purchase (POP) check conversion? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan currently accepts and processes point of purchase (POP) origination files. In conjunction 
with front-end alliance partners, we offer retail-industry clients a comprehensive POP solution that takes 
checks from the point of sale, converts them to ACH transactions and processes them through the ACH 
network. 

Please refer to Question 45 for further details. 
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82. Discuss how the bank processes and reports any company transactions that originated as checks 
that are converted to ACH debits at the point-of-purchase. 

Current Nacha rules prohibit the conversion of any item containing data in the auxiliary on-us field of the 
MICR line. J.P. Morgan requires the use of an auxiliary on-us field for disbursement checks. Thus, the items 
should not be subject to conversion. 

To support our clients, we offer a service that matches converted checks against the check issuance 
information provided to the bank. TSU has the option of using an ACH debit block service to automatically 
return all converted items. 

83. How do these ACH debits affect controlled disbursement presentment totals, stop payments, account 
reconciliation and positive pay? 

A description of how ACH debits affect the various options mentioned are listed below. 

Controlled disbursement 

Converted checks appear in a client’s controlled disbursement clearing totals as ACH items. This allows you 
to fund for these items on a same-day basis. 

Same-day ACH and wire activity that posts to a controlled disbursement account is included in Late Funding. 
Late funding happens at approximately 10:30 p.m. CT. 

Stop payments 

We match converted checks against our stop payment database. If a converted item includes a properly 
placed and accurate serial number, we will identify and return each item that has a stop payment. 

Account reconciliation 

Account reconciliation, file format and reports do not change. Converted checks are reported as “paid” or 
“reconciled” checks and notated as electronic on reconciliation reports.  

Positive pay 

Check data that does not match information in TSU's check issuance file will appear on a daily positive pay 
exception report. Converted checks are listed with other exceptions for that day. Check images will not be 
available for ACH converted checks. 

84. What are the ACH products for secure Internet delivery of data? 

Depending upon your operational requirements, originate ACH payments for: 
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Lower-volume origination by using our banking portal. The banking portal provides a fully integrated, 
browser-based service with easy-to-use applications for all your information, compliance and portfolio 
management needs. 

Larger-volume origination by using secure file transfer protocol (SFTP) transmission for batch files. 

Many large originators find it convenient to originate large volume via batch and create occasional manual 
entries online when necessary.  

Originating low volume transactions  

Continue to facilitate your origination of lower volume and manual entry of ACH payments—from payroll to 
disbursement to concentration—with J.P. Morgan Access. 

 

A user-friendly experience to fit your style 

Create all key transactions with just a few clicks (wire and account/book transfers, ACH, liquidity 
investments and foreign exchange) from a single page. With full customization, create filters or templates with 
locked fields for added security. 

A simple and intuitive portal that saves time 

Reporting, productivity tools and security administration services are integrated. This allows you to perform 
functions across applications using a common workflow that saves time. Our banking portal is simple and 
intuitive, making payments easier to initiate, with little or no learning curve. 
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We listen and react 

We designed our service, based on customer feedback, so that all capabilities are in sync with the daily 
activities of treasury managers. Now, you can initiate your payment methods (e.g., wire, book transfer, 
account transfer and ACH) from a single page in a uniform, easy-to-follow work stream.  

Use templates to simplify your process 

Common sets of intuitive templates for every payment method are available to you. For example, easily 
create beneficiary templates with lockable and editable fields to set up recurring payments. 

There are many ways to customize the system. J.P. Morgan Access can be configured with flexible sorting 
and filtering options to display only the features you use—in the order you prefer.  

Create templates to support a complete menu of ACH transactions with all template information stored 
securely with the bank: 

Templates for all ACH transactions 

• Consumer payments 
• Consumer collections 
• Payroll payments 
• Corporate/vendor payments 
• Corporate/vendor collections 

• Cash concentration 
• Cash disbursement 
• Federal, state and municipal payments 
• Child support payments 
• Funding other J.P. Morgan accounts on a same-day basis 

 

Transactions based on templates or entered in free-form mode are created by you, then batched, approved 
and released for processing. 
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Sample template details page 

 

Figure 17 

 

ACH files generated through the banking portal are retrieved and processed several times each business day 
for next-day processing (or same-day, when applicable).  

 

Advantage for TSU: ACH files generated online are delivered for processing nine times each business day, 
Monday through Friday. 

Create free-form transactions online  

For non-repetitive payments, TSU can create free-form ACH payments without the need to establish a stored 
template. 
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Sample free-form payment initiation page 

 

Figure 18 

 

Alerts to help you manage your messages and transactions  

● Use the banking portal to define, manage and view messages from anywhere 

● Get alerted to transactions pending approval or see templates that have been modified 

● Receive notifications either through encrypted email or the Notification inbox or both 

Originating large volume transactions  

Originate through batch file transmissions using industry standard Nacha file formats (e.g., ARC, CCD or 
PPD). Then, send your file to us through a common protocol, such as secure file transfer protocol (SFTP). 

Highlights of large volume batch origination  

We offer a file delivery solution that allows TSU to send and receive ACH files using: 

● SSL session encryption 

● Browser-based file exchange (HTTPS) 

● SFTP with PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) or GNUPG (GNU Privacy Guard) file encryption  
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● AS2 (Applicability Statement 2) 

Our delivery methods leverage the internet and readily available software packages to make transferring files 
simple and secure without the added cost of proprietary software installation.  

VPN (virtual private network) is also a supported file transfer solution.  

Key features of transmission processing  

Value dating Submit regular commercial payments to vendors on the business day prior to the value date, or 
warehouse for up to 90 days in advance of the value date for direct transmissions 

Encryption  After encrypting the file, transmit to the bank for final ACH processing 

Data integrity  Benefit from better data integrity and file edit checks to identify potential duplicate files upon receipt 
of files into our ACH system 

Transaction 
journals  

Receive a transaction journal within two hours of receipt of an ACH file initiation transmission, 
including item count and dollar amount 

Redundancy Be confident in knowing our server is mirrored for disaster recovery  

Secure 
access 

Receive a logon and password that gives you access to a “drop box” directory on the server  

Push or pull  Initiate the SFTP session to push and pull data files  

 

How to handle large-batch files 

We recommend submitting large batch files containing any consumer credits at least two business days prior 
to the settlement date. We accept future-dated large batch files containing consumer credits. These should 
be submitted at least two business days prior to the settlement date.  

Same-day processing is available 

● You can send same day ACH credits and debits 

● All ACH credit and debit transactions, except for international transactions (IATs) and transactions 
above $1,000,000, are eligible for same-day processing  

● All data received after 2:15 p.m. CT (1:15 p.m. CT if prefunded) is ineligible for same-day 
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ACH Nacha file import is easy to submit 

Choose the automated interface on our banking portal to upload a 
standard Nacha-formatted file. It’s easy to submit payments for approval 
and release.  

ACH Nacha import: 

● Available for CCD, CCD+, PPD, PPD+, CTX, IAT and WEB 
Standard Entry Class Code transactions  

● Supports the transaction codes for checking, savings, general 
Ledger and loans 

● Works with comma-delimited or fixed-width files that are 
uploaded using the template functionality 

Controlled Disbursements 

85. What is the published time (Central Time) of the final daily presentment notification? How many times 
in the last six months have you missed this deadline? 

For J.P. Morgan’s San Angelo, TX Controlled Disbursement site, first presentment is at 7:30 a.m. CT and 
second presentment is at 9:00 a.m. CT. 

The average reporting time for first notification during the previous quarter was 6:34 a.m. CT. The average 
reporting time for final notification during the previous quarter was 9:46 a.m. CT. 

In the past six months, the CDA final presentment notifications were delivered to clients by the cutoff no 
delays. 

86. Discuss how the bank handles items presented after the company is notified of its total daily 
clearings. 

Late, same-day settlement or Fed items received after final presentment will post to the account the day 
presented; however, no action is required by you and no fees are assessed. These items are added to the 
next day’s funding total. 

87. Discuss the bank's policies and procedures for processing stale-dated items. Since we use positive 
pay, will we be notified of the stale-dated items? 

We offer TSU our stale-date feature to return checks that are presented for payment past your pre-
determined number of days from the issue date. Your account must be subscribed to positive pay, and we 
must receive the issue record in advance of the check being presented for payment. 

For positive pay accounts, these checks show as “Stale Date Item Issue” exceptions on the daily positive 
pay exception report that allows you to decide whether each item should be paid or returned. You may also 
elect to have the system automatically return all items prior to having them reported for your review. 

FILE IMPORT FEATURE 

You receive: 

 Future-dated warehousing 
of up to 60 calendar days 

 Ability to create settlement 
offset at transaction level or 
batch level 

 Next-day settlement option 
for transfers to/from 
J.P. Morgan accounts 

 Option to create addendum 
record for all payments 
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Stale-dated checks are not removed as issues. To remove the item as an issue, TSU sends a positive pay 
file and identifies applicable stale-dated checks as cancels. 

88. Does the bank offer payee match as part of its positive pay service? If yes please describe. 

Yes. J.P. Morgan was one of the first banks to offer clients payee verification service. This service is critical, 
as payee fraud is on the rise. Our enhancement to positive pay digitally interrogates up to 100 characters of 
payee name information. Our teller line positive pay service also includes payee verification. 

A payee verification client is first matched in positive pay. Next, payee verification looks at the items with 
digital interrogation, matching the payee name on the issue file to each check presented. Items that do not 
match are sent to our operator to manually review. Any exceptions will be sent to the client for final decision. 

TSU can review check images of exceptions rejected by the operator using our online portal. 

89. Discuss how the bank processes and reports any company transactions that originated as controlled 
disbursements checks that are converted to ACH debit at the point-of-purchase Lockbox. 

Converted checks appear in a client’s controlled disbursement clearing totals as ACH items. This allows you 
to fund for these items on a same-day basis. 

Same-day ACH and wire activity that posts to a controlled disbursement account is included in Late Funding. 
Late funding happens at approximately 10:30 p.m. CT. 

90. How can the University verify that the amount of daily clearings reported is final? Is the University 
guaranteed that his amount is final? 

Controlled disbursement accounts may occasionally have late activity post to the account, creating a positive 
or negative end-of-day balance. These balances will net against the next day’s final funding requirement. 

ACH and wire activity occurring after final presentment can either be automatically swept to the linked funding 
account to make sure the controlled disbursement account balance remains at zero or manually funded by 
initiating a wire transfer or book transfer. 

91. How will the customer be notified if the daily notification will be delayed? 

Data delivery goal times are monitored continuously to help achieve aggressive availability schedules. 
J.P. Morgan’s Client Services and Technical Support teams are central information sources regarding delays 
and access difficulties. 

If a prolonged outage occurs, the J.P. Morgan Access home page will provide a broadcast message on 
access and data availability. In addition, your dedicated CSA may also notify you regarding any delays. 

If the daily notification will be delayed, message banners will be broadcast on J.P. Morgan Access. If a 
reporting delay occurs, your CSA can report inclearing totals to you. 
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92. What is the cut-off time for funding the controlled disbursement presentment total? 

We request funding wires be received by 11:00 a.m. (disbursement site time) to avoid any daylight overdraft 
charges from the Federal Reserve Bank.  

93. Does the bank offer zero balance sub-accounts that may be funded automatically from a designated 
funding account? If so, where will the funding account be located and what transfer mechanism 
funds the subsidiary account, if not automatic? 

Yes. J.P. Morgan offers, and TSU currently utilizes, a physical cash concentration via zero balance accounts. 
This allows for concentrating funds to your current TSU operating account, which is located in our Texas 
branch. A same day, end-of-day electronic transfer from your funding account, funds all accounts that are 
linked to the operating account.  

94. Is there a limit to the number of sub-accounts? 

TSU can use your master cash concentration account to fund an unlimited number of subaccounts. 

95. Are any line(s) of credit required for controlled disbursement customers? 

We do not require a back-up line of credit for controlled disbursement clients.  

96. Does the bank offer Account Reconciliation Program services for controlled disbursement 
customers? If so, are both full and partial reconciliation offered? 

We are making enhancements to the version of J.P. Morgan Access that you currently use. The response 
below reflects those enhancements. 

We offer a range of account reconciliation (ARP) services for controlled disbursement customers. Yes, all 
ARP services are optional and designed to enhance reconciliation efficiencies. We offer both full and partial 
reconciliation and describe below. 

Full reconciliation 

Receive a reconciliation of outstanding and paid checks, with the option of reconciling accounts by the week, 
month, fiscal or calendar year in a format tailored to meet your needs. 

Provide detailed check issue data, including account numbers, check numbers, issue dates, dollar amounts 
and reference information (up to 15 bytes) for full reconciliation. 

Choose how you wish to supply this data, in a file transmission or by upload or manual key entry to 
J.P. Morgan Access, as needed by the check activity in each account. 

With check issued data, we perform a full reconciliation of activity in the account, delivering a 
reconciliation report package via the online portal. The standard full reconciliation package contains an 
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account statement, balance sheet, paid and outstanding check listing, plus a summary including check 
number, issue date, amount paid and paid date. 

Partial reconciliation 

Receive a detailed listing of checks paid against a disbursement account over a client-defined period of time 
with partial reconciliation. This service also details certain other categories, such as stopped checks. 

Checks are typically listed in check serial number sequence with the amount and date each check was paid. 
The reports are available via the banking portal. 

97. How soon after the cut-off date will the reconciliation be sent? What methods of report delivery are 
available? (e.g. hard copy, electronic) How is electronic data transmitted? (e.g. internet site, direct 
transmission). 

From statement cutoff to receipt of account statements, canceled checks and full or partial reconcilement 
information, our normal turnaround time spans up to five business days. 

Please note that turnaround times are measured from receipt of final issue file for full reconciliation.  

TSU receives images of all on-us transactions (paid checks, deposit tickets, advices/adjustments) and 
account reconciliation (ARP) reports through our banking portal. Check images and ARP reports are stored 
for 7 years (standard) with an option to extend retention up to 10 years.  

Bank statements and account analysis statements are also available. The banking portal stores historical 
statements for up to 7 years for bank statements and 13 months for account analysis statements. 

Images of on-us transactions are also available by direct transmission. Paid check, deposit ticket images and 
account reconciliation statements can be provided on CD-ROM, if required, for an additional fee. 

98. What is the turnaround time to receive a copy or image of a check? Are check images available 
online? If no, please explain the procedure. 

Paid check image copies, in many instances, are available for viewing online via the banking portal the same 
day they are presented to the bank. At a minimum, images of these items are available on a next business 
day basis. 

Online image access 

Receive image history inquiry for seven to ten years with our banking portal. Perform an advanced upfront 
check search functionality that provides you with the status of each check. Your users can perform single and 
range-based searches by account number, check number and amount, sequence number, paid and issue 
dates and payee name. The results tell you whether the check is still outstanding, has an active or revoked 
stop, is canceled (voided), was returned or has paid. 

Additionally, batches of images can be requested in an offline request mode for more efficient origination of 
larger numbers of requests. 
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Our banking portal is more efficient than paper or CD-ROMs, especially for retrieving information quickly. 
Check images are usually available the same day checks are presented. At a minimum, images of these 
items are available on a next business day basis. Our browser-based solution allows you to retrieve check 
images for all applicable accounts without waiting for a CD-ROM to arrive. 

Sample check image 

 

Figure 19 

 

Long-term online check image retrieval 

Your authorized users may access paid check images online for accounts with appropriate entitlements and 
initiate a search using various search fields—account number, check number, paid date, dollar value, payee 
name or customized fields, such as general ledger number or vendor number. 

Our portal displays search results online where users select an individual item and view the corresponding 
image. Images are stored and available for online retrieval for a standard period of 7 years, with the option of 
extending to 10 years. 

99. What is the bank's cut off time for receiving issued check files, receiving adds and deletes, receiving 
manual issues, transmitting paid check files and transmitting reconciled check files? 

Cutoff times for receiving issued check files varies. Please see below for cutoff times. 

Receiving issued check files 

Our cutoff time for receiving transmitted files for issued checks, adds and deletes is 11:00 p.m. local bank 
time for that day’s effective date. Local bank time is defined by the account’s processing state. 
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Receiving adds and deletes 

Our cutoff time for receiving transmitted files for issued checks, adds and deletes is 11:00 p.m. local bank 
time for that day’s effective date. 

J.P. Morgan Access input file uploads are accepted up to 9:30 p.m. CT for that night's processing. Any file 
received and accepted after that will be included in the next day’s account reconciliation batches. 

Receiving manual issues 

Our cutoff time for receiving manual issues through the banking portal is 9:30 p.m. CT. 

Transmitting paid check files (for partial reconciliation) 

Paid check files are generally available by 7:00 a.m. CT. 

Transmitting reconciled check files (for full reconciliation) 

We transmit reconciled check files within 24 hours of completed reconciliation. 

100. Describe the bank's ability to interface directly with accounting systems. 

We continue to offer a variety of file-based reporting options through standard communication connections to 
facilitate reconciliation within Banner. 

Alternatively, continue to leverage our suite of API offering to receive information reporting directly back into 
Banner that you can integrate it into your system in a manner that you see fit. 

Please refer to Question 3 for further details regarding our expertise in integration. 

101. Can the bank receive a file of wire transfers, ACH/bulk payments, drafts and checks created in the 
company's accounting system, in order to originate transactions and create an issued file for positive 
pay service? 

By using File Transmission Payments, our global mixed payables solution for electronic file transfer, TSU can 
produce a single payment file from Banner for all payment types, e.g., wires, ACH, checks, FX and transmit 
them to the bank in a single format (such as ISO 20022 XML). The bank then translates the file into the 
various formats required by each payment processing system, saving TSU from having to separate files for 
each transaction type. 

Check instructions sent to J.P. Morgan for printing will automatically have the issue records created for 
positive pay. 

File Transmission Payments provides TSU with a secured pipeline with J.P. Morgan. It allows you to 
streamline operations and reduce expense by transferring to J.P. Morgan many of the tasks involved in 
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payments initiation and reconcilement. The translation facility is designed to support all transaction types, as 
well as split remittance details and return file acknowledgements. 

ISO20022 standard format option 

ISO 20022 XML is a leading-edge file format option for clients, which includes a common global 
implementation (CGI) version used across all banks to reduce cost of integration and complexity between 
client and bank.  

This format, jointly developed by major financial institutions, ERP vendors and SWIFT, represents a robust 
framework that addresses a wide variety of payment methods and transaction types that may not have fully 
supported by legacy file formats. By implementing a single standard messaging format, clients have the 
opportunity to simplify and standardize the underlying technical architecture, operational processes and 
required monitoring controls for their file transmission needs with banks. J.P. Morgan’s early adoption of ISO 
20022 XML and continued focus on solution richness provides strategic advantage in the marketplace.  

J.P. Morgan supports the following ISO20022 file formats: Version 3 and 2 for payments and Version 2 for 
reporting. We highly recommend using the more current formats for new implementations to provide full 
compatibility and transaction support. 

In addition to the ISO 20022 XML format, J.P. Morgan offers support for legacy formats as well as our 
proprietary Global Flat File (GFF). 

J.P. Morgan Host-to-Host Online 

J.P. Morgan Host-to-Host Online offers you the ability to view and manage your File Transmission Payments 
files uploaded manually within the J.P. Morgan Access portal or transmitted via Banner for processing. 

The Host-to-Host Online module in the online portal allows entitled users to: 

● View and manage transmitted payment files and transactions 

● Upload payment files manually or transmit via Banner for processing 

● Track payment files using file status reporting, alerts and reports 

● Approve and release payment files supporting customer specific workflow 

102. Does your system provide for electronic confirmation of receipt for daily file transmissions? 

TSU will receive an electronic acknowledgement once you have sent a transmission. The file indicates 
records that have been received and scheduled to be processed in the nightly batch. You may also call our 
Transmission Services Group for confirmation. 
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103. Does your bank provide an image capture of paid items? 

Yes. We offer paid item images* in different media to meet TSU’s image strategy. Options for paid check 
images are: 

● Online via J.P. Morgan Access: Retrieve in seconds, compared with hours or even days for 
physical retrieval and the quality of the reproduced image is extremely clear (see image example 
below) 

● Image transmission: Receive fast, automated image files directly transmitted to your internal check 
archive for high-volume clients 

* JPMorgan Chase is licensed under U.S. patent nos. 5,910,988 and 6,032,137. 

Image transmission 

We can provide image files daily, weekly or monthly. An index is also provided with the tiff images. There is 
no specific image viewing software required to view the images. Please see the image file specifications 
provided in Appendix 6, Check Image Transmission Format guide. 

Please refer to Question 98 for further details on paid images available via our online platform. 

104. Does your system provide real time, online check images for positive pay reporting to allow 
easier/pay return decisions? 

TSU will be provided with real-time, online paid check images for positive pay reporting via our banking 
portal.  

105. Does the bank offer a daily service to compare checks paid against a check issue file and provide the 
customer with a daily notification of all exception items (i.e., prior day Positive Pay)? 

As part of a complete range of disbursement services available through J.P. Morgan Access, J.P. Morgan 
offers internet-based positive pay services. 

J.P. Morgan Access’s positive pay exception processing allows TSU to send positive pay issue files via the 
internet. J.P. Morgan’s internet delivery channel provides a foundation for secure and traceable 
communications between J.P. Morgan and TSU using standard browser software. 

Additionally, our online portal enables TSU to use the internet to review digital images of all exception items 
and instruct J.P. Morgan to pay or return each item from a single page. Payee name exceptions are 
conveniently delivered along with all other types of exceptions, so TSU can easily employ the most up-to-date 
fraud protection services. Email notification offers a convenient way to know when exceptions are available 
for review. 

With positive pay, TSU provides the bank with a positive pay issue file containing check amounts and serial 
numbers. Issue data can be simply and flexibly supplied to the bank via file transmission, online upload, or 
manually keyed into J.P. Morgan Access. Checks presented daily are then systematically compared against 
TSU’s issue file. An exception report is generated the next business day, identifying any mismatched or no-
issue information on file items. The deadline for TSU to submit manual entry or file upload via J.P. Morgan 
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Access is 9:30 p.m. CT. The deadline for TSU to transmit check issuance files via file transmission to the 
bank is 9:45 p.m. CT. 

J.P. Morgan first reviews and scrubs the exceptions to verify that there are no misencoded items. A 
notification is emailed based on the customer defined email groups at the beginning of the following business 
day. Authorized TSU users are provided the report of exceptions upon log-on for pay or return decisioning. 
The exception items report provides both a front and back image of each item. 

Authorized TSU users simply click on the check number of each item to view front and back check images. 
They can select the “pay” or “return” button for each item or select the “pay all” or “return all” button, and then 
electronically submit the decisions to the bank. TSU receives an online confirmation indicating the submission 
was successful, which you can save electronically or print for future reference. This functionality requires no 
special software. 

You have the ability to view images of exception items before authorizing payment 

 

Figure 20 

 

Payee verification 

We also recommend TSU use positive pay payee verification to provide an additional layer of fraud 
prevention protection. For payee verification, TSU provides the bank with payee names in your check issue 
file transmission, online file upload or by manual entry on J.P. Morgan Access. 

While positive pay matches the MICR information of your presented check to the issue file, payee verification 
takes the additional step of validating that the payee name matches issue file payee information. Our payee 
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name review digitally interrogates the payee name and looks for alterations or additions above, below or to 
the right of the payee name that would change the payee identification. Mismatched items are visually 
evaluated to eliminate digital interrogation reading errors, and remaining items are sent to TSU in the daily 
positive pay exception reporting for your decisioning. 

As a security enhancement to J.P. Morgan positive pay service, TSU will receive additional fraud protection 
by selecting our payee verification product. 

Positive pay with payee verification 

 

Figure 21 

 

Teller line positive pay 

Teller line positive pay is the strongest defense available to prevent check fraud. Our teller line systems are 
updated within one hour of receipt of TSU’s issue file. When a check is presented for payment at a Chase 
teller window, the teller system determines the validity of the issued check prior to payment. We deny 
encashment on any items not found as matching open entries on the issue file. Checks deposited at a Chase 
ATM are screened against the positive pay records. 

106. How does the bank notify customers of positive pay exceptions? 

Using “PUSH” technology, J.P. Morgan Access provides a daily positive pay email notification that indicates 
accounts with exception items (or discrepancies) or a notice stating, “no items today.” Notification is sent by 
11:00 a.m. local bank time and includes a link to the J.P. Morgan Access logon page. Local bank time is 
defined by the account’s processing state. 

If there are exception items to view, your authorized user logs on to the banking portal to review the list. Once 
logged on, authorized users click the check number of each item to view images of the front and back of the 
check, select the pay or return button for each item (or select the pay all or return all button), and submit the 
decision to the bank. You have until 4:00 p.m. local bank time to notify the bank of your pay/no pay decisions.  

Optionally, receive a reminder email notification. If outstanding exceptions still require a decision at 3:00 p.m. 
local bank time, the bank sends out a reminder email notification indicating that the bank is awaiting a final 
payment decision. A default decision is applied to any positive pay exception item that is still awaiting a 
payment disposition by 4:00 p.m. local bank time. While the typical default is setup as return, you determine 
specific default parameters during implementation. 
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107. What is the bank's delivery deadline for notifying the customer of exception items, and what is the 
response deadline for the customer's pay/return decisions? 

The deadline for notifying clients of standard positive pay exception items is 10:00 a.m. local bank time the 
day following presentment. 

For clients using positive pay payee verification, the deadline is 11:00 a.m. local bank time the day following 
presentment. Local bank time is based on the account’s processing state. 

The response deadline for client pay/return decisions is 4:00 p.m. local bank time. Local bank time is based 
on the account’s processing state. 

108. Are approve exceptions automatically added to the Issue file for account reconciliation purposes? 

Yes. The bank’s ARP operations unit automatically adds approved paid no issue (PNI) checks to the issue 
file. 

109. Does the bank offer a daily service to company same day checks presented against a check issue file 
and provide the customer with a daily notification of all exception items in conjunction with 
controlled disbursement (i.e., same day positive pay)? 

We offer a reverse positive pay service that helps TSU reconcile paid checks by identifying prepaid, 
misencoded or potentially fraudulent checks. 

We transmit a paid check file that includes check numbers, dollar amounts and reference numbers. You can 
then automatically match the information with your own check issued file to identify exceptions. When 
referencing local bank time, local bank time is defined by the account’s processing state. 

110. Are approved exception items automatically added to the issue file for account reconciliation 
purposes? 

Please refer to Question 108. 

111. What is the bank's deadline for transmitting same day check data and what is the deadline for 
receiving the exception file? 

Our deadline for transmitting same-day check data is 1:00 p.m. local bank time. Our deadline for receiving an 
exception file is same day, 6:00 p.m. local bank time.  

112. How often per hour is the teller system updated with issue file data? 

We update our teller line system within one hour of receipt of the issue file. 
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113. Are cashed checks verified against the issue file at the point of encashment (i.e., by your bank's 
teller)? 

We verify cashed checks against the issue file at the point of encashment. Bank tellers also determine the 
paying status of an item (e.g., stop payments/holds) prior to encashment. Our teller line positive pay service 
also includes payee verification if the account is enrolled in payee verification services. 

Checks deposited at a Chase ATM are also screened against the positive pay records. 

J.P. Morgan protects clients through other fraud prevention measures, such as thumbprint programs and 
fraud detection applications ASI16 and ASI17.  

114. What is your process for updating the teller system with issue files? 

Teller line positive pay is the strongest defense available to prevent check fraud, providing protection before 
encashment at the teller line in Chase branches nationwide. Our teller line systems are updated within one 
hour of receipt of TSU’s issue file. When a check is presented for payment at a Chase teller window, the teller 
system determines the validity of the issued check prior to payment. Items not found as matching open 
entries on the check issue file will be denied encashment.  

Checks deposited at Chase ATMs are also screened against the positive pay records.  

115. Are issue files input through your online system updated to the other system in the same manner as 
debit transmission of issue files? If no, explain the differences. 

With J.P. Morgan Access positive pay, you provide us with a positive pay issue file containing check amounts 
and serial numbers. Simply supply issue data to us via file transmission, online upload or manual entry into 
J.P. Morgan Access. The deadline for you to submit manual entry or file upload via the banking portal is 9:30 
p.m. CT. The deadline for you to transmit check issuance files via direct transmission to the bank is 
9:45 p.m. CT. 

Daily checks presented are then systematically compared against your positive pay check issue file. We 
review and scrub any exceptions to verify that there are no misencoded items.  

116. If stale dated or dollar limits are available, are these checks automatically returned or do you provide 
an exception notification to customers? 

Please refer to Question 87. 

117. In the event that the bank does not receive the customer's pay decision response by the stated 
deadline, is the default disposition set by the bank of by the customer? If the bank sets the default, 
what is the default disposition (e.g., pay, return, optional)? 

Generally, our default disposition is to return exceptions presented for decision when we do not receive a 
response. 

With our online portal, TSU may set the default disposition (for each exception type) during initial setup. In the 
absence of any client decision, we will apply your defaults. 
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SUBSECTION B: PAYCARD SERVICES, 

We respectfully decline to offer paycard services. J.P. Morgan no longer offers prepaid card products. 

As an alternative and in response to questions 118-179, we recommend the use of J.P. Morgan 
Concourse™. Concours is an end-to-end, digital, omni-channel solution. It provides TSU with a seamless 
digital payout experience that lets you directly connect with your suppliers in the U.S. and Canada through 
multiple channels, including a TSU-branded online and mobile portal that we host securely. 

Concourse provides TSU with an incredible amount of flexibility, including multiple payment methods, 
comprehensive reporting and integration options.  

As a solution we fully own and support, Concourse delivers J.P. Morgan’s payment processing excellence, 
security and expertise to TSU, providing you with a single point of accountability from end-to-end. 

How Concourse works  

Concourse enables you to pay your payees electronically using a TSU-branded online enrollment portal. You 
can send the required payee information and payment data to Concourse via batch file (ISO 20022), a real-
time interface via RESTful API, or and Excel document via J.P. Morgan Access You provide the following 
minimum information for the transaction: 

● The user’s ID or defined alias 

The enrollment process is simple and straightforward, with payees completing their enrollments in just a 
few short steps. 

Concourse enrollment process 

Step 1: Registration 
 

• The payee profile must be registered in Concourse before a payment can be 
accepted. You may use a batch file and/or real-time interface to pre-register 
payee profile data in Concourse.  

Step 2: Enrollment • The payee must enroll using TSU’s Concourse payee portal to accept the 
payment.  

Step 3: Accepting payments 
 

• Your payee logs on to their Concourse profile to accept the payment by entering 
their preferred payment method, or the payee can enroll in auto-accept where 
you can automatically initiate outbound transactions to their preferred payment 
method. 

• If the payee doesn’t take action, you have the option to automatically print and 
mail a check upon the expiration date that you select to make the payment.  

• The payee receives an email confirming the payment and the settlement of funds 
via the designated payment method. The confirmation email will contain the 
TSU-generated statement number associated with the transaction. 

Step 4: Reporting & 
reconciliation 
 

• You can view completed transactions via a daily batch file detailing all confirmed 
transactions. 

• Your authorized personnel can also generate reports on demand and perform 
payment inquiries using J.P. Morgan Access®, our banking portal.  
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Concourse workflow  

 

Figure 22 

 

Transition to Contract 

180. Provide a statement of the transition requirements to implement the contract, any unique benefits, 
and other considerations. Briefly address the requirements, objectives and activities in Section V. 

TSU receives a detailed description of the implementation process, including a detailed test plan and a 
sample implementation schedule as requested. 

Retaining us as your current provider provides TSU a host of benefits and allows you to focus on core 
competencies and strategic initiatives of your organization. 
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Our approach to provide smooth onboarding of new services 

When TSU expands your relationship with us, we apply our proven 
implementation approach to add products and services in a 
structured and efficient manner, with minimal disruption to your 
business. 

Your dedicated onboarding specialist remains your single point-of-
contact throughout implementation: 

● Understands your business objectives and builds a 
detailed project plan to meet your goals 

● Coordinates with your team and all stakeholders at the 
bank to provide timely delivery and an excellent experience 

● Provides end-to-end ownership of the process, keeping 
you fully informed throughout with regular progress 
meetings and updates. 

Proven project management approach to for adding new services 

 

Figure 23 

 

We view the implementation process as a pivotal phase in our relationship and an opportunity to continue 
earning your trust with our expertise and consultative capabilities. 

Our survey tells us 

 90% of our Commercial Banking 
clients surveyed rated their 
overall experience post 
implementation as very good to 
exceptional* 

 We strive to improve your 
implementation experience by 
obtaining and addressing your 
feedback 

* 2022 post-implementation survey 
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181. Provide an estimate of the earliest start date following execution of a contract. 

As the incumbent, no additional implementation will be required for the services requested in this RFP. 

182. Submit a work plan with key dates and milestones. Your response should include: 

a. Identification of tasks to be performed and/or equipment to be provided and by whom (i.e. 
customer or contractor). 

b. Time frames to perform the identified tasks 

c. List any compliance requirements and strategies for federal, state and local governmental 
regulations, insurance requirements including worker's compensation, licenses and permits, if any 
and any other regulations as appropriate. 

As a current client, TSU will avoid any potential disruption in service in transitioning to a new service provider. 
You will avoid a time-consuming and costly conversion process by choosing to retain us as your banking 
services provider. TSU’s employees can focus their valuable resources on other projects, which ultimately 
saves you significant work, time and money. 

Some of the advantages for TSU are that accounts and processes will not change and your previously 
established client service and implementation teams will continue to support you. They are already 
knowledgeable about your accounts and operations and will not require the learning curve of a new provider. 
There will not be a need to assemble a transition team or train employees on a new service. Another benefit 
of renewing the contract with J.P. Morgan is that TSU will avoid many of the burdensome procedures and 
costs associated with switching financial service providers. 

If you decide to add more complex services, J.P. Morgan will work with TSU to implement them. An 
implementation project manager, who has end-to-end ownership and accountability for the process, is 
responsible for communicating regularly with you and coordinating activities. They will also make sure that 
documentation is validated and linked to your account across the bank, and should you require it, they can 
provide a documentation expert who can answer questions or discuss customization needs. Regular, often 
weekly, meetings are held to share information and measure progress. The implementation project manager 
will work with TSU to establish timelines for additional phases of service and then coordinate with the 
appropriate teams across both organizations to complete the setup. For simple requests, or to add 
incremental services, your team will act on the requests as quickly as possible and notify TSU when 
completed. 

183. What difficulties do you anticipate in serving the University and how do you plan to manage these? 
What assistance will you require from the University? 

As the current provider, all services can remain intact without intervention from TSU. 

184. Describe your company's quality assurance program, what are your company's requirements, and 
how are they measured? 

J.P. Morgan continues to measure performance against relevant Bank Administration Institute (BAI) Critical 
Quality Indicators. These indicators were developed by the leading U.S. cash management banks in 
cooperation with the Association of Financial Professionals (AFP) and Treasury Strategies. They continue to 
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be an important way for us to evaluate our performance and measure what our clients have told us is most 
important to them. In addition to the BAI measures, we have added our own specific indicators as product 
offerings expand and technology changes.  

Miscellaneous 

185. Provide a list of any goods or services not specified in this RFP that your company would provide to 
the University. 

J.P. Morgan’s particular expertise lies in adapting and aligning our vast breadth of solutions to the specific 
operating requirements and environments of our clients.  

We accomplish this by listening to our clients and developing an understanding of their operating 
environments. We then construct a solution that not only meets our clients’ existing operational needs, but 
also challenges them to consider additional operational improvements.  

It is our intent to bring this same approach to TSU as we endeavor to strengthen and grow our relationship.  

The services below are proposed to augment and complement the requirements included in the RFP. Each of 
these services is incremental to the solutions presented in the body of our response. Pricing for these 
services will be provided upon request. 

Value-added optional product and services  

● Merchant services  

● Virtual card  

● Commercial Card  

● Concourse – since we describe concourse in the prepaid card section, I think you should remove it 
from this section – but just an opinion 

● Check print 

● J.P. Morgan File Transmission Payments 

● Account Validation Services (AVS) 

● Virtual Reference Numbers (VRN) solution for Higher Education 

Merchant Services 

Merchant Services is a trusted industry leader in payments processing and a critical line of business under 
our J.P. Morgan’s Payments group, helping clients optimize, grow, simplify and protect their payments for 
more than 35 years. More than 4,000 Merchant Services employees help organizations like TSU implement 
and advance more secure and efficient payments programs that matter most to your customers, while 
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establishing the optimum processing environment to help you streamline operations and optimize the cost of 
doing business.  

As seasoned professionals in the payments industry, we also participate on the boards and committees of 
numerous payment networks and associations. We leverage our leadership position to provide a strong voice 
for your shared concerns. In 2021, our processing volume was more than $1.88 trillion and comprised of 
clients across a broad range of industries, segments and locations. Our proprietary platforms enable us to 
offer TSU integrated solutions for all major payment types—from credit and debit processing to digital, 
alternative and mobile payment options. We support a variety of point-of-sale and card-not-present 
environments while providing security and reliability and offer a full spectrum of payments services we can 
tailor to meet your objectives. Please see Merchant Services for more information regarding our capabilities 
in the United States and Europe, and Chase Merchant Services for more information regarding our 
capabilities in Canada. 

Virtual card 

We offer a single-use, electronic, credit card-based payment method to help TSU more efficiently manage 
payments, reduce costs and transform traditional areas of expense into potential revenue generators.  

Gain the flexibility, float and rebate of a purchasing card coupled with powerful payment controls, anti-fraud 
and reconciliation features of virtual cards.  

 

Virtual cards equal to the approved payment amount. There is just one account per payment to help make 
sure the merchant only has access to approved funds for a specific payment. 

Virtual card reconciliation is based on matching four key elements of purchase payments to transactions: 
account number, validity dates, dollar value and merchant category code (MCC). When these items match, 
reconciliation occurs automatically, and you gain further efficiencies by integrating into Banner. 

Commercial card 

We offer several Commercial Card solutions and highlight them at-a-glance below. 

http://www.jpmorgan.com/merchantservices
https://en.chasepaymentech.ca/?WT.mc_id=caflag_us
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Whether it be traditional plastic cards for procurement and travel expense or advanced payables solutions 
like virtual cards, let us design the optimal program solutions to help TSU transform your business.  

Commercial Card Solutions 

 

Purchasing Card 

Plastic and cardless (ghost) payment solution 
• Reduce costs: Increase efficiency, streamline processes and reduce costly manual 

processing on low-value/high-frequency spend 
• Enhance control: Enhance employee convenience with spend controls and added 

visibility to promote policy adherence and minimize misuse 
• Realize gains: Create potential for rebate revenue and cash flow optimization 

 

Corporate Card 

Plastic travel and entertainment payment solution 
• Empower travelers: Empower business travelers to make purchases within the limits and 

boundaries set by the organization 
• Improve convenience: Take advantage of broad acceptance at millions of locations 

worldwide and increase spend capture 
• Increase visibility: Level III travel data is available within PaymentNet (if passed by the 

merchant) for display and reporting to allow for spend visibility and policy monitoring. 

 

One Card 

One solution to manage multiple types of spend 
• Simplify processes: Simplify program administration and place essential program 

functionality at the fingertips of your users 
• Enhance control: Greater employee convenience and streamlined purchasing control with 

one card to carry and one set of spend controls 
• Aggregate spend: Aggregate spend capture as you consolidate the rebate revenue 

stream for optimal earning potential 

 

Virtual Card 

Virtual, electronic single-use payables solution 
• Automate control (to the penny): Automate higher value spend requiring accounts 

payable control or “one-off” transactions 
• Get it all: Receive the benefits of a Purchasing Card with the controls of a check (payee, 

date, amount) and the efficiencies of ACH 
• Realize gains: Take advantage of earning rebate revenue, extending float, increasing 

liquidity and streamlining the payment process 

Leverage the experience of a market leader 

What does that mean to you? 

It means we provide you with proven solutions and time-tested features tailored to your complex needs—
regardless of the size of your program, range of spend, specific business challenges, goals and technology. 
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Being one of the most strongly capitalized bank-holding companies means you benefit from our flexibility to 
pursue technology enhancements and capital investments into new products and services, to continually 
seek innovative concepts and ways to increase operating efficiencies. 

Leverage our consultative approach at all stages of your program  

Our consultative approach means we are relationship focused. We 
design, implement and manage a solution to meet your needs, subject 
to your approval. 

From implementation to ongoing support, dedicated in-house 
implementation helps you get started and in-house service provides 
ongoing client care to help solve problems quickly. 

We begin by taking the time to learn more about the issues that confront 
your organization each day, your processes, how these processes work, 
and what you are trying to achieve. 

Once we have assessed your needs, we recommend the program that 
works for you to enhance control, simplify payments and optimize 
working capital. 

Leverage our scale  

With one of the highest acceptance rates in the industry, we put the convenience of you and your cardholders 
first. We can help you drive adoption and capture more spend, using our large supplier network, extensive 
recruitment experience and broad base of acceptance. 

Capture scale from a payments leader and engage J.P. Morgan’s Commercial Card Solutions to earn more 
rebates, drive operating efficiencies and enhance control. 

Concourse 

J.P. Morgan Concourse™ is an end-to-end, digital, omni-channel solution. It provides TSU with a seamless 
digital payout experience that lets you directly connect with your suppliers in the U.S. and Canada through 
multiple channels, including a TSU -branded online and mobile portal that we host securely. 

Concourse provides TSU with an incredible amount of flexibility, including multiple payment methods, 
comprehensive reporting and integration options.  

As a solution we fully own and support, Concourse delivers J.P. Morgan’s payment processing excellence, 
security and expertise to TSU, providing you with a single point of accountability from end-to-end. 

Check print 

We offer check print services for TSU to outsource this function and leverage the bank’s economies of scale 
and fraud protection. 

Leverage our specialists to 
optimize your payment 
strategy in areas of: 

 Industry benchmarking 

 Program communications 

 Program consistency 

 Spend segmentation 
analysis 

 Program value 
quantification 

 Supplier recruitment 
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Let us help you lower operating costs and reduce risks associated with printing checks or remittances in-
house with our comprehensive check print services. 

For nearly 30 years, we have helped clients benefit from outsourcing the check print function. Through 
significant infrastructure and technology investments in our U.S. printing facilities, we offer a low-cost, high-
quality printing solution that is designed specifically for you and can be adapted as your needs change. 

 

* Postage rates are variable based on prevailing postage rates. 

Security features built into the check itself 

TSU benefits from using check stock with the most robust security features in the industry.  

New check paper stock provides security features, such as chemical sensitization, invisible fluorescent 
security fibers, security watermark and security alert verbiage. 

Trying to move from paper to electronic payments? 

We understand checks are necessary. Consider outsourcing non-core payables functions and migrate your 
workstream to begin the transition toward more electronic payment operations. Leverage a single, common 
electronic banking channel, through the J.P. Morgan Access online portal, to initiate your check payment 
instructions electronically to outsource your check printing. 

Creating working capital efficiencies allows TSU to focus more on payee payment-conversion initiatives. To 
add value, we work with you to continue optimizing the payables process. 

Worried about fraud? 

Our check print service integrates with our suite of fraud prevention services to provide the benefits of 
positive pay services. We automatically generate and send the check issue information to our account 
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reconciliation processing (ARP) platform and Chase teller systems across the country. Positive pay 
minimizes your exposure to check fraud, as checks presented must match your issue information, including 
the payee name.  

Checks deposited at a Chase ATM are also screened against the positive pay records. Checks that do not 
match your issue records receive a funds availability hold against the check amount, allowing you to perform 
a positive pay exception review and a pay or return decision before the check amount is available to the 
depositor. Please note that payee name verification is not part of the ATM positive pay review. 

We’re here for the long run 

If your check payment volume is dwindling, does it make sense to upgrade and maintain equipment? 
Probably not, but capital investment makes sense for us, as our check print volumes have been increasing 
due to more and more clients outsourcing their processes.  

Our advanced print production facilities use digital printing technologies to deliver accurate, high-quality 
checks. And, we maintain and upgrade our check printing equipment regularly. Recently, we invested $20 
million in our redundant check print facilities. We print and mail more than 50 million checks annually, 
including 1.3 million checks per month, for our treasury services clients.  

These are just some of the many benefits you realize in choosing J.P. Morgan as your check print 
outsourcing provider. 

J.P. Morgan File Transmission Payments  

To address TSU’s need for an automated payables solution, we propose using a consolidated 
disbursement solution. We understand the complexity of making payments can be a genuine challenge. 
Common hurdles include: 

● Employing effective internal risk controls. 

● Using appropriate payment types to minimize cost. 

● Juggling multiple currencies for payments across the globe. 

● Satisfying global regulatory requirements. 

Online tools help TSU manage your file-based communications and transaction workflow in real time and 
provides you greater visibility into your transactions. 

Streamline operations and reduce expense with File Transmission Payments. TSU can transfer many of 
the tasks involved in payment initiation from your operations to the bank.  

Benefits of our approach: File Transmission Payments for automated payables 
 

 

Create efficiencies 

Consolidate payment requests, such as accounts payable and payroll, to enable efficient file 
transfer 
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Benefits of our approach: File Transmission Payments for automated payables 
 

 

Save time 

Simplify the payment and e-collections processes and reduce cost and resources 
 

 

Increase visibility 

View initiation status and individual transactions, and manage file delivery and workflow in real time 
 

 

Increase control 

Perform final approval step before the file is processed 
 

 

Boost compatibility 

Integrate with ERP and TMS systems by leveraging industry-standard formats and standard bank 
network protocols 

 

 

Manage global payments 

Benefit from multibank payment information advising for payments across all banks 
 

 

Heighten security 

Reduce the risk of payment fraud and protect transaction privacy, authenticity, as files are 
encrypted digitally signed and transmitted through secure channels 

 

 

Decrease risk 

Reduce human error and improve risk control with automated processes 

 

How it works  

You begin by establishing a secure connection between Banner to J.P. Morgan.  

Then, you send us a single payment file containing multiple payment types—U.S. ACH, global ACH / local 
low value, wire, virtual card, check print outsource and FX payments.  

Next, File Transmission Payments authenticates the file, validates the content and routes the transactions to 
the appropriate settlement networks.  

File Transmission Payments streamlines TSU’s disbursement process 

 

Figure 24 
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File Transmission Payments offers a full range of file formats and transmission protocols and supports most 
payment types in J.P. Morgan’s global footprint. 

Initiating the disbursement outsourcing process 

 

Figure 25 

 

File Transmission Payments employs industry standard file formats, advanced communications and data 
security interfaces: 

● File formats: 

 Industry standard file formats – ISO 20022, ANSI X.12 and other industry standards on request 

 ERP-specific file format – SAP IDoc*/XML (*setup available with additional implementation 
review and costs) 

 J.P. Morgan Proprietary Global Flat File (GFF) 

● Transmission protocols: SFTP, HTTPS, AS2, SWIFTNet FileAct, EBICS 

● Encryption options: SSH, SSL, x.509, PGP/GPG 

File Transmission Payments split remittance or remittance-only services can be combined with standard 
payment options to deliver remittance detail through secure email. Split remittance and remittance-only 
services support the delivery of extended data (beyond a payment system’s capacity) and remittance 
information for transactions that require printed notifications. 
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Account Validation Service 

Account Validation Service (AVS) is a routing engine and service offering for validating counterparty 
information. It directly supports account verification and ownership authentication. Account Validation Service 
uses routing and account number data to provide an account status for consumer and business accounts, 
giving you information that an account is valid prior to approving a deposit or accepting a payment. 

With Account Validation Service, TSU can: 

● Decrease the likelihood of returned or erroneous payments: Validate account status and account 
ownership information in real time 

● Detect potential fraud risks: Review potentially high-risk changes to payment instructions, received 
via non-secured channels, such as email or fax 

● Increase operational efficiency: Avoid originating payments with erroneous data, reducing the 
potential for manual exception handling 

● Easily comply with the Nacha Web Debit Account Validation rule: Leverage a commercially 
reasonable validation solution 

● Enhance security: No retention of personally identifiable information and no credential sharing 
required.  

The Nacha WEB Debit Account Validation Rule became effective March 19, 2021. ACH Originators of WEB 
debit entries are required to use a “commercially reasonable fraudulent transaction detection system” to 
screen WEB debits for fraud. This existing screening requirement is being supplemented to make it explicit 
that “account validation” is part of a “commercially reasonable fraudulent transaction detection system.” The 
supplemental requirement applies to the first use of an account number or changes to the account number. 

https://www.nacha.org/rules/supplementing-fraud-detection-standards-web-debits. 

Virtual Reference Number solution for Higher Education  

J.P. Morgan constantly works to understand and respond to treasury challenges our clients face. We listen to 
our clients and understand what matters most to treasury and finance officials in the Higher Education 
industry. Our continued efforts bring innovative treasury solutions to the market that clearly help to improve 
our clients’ operational efficiencies. 

We have heard with great clarity that one of the most common challenges to solve is the identification and 
application of incoming electronic payments in a way that is neither time consuming nor laborious in nature. 
J.P. Morgan understands that often these are related to payments associated with sponsored research, 
tuition from students paying from a foreign bank account or other non-tuition related collections that are 
remitted to the institution electronically. These types of incoming payments are often remitted by the same 
party repetitively for ordinary business purposes, driving the need to find a way to automate the posting 
process to increase the efficiency in the receivables processing areas of the institutions we serve. 

In the United States, we have a solution to help make the process of identifying the source of the payments 
and applying them to the correct internal account much more straightforward. Our solution also helps 
eliminate the need to manually research items in order to post the payments. 

https://www.nacha.org/rules/supplementing-fraud-detection-standards-web-debits
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INNOVATIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION. Our Virtual Reference Number solution works with both incoming 
ACH payments and wire payments to help institutions further leverage technology to systemically post these 
payments based on the VRN associated with the payment. 

Institutions that elect to use this new solution assign a specific Virtual Reference Number (VRN) from a range 
of VRNs issued by the bank to each of their repetitive remitters. The remitters are instructed by the institution 
to make all future ACH and wire payments to them using the assigned VRN, in place of the beneficiary 
payment account number, along with the corresponding Transit & Routing Number. 

When a payment made in this manner is received, J.P. Morgan automatically applies the incoming funds to 
the designated Concentration Account and passes the VRN used in the transaction to you via an electronic 
file. This allows you to systemically post the exact dollar amount of the payment to the corresponding 
receivable account. For example, in the case of a tuition payment, the amount received would be posted to 
the student financial record without the need of manual entry on the part of the staff of the Bursar’s Office. 
We believe this would be a great solution for institutions that collect tuition from foreign students paying from 
their bank account located in another country. We also see that this would work equally well for remittances, 
likely repetitive, that are associated with sponsored research. As the student or research sponsor make future 
payments, they use the same assigned VRN each time. 

An added benefit of this approach is that schools that employ our new Virtual Reference Number solution no 
longer have to disclose their actual concentration bank account number because remitters use their assigned 
VRN as the beneficiary payment account when sending a payment to the school. VRNs only work in one 
direction. Funds move from the remitter to the school’s designated concentration account when J.P. Morgan 
processes the incoming payment. The assigned VRN cannot be accessed to withdraw funds as they are not 
a real functioning bank account number and only work for the purpose as described above. This provides 
added security of the school’s bank account information because it no longer needs to be disclosed for these 
payments. 

No cost services 

In addition to our value-added services, we strongly believe in delivering value without charging clients 
additional costs to use our services. The table below illustrates that commitment. 

No cost services 

Notifications Event notifications, including Payment Needs Repair, Transaction Completed, Balance 
Threshold, User Pending Approval and many more (over 50) to help manage your 
accounts. 

J.P. Morgan Access 
Insight 

A fully integrated cash management tool using Excel. 
Allows J.P. Morgan Access users to auto-populate their own spreadsheets with balances 
and transactions, as well as initiate payments from their spreadsheets. 

J.P. Morgan Access 
Transaction Services 

Provides seven years of wire details for both incoming and outgoing USD wires. 

J.P. Morgan Access 
Transaction Services 

Offers 15 months of historical ACH transaction information on all ACH originated and 
received payments. 
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No cost services 

J.P. Morgan Access 
Mobile 

Provides authorized users with mobile access to account activity, ability to deposit 
checks and approve wires, account transfers and book transfers payments. 

J.P. Morgan Access 
Help Center 

TSU is invited to join training webinars found online in the Access Help Center. Our 
webinars are live facilitator-led web conferences that include question and answer 
sessions that allow full participation between the audience and the presenter. 
You can register for training webinars via Access Help Center. 

Online bank statements Provides retention for seven years of bank statements. 

ACH Transaction 
Blocking email 
notification 

Email notification accessible via mobile device.  
When a payment is returned as a result of a debit block, we send an email notification of 
the incident, allowing users to proactively contact their own customers. 

 

186. Provide details regarding any special services or product characteristics, or other benefits offered, or 
advantages to the University. 

In addition to our dedication to drive internal efficiencies for TSU’s staff, J.P. Morgan has whole heartedly 
supported TSU’s mission and students. As part of our Advancing Black Pathways initiative, we have 
coordinated guest lecturing opportunities for TSU’s Future Bankers Leadership Program as well as for your 
newly instituted pilot concentration for an Investments Career Pathway track, which is modeled after the TSU 
banking program. The J.P. Morgan guest lecturing sessions included topics such as Types of Debt 
Instruments, Becoming a Trusted Advisor, Introduction to Market Risk, Control Management and 
Communications and Event Management. 

As part of J.P. Morgan’s Racial Equity Commitment, we have provided TSU with four financial literacy 
classes for both students and professors over the past 12 months. We are currently in talks with TSU 
leadership on additional engagements that will occur now until quarter 1 2024. Over 600 TSU students were 
able to participate in our Back to the Yard program in October 2022 which was a financial empowerment and 
professional development experience. J.P. Morgan delivered interactive content to students around 
budgeting, savings and managing credit. Additionally, J.P. Morgan employees gave of their time to help with 
career coaching, resume reviews and interview prep.  

In April 2023, J.P. Morgan Houston hosted its annual College Diversity Day for over 50 college students who 
were immersed in the different career opportunities at the firm. Leaders within the market gathered at Chase 
Tower and spent time with students from TSU. In a panel discussion, leaders shared their views on the most 
essential transferable skills needed to acclimate to work environments, on building one's personal brand and 
mastering emotional intelligence, and on stories on their mobility opportunities, including lessons learned 
throughout their careers. Students also learned from recent graduates who have joined the firm on their 
transition from the university to the workplace, and how their internships impacted their journey. To end the 
day, students and local leaders had a networking and social reception, providing an opportunity to meet some 
of Houston's market leaders across all lines of business. The event received very positive responses from 
students who shared how valuable the sessions were for them in deciding their career paths, and how the in-
person connections helped solidify and stimulate their desires to work at J.P. Morgan. 
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As recently as October 10th, 2023 we hosted 20 TSU students as part of our HBCU site visits. The event 
included networking opportunities with HBCU alumni, a J.P. Morgan overview, internship application insights 
and a professional development session. 
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SECTION VI

EXECUTION OF OFFER 

THIS SHEET MUST BE COMPLETED, SIGNED, AND RETURNED WITH 
RESPONDENT'S PROPOSAL. FAILURE TO SIGN AND RETURN THIS 
SHEET WILL RESULT IN THE REJECTION OF YOUR PROPOSAL. 

1. By signature hereon, Respondent offers and agrees to furnish the products and/or 
services at the prices quoted and comply with all terms, conditions, requirements set 
forth per the RFP documents and contained herein unless otherwise provided in 
Respondent’s response to the RFP.

2. By signature hereon, Respondent affirms that he has not given, nor intends to give 
at any time hereafter, any economic opportunity, future employment, gift, loan, 
gratuity, special discount, trip, favor or service to a public servant in connection 
with the submitted proposal.  Failure to sign hereon, or signing with a false 
statement, shall void the submitted proposal or any resulting contracts, and the 
Respondent shall be removed from all proposal lists at this Agency.

3. By signature hereon, a corporate Respondent certifies that it is not currently 
delinquent in the payment of any Franchise Taxes due under Chapter 171, Texas 
Tax Code, or that the corporation is exempt from the payment of such taxes, or that 
the corporation is an out-of-state corporation that is not subject to the Texas 
Franchise Tax, whichever is applicable.  A false certification shall be deemed a 
material breach of contract and, at the University's option, may result in cancellation 
of any resulting contract or purchase order.

4. By signature hereon, the Respondent hereby certifies that neither the Respondent 
nor the firm, corporation, partnership or institution represented by the Respondent, 
or anyone acting for such firm, corporation, or institution has violated the antitrust 
laws of this state, codified in Section 15.01, et. Seq., Texas Business and Commerce 
Code, or the Federal antitrust laws, nor communicated directly or indirectly the 
proposal made to any competitor or any other person engaged in such line of 
business.

5. By signature hereon, Respondent certifies that all statements and information 
prepared and submitted in response to this solicitation are current, complete and 
accurate based upon due inquiry of employees and agents of Respondent that the 
undersigned deems appropriate under the circumstances.

6. By signature hereon, Respondent certifies that the individual signing this document 
and the documents made part of the RFP is authorized to sign such documents on 
behalf of the company and to bind the company under any contract, which may 
result from the submission of this proposal.
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7. By signature hereon, Respondent certifies that if a Texas address is shown as the
address of the Respondent, Respondent qualifies as a Texas Resident Respondent as
defined in Rule 1 TAC 113.6(b)(2)(E).  In the case of a tie the award will be made
in accordance with Rule 1 TAC 113.6(b)(3)(4).  Check below preference claimed
under Rule 1 TAC 113.6(b)(3):

() Agricultural product produced or grown in Texas 
() Produced in Texas and/or offered by Texas Respondent 
() Produced in USA 
() No Preference claimed 

8. By signature hereon, Respondent certifies it is a small business and/or a
minority/female owned business as defined by the State of Texas.  Check status
below:

() Small Business (House Bill 366, 64th Legislature) 
() Minority/Female Owned Business (House Bill 2626, 73rd Legislature) 
() Certified by Texas Department of Commerce 
() Status not claimed 

9. By signature hereon, Respondent certifies as follows:

that the individual or business entity named in this contract, proposal, or application
is not ineligible to receive the specified grant, loan, or payment and acknowledges
that this contract may be terminated and payment may be withheld if this

10. By signature hereon, Respondent certifies that no relationship, whether by relative, 
business associate, capital funding agreement or by any other such kinship exist 
between Respondent and an employee of the University, or Respondent has not 
been an employee of the University within the immediate twelve (12) months prior 
to your RFP response.  All such disclosures will be subject to administrative review 
and approval prior to the University entering into any contract with Respondent.
[Note: J.P. Morgan has banking and other business relationships in the normal course of business 
with various persons or entities, which may include employees, officers, directors, etc. of Texas 
Southern University.  Such relationships generally are governed by our usual and customary terms 
and conditions.  Employees, officers or directors of the bank may be related to employees, officers, 
directors, etc. of Texas Southern University.  The J.P. Morgan Code of Conduct prohibits any 
employee in general from acting on behalf of the bank in any transaction or business relationship 
involving such employee, members of his/her family, or other persons or organizations with which 
such employee or his/her family have any significant personal connection or financial interest.]

11. By signature hereon, Respondent affirms that no compensation has been received 
for participation in the preparation of the specifications for this RFP.  (Ref. Section 
3.102, Article 601b, V.T.C.S.)

12. Respondent represents and warrants that all articles and services quoted in response 
to this RFP meet or exceed the safety standards established and promulgated under 
the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Law (Public Law 91-596) and its 
regulations in effect or proposed as of the date of this solicitation.

13. By signature hereon, Respondent signifies his compliance with all federal laws and 
regulations pertaining to Equal Employment Opportunities and Affirmative Action.

O759534
Cross-Out
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Complete the following: 

VIN No: __________________________________________________________  

FEI No: ___________________________________________________________  

If Sole Owner: 
SS No: ____________________________________________________________  

If a Corporation: 
State of Incorporation: _______________________________________________  

Charter No: ________________________________________________________  

14. Addenda Checklist

Receipt is hereby acknowledged of the following addenda to this RFP. (Initial if
applicable)

No. 1 _____ No. 2 _____ No. 3 _____ No. 4 _____ 

Submitted By: 

 _________________________________________  
(Company Name) 

 _________________________________________  
(Authorized Signature) 

 _________________________________________  
(Printed Name/Title) 

 _________________________________________  
(Date) 

 _________________________________________  
(Email Address) 

 _________________________________________  
(Telephone Number) 

End of Section VI 

The responses provided above are based upon the undersigned’s information 
and belief, following due inquiry of other employees, officers and agents of 
bidder, that the undersigned deems appropriate under the circumstances.
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SECTION V DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES 

GENERAL REQUIREMENT 

Texas Southern University seeks to enhance the banking services provided by a contractor. 

5.1 SERVICES TO BE PERFORMED FOR CONSOLIDATED BANKING SERVICES 
WILL INCLUDE SECTION 5.1. 

A. Services to be performed for banking Include but are not limited to: 

The contractor is to provide various and current day reporting services, depository services, controlled 
disbursement services, wire transfer and ACH services, and automated sweep investment services. 

● An internet platform for the retrieval of current and previous day balance reports, previous day 
and current day debit and credit transaction reports, and return item reports in a timely manner. 

As discussed earlier in Question 4, with J.P. Morgan Access, TSU continues to receive a highly intuitive and 
easy to use, cash management solution that seamlessly integrates all treasury activities through a secure 
portal using a single authentication process.  

Our online portal allows TSU to retrieve real-time and previous day posting of information each business day. 
The cash position of accounts held by us and other financial institutions can be viewed in an online, secure 
environment. Current-day information is updated throughout the business day for designated accounts. 

Also, you can access useful information to aid in planning funding and investment strategies, including top-
line summaries, detailed transaction records and historical reports for up to two years. User entitlements can 
be managed to control access to accounts and reports. 

● An internet platform for retrieval of historical data. 

Our banking portal offers 45 calendar days of account balance and transaction data (standard). Upon 
request, for report retention, the system can store 90 calendar days, 1 or 2 years of data.  

● Historical data stored online for twelve months with a capability for inquiry by date ranges. 

Inquiries can be run against historical data for 90 days standard or up to 2 years depending on the entitled 
account’s history retention settings. 

● Previous day data available by 7:00AM CST. 

Prior day reporting is available by 7:00 a.m. local time. 
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● An electronic banking system that provides image delivery for deposit, disbursement and/or 
adjusting items. 

J.P. Morgan accommodates image delivery via the Statements and Checks functionalities on J.P. Morgan 
Access and via Receivables Online. 

Check disbursements, check images are available the same day the check is presented and stored for 7 
years (standard) with an option to extend retention up to 10 years. For positive pay clients, exceptions 
include check images for your review and decision. 

● Capability for multi-user and multi-site access. 

Your users can view detailed activity through our banking portal. There is no limit to the number of users that 
can be assigned. Multiple users can access information and there is no limit to the number of users that can 
access the system simultaneously. Information can be accessed from multiple locations. 

● An internet platform for the transmission of electronic transfers, such as wire payments, ACH 
transactions and transmission of positive pay files. 

As TSU’s current banking services provider, J.P. Morgan will continue to provide your authorized users with 
our online portal for balance reporting, initiation of ACH debits and credits, wire transfer initiation, interbank 
account transfers and placement of stop payments on checks. This also includes positive pay services. 

● Depository services, to include cash vault and branch deposits, with the ability to sort deposits 
using a unique code for each department and immediate post verification. 

As mentioned in section VII 24, we offer flexible depository services to continue to meet TSU’s check and 
cash deposit needs. We continue to offers branch night drop, vault (via armored courier), ATM deposit and 
branch service options. Not all options are available in all locations. A proximity study identifies the location(s) 
nearest to TSU offering the service option(s) that meet your depository processing requirements. 

As a business practice, we regularly review branch, ATM and vault activity, which may result in branch or 
vault openings and closings, ATM placement or removal, or a change of branch, vault or ATM functions. 

We recommend you continue to use deposit slips preprinted with a unique location identifier (ULID) for each 
of your [locations]. With these deposit slips, your deposit history information is sorted by account and ULID. 
● Automatic redeposit of return items. 

J.P. Morgan automatically redeposits return items if they’ve been returned for a reason that’s eligible for 
redeposit, such as non-sufficient funds (NSF). Return items are redeposited one time. 

Re-presented Check Entry (RCK) allows up to two redeposits if an item is eligible. The redeposits occur one 
time by paper and another by ACH, or through two ACH presentments with no paper redeposit. 

● Return item transmission, which includes both returns and reclears. 

TSU receives a detailed return item transmission from J.P. Morgan. We create transmissions each evening 
and transmit them early the following morning. The return item transmission includes the following 
information:  

● Account number 

● Depositing department/location/lockbox number (if applicable) 
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● Check processing date and check deposit date (if available) 

● Check R/T number (if readable) 

● Check account number (if readable) 

● Check serial number (if readable) 

● Check amount 

● Return reason code 

● Maker name (if keyed) and disposition code (chargeback, redeposit, RCK conversion) 

Each transmission includes both returns and redeposits. 

● Deposit tickets that contain and auxiliary MICR field for different locations. Identification and 
adjustments of all discrepancies on deposits. 

Deposit tickets contain an auxiliary MICR field with J.P. Morgan location and/or transaction information. The 
MICR field contains up to 10 digits for each location.  

We also offer variable serial number processing for transactions that require a serial number to be associated 
with the deposit. The transaction-specific serial number is included in the auxiliary MICR field on the deposit 
ticket, subject to the length limitations described above. 

We strongly encourage TSU to use the auxiliary MICR field to facilitate accurate reconciliation of deposits 
and adjustments to your account, bank statement and information reporting statements. 

● Provide information regarding all deposit adjustments (e.g., deposit bag number, denomination 
breakdown). 

J.P. Morgan identifies all discrepancies. We internally manage adjustments in the vault and branch below a 
predetermined sundry amount without posting the corrected entries and related fees to TSU’s account. 

Deposit adjustments vary by channel—branch, check or vault. The deposit adjustment information provided 
to you includes: the deposit ticket date, credit date, verified date, declared deposit amount, verified deposit 
amount, denominational breakdown and any adjustments along with the associated reason code. 

● Immediate notification and adjustment on counterfeit bills. Secure automated coin/currency 
ordering service. 

J.P. Morgan uses advanced bill counters with sophisticated counterfeit and mutilated bill detectors. If we 
detect counterfeit bills during initial deposit verification, we debit TSU’s account for the amount of the 
counterfeit.  

We complete the required Secret Service document (Form SSF1604) and submit it to the Secret Service with 
the counterfeit bill(s). A debit advice is mailed to you. 

● Efficient and knowledgeable client service representatives, with a separate customer service 
department for wire transfers. 

Your dedicated CSA Iiesha Leon will cover all of your servicing issues inclusive of wires. 
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● Sweep accounts. 

As an alternative to the Sweep account, J.P. Morgan recommends direct investments into the Government 
Fund through TSU J.P. Morgan Access Liquidity Solutions portal. For direct investments (purchases and 
Automated Clearing House Services. 

We offer a comprehensive lineup of ACH services to help streamline your business. Here’s how we help your 
business be more effective: 

Be more efficient with ACH direct deposit services 

ACH direct deposit services offer an efficient, reliable alternative to traditional paper checks for payroll, T&E, 
annuities, pensions and dividend payouts. Reduce the amount of time and resources typically required to 
process, distribute and reconcile multiple checks by converting to the automated ACH process.  

Corporate and consumer disbursement services 

Your customers, vendors and trading partners authorize the disbursement of funds to their designated 
checking accounts for the purposes of: 

● Vendor payments 

● Refunds 

● Royalty payments 

● Cash disbursements  

● Plus, many more 

Corporate and consumer collection services 

Your customers, vendors and trading partners authorize the collection of funds from designated checking 
accounts whenever a payment is due. 

ACH fraud protection services 

Protect your Demand Deposit Accounts (DDAs) from unauthorized ACH transactions with the fraud protection 
services we offer to help eliminate risks and improve controls. Services include:  

ACH Transaction Blocking 

A self-service tool that allows you to add ACH debit and/or ACH credit block setups at the account level, with 
optional dollar amount thresholds. This is done through our online portal. The ACH block is set up through the 
banking portal using the Checks module. 
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ACH Transaction Review 

Makes it easy to review and confirm ACH debit and credit transactions online, as well as return unauthorized 
transactions. You have until 4:00 p.m. local bank time, determined by account location, to submit decisions. If 
you don’t submit a pay or return decision, the default decision, as established in the related profile, is applied 

Consolidate with ACH eLockbox 

By incorporating ACH eLockbox, you can consolidate posting and detail reporting of incoming ACH credit 
activity to your J.P. Morgan DDAs. Credit activity includes: 

● Consumer bill payments 

● Civilian allotments from bill payment processors and various government agencies 

● Treasury/government payments 

You can also receive remittance details about wire, lockbox and other activities. 

Access Transaction Services 

We offer an interactive, highly secure, online inquiry system that allows you to:  

● Review ACH transactions processed during the past 15 months 

● Determine if a bank is an ACH member 

● Request a deletion, reversal or reclamation of a previously originated ACH transaction 

● Create inquires for investigation by us 

● Review eLockbox transactions received during the past 180 days and electronically return any 
transactions that cannot be applied 

● Submit a notification of change (NOC) to correct future transactions 

Delete this extra space 

How ACH Concentration service works for you 

What does ACH Concentration service offer you? 

● A cost-effective, secure online solution for reporting and consolidating your company’s decentralized 
deposits 

● A simple process to concentrate funds into a central J.P. Morgan account to make active investment 
decisions or simply sweep idle balances into an investment vehicle 
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● Convenient access to deposit information from your local business locations, depository sites, 
subsidiaries and regional lockbox operations either online or through a touchtone phone, 24/7/365 

● Quick and easy next business day deposits that are automatically transferred to your designated 
J.P. Morgan concentration account via ACH debit 

Many ways to pay with ACH Tax Payment services 

Pay your federal, state and municipal business taxes electronically using the internet or phone. This allows 
you to streamline tax payment initiation activities and remain fully compliant with mandates for electronic 
filing. You can do this without giving the government access to account numbers or funds. 

● Controlled Disbursement Services - 1 st Presentment by 8:30am, 2nd Presentment available by 
10:00am and funded by 12:01 pm, CST. Account reconciliation services. 

Take advantage of competitive reporting times at our San Angelo dedicated controlled disbursement 
endpoint. With the advent of Image Exchange and advanced technology capabilities, we report 99.9% of 
our clients’ total funding requirement by the average 6:40 a.m. CT delivery time that surpasses our first 
and second presentment windows: 

● First presentment goal: 7:30 a.m. CT 

● Second presentment goal: 10:00 a.m. CT 

● Check detail: 10:30 a.m. CT 

Full account reconciliation 

J.P. Morgan offers TSU a complete reconciliation of outstanding and paid checks, with the option of 
reconciling accounts by the week, month, fiscal or calendar year in a format tailored to meet your needs. 
You provide us with detailed check issue data, including account numbers, check numbers, issue dates, 
dollar amounts and reference information (up to 15 bytes). TSU chooses how you wish to supply this 
data: In a file transmission or by upload or manual key entry to J.P. Morgan Access, as needed by the 
check activity in each account. 

With check issued data, J.P. Morgan will perform a full reconciliation of activity in the account, delivering 
a reconciliation report package through our online portal. The standard full reconciliation package 
contains an account statement, balance sheet, paid and outstanding check listing, plus a summary 
including check number, issue date, amount paid and paid date. 
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Account reconciliation reports 

 

Figure 26 

 

TSU’s reconciliation report will be available online via the banking portal within five business days from 
the close of a cycle cutoff. 

Partial reconciliation 

Partial reconciliation provides TSU with a detailed listing of checks paid against a disbursement account 
over a client-defined period of time. This service also details certain other categories, such as stopped 
checks. Checks are typically listed in check serial number sequence with the amount and date each 
check was paid. The reports are available via J.P. Morgan Access. 

● Image retrieval services. 

We offer paid item images* in different media to meet TSU’s image strategy. Options for paid check images 
are: 

● Online via J.P. Morgan Access: Retrieve in seconds, compared with hours or even days for 
physical retrieval and the quality of the reproduced image is extremely clear (see image example 
below) 

● Image transmission: Receive fast, automated image files directly transmitted to your internal check 
archive for high-volume clients 

* JPMorgan Chase is licensed under U.S. patent nos. 5,910,988 and 6,032,137. 
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● Twelve month analysis statement, capable of being downloaded to an excel spreadsheet. 

TSU continues to receive an account analysis statement each month identifying all services provided, product 
volumes and the resulting service charge incurred.  

The statement captures a monthly summary of your balances and service charges. Analysis statements are 
provided for each account and on a group summary basis. 

TSU retrieves electronic account analysis statements via the banking portal on the sixth business day after 
the close of the billing period. All sections of your account analysis statement may be viewed, printed and 
exported through the online portal.  

Analysis statements are available in PDF, Excel and CSV formats. Additionally, EDI 822 format is available 
through file transmission or secure email. J.P. Morgan also offers CAMT.086 ISO formatted billing files, the 
newest industry standard electronic statement, for both U.S. and non-U.S. accounts. 

You can group specific accounts and billing relationships together for online analysis purposes and create 
user profiles giving access to specific accounts or billing relationships, as required. 

Continue to benefit from retrieving electronic account analysis statements via our online portal. 

 

● Multi level security for wire and ACH transfers. 

J.P. Morgan Access allows complete flexibility for TSU to designate the rights of each user on the platform. 
This includes comprehensive and configurable user entitlements, limits and approval workflow to provide 
optimal control. Services available accommodate a wide range of security options, including dual control 
among users and daily or transaction limits. 

You can help reduce the risk of fraud or compromised data by separating duties, accounts and approval 
workflow. Your security administrators are the only individuals able to assign users with transaction initiation 
privileges. 
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Standard security administrator model 

 

Figure 27 

*TSU may waive the requirement that a security administrator cannot make a change to their own profile providing a second security 
administrator approves those changes. 

 

Additionally, J.P. Morgan Access automatically prevents a single user from performing all actions (create, 
approve and release) on a single payment, even if the user is entitled to create, approve and release. At the 
point of release, the application verifies that two distinct users are involved in the payment life cycle, which 
includes the creation, approval and release of the payment, as well as the creation, approval and activation of 
any underlying template. Even if users have all three entitlements, they will still not be able to take all three 
actions on a payment on their own. 

● Wire transfer system capable of warehousing instructions for future value dated wire transfers, as 
well as being input, approved and released so they will be executed automatically on value day. 

J.P. Morgan’s payment processing system accepts payment instructions up to 365 days prior to value date 
and warehouses these transactions in our systems until the value date specified. Warehousing is not limited 
to certain types of transactions. 

Future dated wires can be submitted via J.P. Morgan Access. 

● Wire transfer system capable of batch transfers which allows for free form and repetitive in the 
same batch. 

J.P. Morgan offers batch input of wires through the banking portal. We recommend a maximum of 500 items 
per file. Repetitive and free-form wires can be included in the same wire transfer file on J.P. Morgan Access. 

● Online name/ABA/CHIPS search file to facilitate processing. Online repetitive wire set up 
capability. 

For transaction processing through our online portal, we offer a Bank Look-Up utility within the payment input 
screen (that is also accessible from the Tools menu) to locate and validate party details, providing the ability 
to increase the incidence of straight-through processing. 

The database contains more than 60,000 records of payment-related information, including:  
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● Fed ABAs 

● CHIPS ABAs 

● CHIPS UIDs 

● SWIFT IDs 

● Institutional DDAs  

● Correspondent information 

This tool, updated weekly, is only available through J.P. Morgan Access. 

In addition, the U.S. ABA for wires and ACH can be downloaded directly from the online portal. 

● An internet system that provides payment confirmation information (e.g. reference numbers) upon 
acceptance and execution of the payment order, including the availability and method of delivery 
of the internet confirmation/sequence number and the Federal Reserve reference number. 

The online portal provides transaction reference numbers when the payment instruction is released. Our 
highly automated systems release transactions minutes after input. The full wire execution and confirmation 
process, including release to the clearing system, receipt of a clearing system reference number, and making 
this reference number available to TSU, is completed within minutes of initiation. 

Once the transaction has been processed and pushed to the respective clearing, a unique transaction 
reference number is automatically generated by our internal processing system. Reporting is made available 
to you through the online portal, providing summary-level information for all transactions initiated and their 
status (Entered, Approved and Released), based on a specified date range. 

File Transmission  

After successfully transmitting the payment file via File Transmission Payments, you will receive a 
confirmation report from us containing the status of payment instructions, either accepted for processing or 
rejected. This confirmation report contains the Client Confirmation Number (CCN) for each accepted 
transaction and reason for any transaction that is rejected. 

Federal Reserve reference number 

The clearing reference number (e.g. fed reference number) is available through the banking portal.  

● A wire system with status of transfer capability (e.g. input, approve, released). Account Analysis 
available online via a browser-based access services. 

J.P. Morgan Access provides a convenient way to track the status of your payments online. You can view 
files, batches and transactions within the system to identify the status of payments transmitted using our 
online platform. Status fields include the following: 

● Pending Approval: Awaiting approval of the transaction 
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● Partially Approved: Awaiting multiple approvals of the transaction 

● Pending Release: Awaiting release to the bank after the transaction has been approved  

● Released: When the transaction has been released to the bank 

● Delivered: When the transaction has been approved and released in J.P. Morgan Access and the 
transaction has been delivered to the appropriate clearing office 

● Rejected by Bank: When the bank rejects the transaction, please note that the status will continue 
to remain as delivered for the following transactions: book transfers or drafts from J.P. Morgan U.S. 
accounts. 

● Completed: When the bank has routed the transaction through the clearing and the clearing has 
sent an acknowledgement back to the online portal that it is completed. 

● Rejected: When a transaction has been rejected by an authorized user 

● Saved: Used if the transaction information is not complete and the user wishes to save the 
transaction as a draft 

The online portal allows users to customize page views to identity the status of payments. Transaction history 
and workflow detail are also available. 

Account analysis 

Account analysis statements can be viewed online, or exported in Excel, PDF and CSV format. In addition, 
EDI 822 format is available through direct transmission or secure email. J.P. Morgan also offers CAMT.086 
ISO formatted billing files, the newest industry standard electronic statement. 

View account analysis statements starting on the sixth business day after the close of the billing period. 
Account analysis statements are available online for up to 13 months. 

● Password reset immediately via the system administrator. 

Security administrators may reset passwords. 

● User Password restrictions to set to certain functions and/or dollar limits. 

Benefit from optimal control and flexibility with a wide range of security options: 

● Designate the rights of each user on the system 

● Configure comprehensive user entitlements, limits and approval  

● Enable dual control among users, daily or transaction limits and approval rules 

● Set restrictions on each user by dollar amount—single transaction, daily aggregate or both—and 
function 

By separating duties, accounts and approval workflows, TSU reduces the risk of fraud or compromised 
data. Your security administrators are the only individuals able to assign users with transaction initiation 
privileges. 
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B. Services To Be Performed For Paycard Include But Are Not Limited To: 

N/R. We respectfully decline to offer Paycard services. J.P. Morgan no longer offers prepaid card products. 
Please refer to section VII, Subsection B: Paycard services for information on Concourse as an alternate 
solution to refund and pay students. 

5.2 TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION: 

● Describe in detail how your organization would envision the incorporation of this solution in 
relation to the University setting. Please cite relevant experience and partnerships. 

TSU is already utilizing our services. No implementation would be required unless new services are to be 
added. 

● The University requires that all sensitive data be transmitted securely and encrypted. Dial-up 
transmission is not acceptable. Please describe how this requirement will be met. 

J.P. Morgan Access uses a multi-layer security system designed to protect the privacy and identity of users, 
while maximizing data and transaction integrity. This includes data protection via industry-standard 256-bit 
Transport Layer Security encryption which helps maintain confidential access and delivery of data and 
transaction facilities. 

● The University requires the ability for convenient online University management of permission 
access for University personnel to Contractor provided online reports. Please describe how 
Contractor will support this management. 

TSU nominates your own security administrators to establish and approve users for accounts, services and 
functions using an online entitlement feature. As a standard practice, and to help TSU maintain audit controls, 
a minimum of two security administrators are required for user setup and maintenance. 

● One security administrator establishes users for accounts, services (e.g., ACH initiation, funds 
transfer initiation or balance reporting), and functions (e.g., reporting, transaction initiation and 
transaction approval or release). 

● A second security administrator approves the user entitlements granted by the first security 
administrator. 

● For each user created by a TSU security administrator, we establish basic authentication user IDs. 
Digital signature authentication IDs are established for users authorized for transaction initiation and 
administrative functions. 

● RSA SecurID tokens are assigned by the security administrator to those users who need to perform 
digital signatures. 

● Users log on to the portal to start the new user identification process with the secured information 
provided in a welcome email generated after the user was created and approved by the security 
administrators. The user validates their contact information, leverages a one-time pin and creates 
their own password. 
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 This logon procedure, in combination with the acknowledgement and pre-established user 
entitlements, creates an electronic user profile that is employed for all J.P. Morgan Access 
communications with J.P. Morgan. Each user’s desktop view of the portal reflects the accounts, 
services and functions to which that user has been entitled. 

● The University requires the following reports to be available online for the administration in real 
time. Reports include real time audit trail report for refund payment status and delivery status, 
University bank statement showing fund transfers needed for refund delivery process, parent 
sign-up to send money reports, detailed reports showing mailing address, card status of 
inactive/active, etc. Please describe Contractor online reports and include screen shots or 
demonstration on reports. 

Our online portal allows TSU to retrieve real-time and previous day posting of information each business day. 
The cash position of accounts held by us and other financial institutions worldwide in any currency can be 
viewed in an online, secure environment. Current-day information is updated throughout the business day for 
designated accounts. 

Also, you can access useful information to aid in planning funding and investment strategies, including top-
line summaries, detailed transaction records and historical reports for up to two years. User entitlements can 
be managed to control access to accounts and reports, including: 

● Balance and Transaction Report (worldwide) 

● Interactive Transaction Report 

● EDI Report (U.S.-based accounts) 

● Returns and Exceptions Report 

● Payment and Template Reports 

● Wire Detail Report 
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Cash reports 

 

Figure 28 

 

A variety of filters can be used to pinpoint desired transactions for enhanced data management. An export 
feature offers a variety of formats to facilitate data integration with your accounting and decision support 
platforms. 

Reports can be scheduled with the frequency and format desired by each user and shared with other users. 

Transaction initiation and template reporting 

Transaction reports are available for transactions initiated through our online portal for accounts held at both 
J.P. Morgan and other financial institutions. Template reports provide details on all templates set up by clients 
on these accounts. 

Transaction reports include: 

● Transaction details 

● Transaction history 

● Transaction methods and descriptions (wire, 
book transfer, ACH, account transfer) 

Template reports include: 

● Template history (last date used, setup, 
approval and activation) 

● Template creation method (free-form, 
imported) 
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● Transaction creation method (free-form, 
imported, from template) 

● Transaction status (saved, pending 
approval, pending release, rejected, 
released, delivered, completed, rejected by 
bank) 

● Template status (saved, pending approval, 
pending activation, active, inactive, rejected) 

 

● The University requires the ability to reverse refund payments from the Contractor system online 
in case of error or ineligibility for refund. Please describe how Contractor system supports this 
requirement. 

We offer a secure interface via J.P. Morgan Access for item reversals. Reversals initiated by direct 
transmission must be received by 3:00 p.m. CT for same day processing.  

5.3 PERFORMANCE: 

Coordinator recognizes and agrees that in the performance of this agreement, Contractor’s success in 
providing service is dependent on several factors which include: 

● The University is requesting a convenient process for all students to choose and open a DDA bank 
account without any paper signature required. Explain in detail the DDA account and services that 
your institution will offer students and others in conjunction with the program and the process to 
open a DDA online. 

TSU students may be eligible to open a variety of Chase checking and savings accounts. Information 
regarding our consumer banking products and retail branch locations can be found at www.chase.com or by 
visiting any Chase retail branch. 

● Describe in detail the services that will be available via the website to support the banking 
relationship. The University requires that the website provide online balance and transaction 
inquiries, card acceptance, replacement card ordering, ATM locations, no minimum balance 
requirements, free monthly account statements that are print friendly, paper check ordering, stop 
payment on checks online, instant PIN changes online, ability to maintain email addresses and 
mailing addresses, ability to view all prior refund payments made, ability to modify electronic 
notifications from Contractor, ability to make transfers from another bank account to the DDA, and 
the ability to pay bills online. 

Students may visit www.chase.com or a Chase retail branch for more information on our retail products. 

● The University is interested in outsourcing the delivery of financial refunds to Contractor. Please 
explain in detail how this process will work from the perspective of the student DDA 
accountholder. The University requires that students selecting the DDA as their refund preference 
have same day availability of funds and can choose to withdraw or purchase through the 
Visa/MasterCard, paper check, or other website features. 

Concourse’s online and mobile portals are user-friendly and enable your payees to accept electronic 
payments quickly and efficiently. Concourse supports English, French and Spanish with more languages 
coming in the future. 

http://www.chase.com/
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Concourse is highly configurable to match the look and feel of your organization. It supports robust branding 
and style customizations on the website. You can include your logo, colors and themes and terminology. In 
addition, you have the option to co-brand with the Chase logo, providing your payee with additional 
assurance that a trusted financial services provider powers their payment experience. 

You can use Concourse’s robust application programming interface (API) or batch file capabilities to register 
payees and upload payables for your payees and students to accept. Your payee can accept the payment via 
their preferred payment method—whether that is ACH, real-time payments, Push to debit card, Zelle®. If the 
payee does not take action by the expiration date, you can have a check printed and mailed automatically. 

Concourse’s online and mobile portals provide an integrated experience. The mobile portal automatically 
adjusts the layout when using a mobile device. This technique, known as responsive design, provides a 
unified way for TSU to integrate desktop and mobile user experiences into your payment process. 

Concourse supports a variety of digital workflows that can be configured to the specific use cases you want to 
support, including: 

● Enrollment to receive electronic payments 

● Viewing historical payments and remittances 

● Viewing and editing user profile information 

TSU’s Concourse portal can be integrated with your existing website in one of the following ways: 

● Direct Access URL: A web address that is specific to your Concourse portal and can be distributed 
to your payees  

● Secure Session Transfer: Place a session transfer button on your website that can link directly to 
your Concourse logon page using HTML (POST), or securely transfer an authenticated payee 
directly into Concourse without having to log on a second time 

● Embedded Widgets: Leverage your existing supplier (payee) portal and embed Concourse screens 
to display or capture payment methods, giving you piece of mind knowing all payment information is 
stored securely on Concourse servers 

● API Only: Build your own payee experience using our security and our payment capabilities. 
Concourse securely stores your payee’s bank account information for payees to use for future 
payments  

Concourse’s online and mobile portal is designed to provide your payees with seamless and efficient self-
service capabilities. Concourse’s extensive configurability serves clients across a broad spectrum of 
industries and verticals. It is specifically positioned to help TSU achieve your payables goals. 

TSU supplies your payee’s email address, payment amount, name and desired remittance data to send a 
payment through Concourse. 

We then send an email and/or text to your payee that contains a link to launch our intuitive payee portal—
branded to TSU.  

● The payee has the option to accept the payment and enter in their preferred payment method 

● Accepted payments are sent into the payee’s account 
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● For rejected payments, you have the option to have us print and mail a check  

● You determine the remittance data that is provided to the consumer and the length of time the 
consumer has to accept a payment offer before it expires 

If the payee does not accept the payment offer in the designated time, you can have us turn the payment 
offer into a mailed paper check with no further action needed from you. 

ACH (echeck) payments 

Concourse supports eCheck, same day and standard next day ACH. Concourse also supports Canada’s EFT 
network. J.P. Morgan processes all ACH transactions in compliance with Nacha rules and in keeping with 
leading practices. We employ commercially reasonable measures to minimize the potential for fraud. 
Concourse helps TSU minimize the potential for returned or fraudulent ACH payments in the following ways: 

● Account number length and format validations 

● Bank routing number verification with mod-10 check 

● Recoding of a credit authorization with valid date and timestamp 

● Notification of change updates automatically processed 

● Automatic subscription to ACH Artificial Intelligence that reduces returns by correcting transactions 
before they are processed using collective data from all J.P. Morgan ACH originators 

We will originate ACH transactions on your behalf and settle ACH payments to your J.P. Morgan bank 
account.  

● All U.S. ACH transactions must settle to a USD demand deposit account (DDA).  

● All USD transactions initiated in Canada must settle to a USD account held in Canada. 

● All CAD transactions initiated in Canada must settle to a CAD account held in Canada. 

All transactions, including adjustments, such as refunds and returns, are reflected in the daily remittance file. 
Reporting is available on J.P. Morgan Access. 

How it works 

Concourse enables you to pay your payees and students electronically using a TSU-branded online 
enrollment portal. You can send the required payee information and payment data to Concourse via batch file 
(ISO 20022),a real-time interface via RESTful API, or and Excel document via J.P. Morgan Access You 
provide the following minimum information for the transaction: 

● The user’s ID or defined alias 

The enrollment process is simple and straightforward, with payees completing their enrollments in just a 
few short steps. 
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Concourse enrollment process 

Step 1: Registration 
 

• The payee profile must be registered in Concourse before a payment can be 
accepted. You may use a batch file and/or real-time interface to pre-register 
payee profile data in Concourse.  

Step 2: Enrollment • The payee must enroll using TSU’s Concourse payee portal to accept the 
payment.  

Step 3: Accepting payments 
 

• Your payee logs on to their Concourse profile to accept the payment by entering 
their preferred payment method, or the payee can enroll in auto-accept where 
you can automatically initiate outbound transactions to their preferred payment 
method. 

• If the payee doesn’t take action, you have the option to automatically print and 
mail a check upon the expiration date that you select to make the payment.  

• The payee receives an email confirming the payment and the settlement of funds 
via the designated payment method. The confirmation email will contain the 
TSU-generated statement number associated with the transaction. 

Step 4: Reporting & 
reconciliation 
 

• You can view completed transactions via a daily batch file detailing all confirmed 
transactions. 

• Your authorized personnel can also generate reports on demand and perform 
payment inquiries using J.P. Morgan Access®, our banking portal.  

 

 

● Describe in detail all customer service functions that will be available to the University to support 
the proposed banking relationship. The University requires a toll-free help desk customer support 
for the administration and an online tool that will track open issues easily and conveniently. 

There are several support channels available to provide TSU with prompt responses to transactional and 
technical inquiries to maximize efficiency for your operational contacts.  

These include the Concourse Client Support Team, Solution Center and your dedicated Client Service 
Account Manager.  

● The Concourse Client Support team is your primary point of contact for your Concourse application, 
engaging additional teams when needed. They can be reached via email and phone. 

● The Solution Center is strategically positioned around the globe to handle routine and transactional 
inquiries for J.P. Morgan Access.  

In addition to your relationship manager and treasury management officer, you are assigned a dedicated 
client service associate (CSA), Iiesha Leon. Your CSA has a designated back-up who also has a deep 
understanding of your business, the products you use and your business needs.  

CSAs are responsible for answering your day-to-day questions about our banking services and will interact 
with our operations areas on your behalf to solve your inquiries or requests. When your CSA is not available, 
your designated back-up CSA can assist you. In addition, our Commercial Banking Service Center is staffed 
with CSAs who can help with routine requests from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. CT, Monday through Friday. 
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CSAs have the authority to engage all levels of management and escalate within the Client Service 
organization, across bank departments, and even up to the chief executive officer. For each service provided 
to you, Client Service has a detailed matrix of contacts and escalation procedures to expedite resolution. 
These procedures include internal service standards to make sure that other J.P. Morgan groups are 
providing timely responses. Client Service also regularly communicates with your treasury management 
officer to make sure all parties supporting you are informed of your relationship activity. 

● List the proposed cardholder terms and conditions for the use of the card and related account(s). 
Be sure to include issuance fees, card limits, use charges, maintenance fees, and other banking 
fees. 

Please see our response to Section B: Paycard. 

● The University prefers immediate issuance of all Visa/MasterCard to students so that students can 
activate the card and select a refund preference at a minimum. Describe in detail the proposed re-
carding of the campus (students and employees). Provide a timetable. Please provide sample card 
designs, i.e.: TSU Tiger Card with debit/check features, TSU Tiger Card without debit/check 
features, and a company generic debit/check card. 

Please see our response to Section B: Paycard. 

● Describe the nature of the support team that will assist the University in implementing the 
program and assist with ongoing marketing efforts. 

Please see our response to Section B: Paycard. 

● Describe in detail the replacement process for lost/stolen/damaged cards. 

Please see our response to Section B: Paycard. 

● The University will not be liable for unauthorized purchases. Outline clearly the responsibilities 
and liabilities of the following parties related to the deactivation of lost or stolen cards and the 
activation of a replacement: 

● The Cardholder  

● The Contractor  

● The University 

Please see our response to Section B: Paycard. 

● The University is requiring for others, i.e.: parents of students, spouses, and others) to be able to 
easily and securely send money to respective DDA’s at no charge. Please describe precisely how 
this would work and include screen shots or a demonstration.  

Student account information can be found on www.chase.com or by visiting a Chase retail branch. 

● The University requires that students be able to continue use of their open DDA when a student 
ends their relationship with the University. Please describe. 

Acknowledged. When a Student Checking account is opened, we ask for an anticipated graduation date (up 
to five years). Once that date expires, we would not pro-actively close the account and the student could 
remain in the product indefinitely. 
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● The University requires the Contractor to provide and manage a comprehensive marketing 
strategy that will educate and promote services of the program. The marketing must be co-
branded to the University colors, logos, name, etc. and all marketing must be produced and paid 
for by the Contractor. Describe in detail the proposed marketing plan and strategy to the 
University community. Provide sample marketing pieces. 

TSU’s students may be eligible to open a variety of Chase checking and savings accounts. Information 
regarding our consumer banking products and retail branch locations can be found at www.chase.com, or by 
visiting any Chase retail branch. 

The University desires for the Contractor to handle exceptions with respect to refund payment 
delivery, including error resolution, incorrect or missing payments, bad address or account 
information, etc. Please describe your procedures and responsibilities exactly. How will you be able 
to educate the community when it comes to Financial vs. University issues? 

ACH return items are posted to your J.P. Morgan demand deposit account according to standard ACH 
processing rules. Once the returns are presented to Concourse, they are included in the next remittance file 
and labeled as returns. The original transaction is also updated in Concourse to reflect the return, and an 
email notification sent to the payee. 

All transactions, including adjustments, such as refunds and returns, are reflected in the daily remittance file. 
Reporting is available on J.P. Morgan Access. 

● The University desires extra incentives for DDA users such as discounts, rewards, online features, 
special deals that the Contractor will maintain and provide on its website. Please describe. How 
will local Contractors be registered and managed throughout the program? 

Active student account information and incentives can be found on www.chase.com or by visiting a Chase 
retail branch. 

● The University desires that accountholders be able to request and send money online and 
instantly to other accountholders. How does your company currently provide this service? Are 
there charges for this service? 

Student account information can be found on www.chase.com or by visiting a Chase retail branch. 

5.4 REVENUE PROPOSAL 

Cost Savings are critical to the University, as we require a solution that will card all students with a 
Visa/MasterCard and eliminate all paper check issuance and costs for financial refunds with the least 
amount of resource time to implement and operate. Please show, in detail, any estimated cost savings and 

https://www.chase.com/
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cost avoidance your services can provide to the business operations at the University. Please include 
case studies or quotes from other clients. 

Revenue Sharing 

Show, in detail, all revenues to Texas Southern University related to the services proposed in this RFP. Be 
sure to list all revenues for the following items in addition to other potential revenue streams. 

● Transaction fees for all banking transactions ATM related transaction fees 

● ATM related transaction fees 

● Interest on debit campus card accounts 

● Commissions 

● Other Revenues 

● Activation Fees 

● Lost Card Replacement Fees 

● Estimated annual direct costs that may exceed in the University’s annual revenue sharing (if any) 

Not applicable.  

5.5 PAYMENTS/COMMISSIONS 

Complete a revenue schedule to the University. Contractors are encouraged to propose a structure that 
will provide incentive for increase participation without sacrificing the overall quality, economical pricing 
and customer satisfaction of the program. 

Not applicable.  

5.6 MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORTS AND PAYMENTS 

The Contractor will provide a financial report and commission payment to the University no later than 30 
calendar days after the close of each accounting/calendar period. Please provide sample report. 

For TSU’s convenience, J.P. Morgan makes our financial statements and other publicly filed documents available 
through our website: https://www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate/investor-relations/annual-report-proxy.htm. This 
link provides past and current JPMorgan Chase & Co. Annual Reports, which include audited financial statements. 

The University shall have the right to verify the details in the Contractor’s financial reports and 
statements, either before or after payment to the University by: (1) inspecting the books and records of the 
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Contractor at mutually convenient times; (2) accompany Contractor’s driver salesman during routine 
collection of funds and replenishment of product; and (3) other reasonable actions. 

For TSU’s convenience, J.P. Morgan makes our financial statements and other publicly filed documents available 
through our website: https://www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate/investor-relations/annual-report-proxy.htm. 
This link provides past and current JPMorgan Chase & Co. Annual Reports, which include audited financial 
statements. 

5.7 FEE SCHEDULE 

The Contractor will provide a fee schedule for all services to be charged to Texas Southern University and 
a separate fee schedule for all services available to students and the applicable charge to the students for 
such services. The Contractor must use Exhibit D for student services and applicable costs to the 
students. Please include all costs and provide estimates of special reporting requests. 

Acknowledged. Please refer to Appendix 1 for the fee schedule and J.P. Morgan pricing pro forma. 

5.8 TAXES 

The Contractor will comply and pay all taxes applicable under Federal, State and local laws. 

Acknowledged. 

5.9 INSURANCE AND LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

The Contractor must carry applicable insurance and provide annual certificate of coverage to the Contract 
Coordinator, upon request. (See Exhibit A B). The Contractor must comply with all applicable permits and 
licenses and all requirements of applicable laws, regulations, and standards its services. 

Acknowledged. 

5.10 RIGHT TO AUDIT 

Any time during the term of this contract, and for a period of 2 years thereafter, the University or a duly 
authorized audit representative of Texas Southern University, or the State of Texas, at its expense and at 
reasonable times, reserves the right to audit Contractor’s records and books relevant to all services 
provided under this contract. 

J.P. Morgan will allow the University’s auditors and independent public accountants, including where state or 
federal assistance is involved, state and federal auditors identified by the University, reasonable access during 
normal working hours to the bank records of the University as reasonably required in connection with their 
examination of the books and records specifically pertaining the University’s accounts, use of funds and services 

https://www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate/investor-relations/annual-report-proxy.htm
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provided by J.P. Morgan to the University. Any access or examination will be: requested in writing; specifically 
describe the scope and records required; mutually agreed upon as to time and scope; and subject to J.P. Morgan’s 
security procedures and record retention policies. J.P. Morgan may impose reasonable restrictions on the number 
of individuals allowed access, the frequency and length of access, and the scope of the records made available. 
The University shall reimburse J.P. Morgan for the reasonable cost of copying, collating, researching and 
producing archived information. Any examination will be at the University’s expense. 

5.11 OBSERVANCE OF TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND 
REGULATIONS 

The Contractor agrees that at all times its employees will observe and comply with all policies and 
regulations of Texas Southern University, including but not limited to parking, safety and security 
regulations. 

J.P. Morgan is subject to regulation under various state and federal laws in the United States, as well as the 
applicable laws of each of the various jurisdictions outside the U.S. where the firm does business. J.P. Morgan has 
a comprehensive set of internal policies and procedures to address compliance with relevant regulatory and legal 
requirements applicable to the bank as provider of the services that are the subject of this RFP. These internal 
policies and procedures are also subject to review through an ongoing internal audit program and oversight from 
external regulators. Accordingly, Contractor agrees to comply with its policies and regulations as required by law. 

5.12 PARKING 

The University Contract Coordinator will work with the Contractor to obtain parking privileges that will 
enable employees to have access to Treasury locations. Contractor’s employees Contractor’s employees 
are responsible to observe and following all parking signs and regulations. 

Acknowledged. 

5.13 TRANSITION PLAN 

The Contractor (including the incumbent) shall submit a transition plan addressing whether transition 
would be on a designated date or in predetermined time phases. 

Acknowledged. 

5.14 COMPLIANCE WITH UNIVERSITY PREMISE RULES 

This contract requires compliance with all University regulations and practices while on the University 
premises. The Contractor, its agents, employees or subcontractors are made aware of, fully informed 
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about, and in full compliance with its obligations under the following regulations, unless otherwise 
exempt: 

● The Contractor shall comply with all applicable rules including without limitation, those relative to 
environmental quality, safety, fire prevention and noise. 

● The University is a smoke-free institution. Smoking, is prohibited in any University building or 
facility unless otherwise posted. 

● The Contractor has the right to use but shall have no right of access to any other facilities. 

● The Contractor is responsible to ensure all its employees, personnel, or representatives entering 
onto TSU facilities abide by these provisions. 

J.P. Morgan has a comprehensive set of internal policies and procedures to address compliance with 
relevant regulatory and legal requirements applicable to the bank as provider of the services that are the 
subject of this RFP. J.P. Morgan agrees to make all reasonable efforts to comply with all University 
regulations and practices while on the University premises that do not conflict with its own internal policies 
and procedures or required regulatory and legal requirements. 
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Additional/Miscellaneous Information 
Global Account Terms and the Consolidated Service Agreements 

TSU has already executed J.P. Morgan documentation for the accounts and services proposed in this response to 
TSU’s RFP. Additional account opening documents or service terms may be required from TSU for new accounts 
or services. As part of our efforts to manage our environmental footprint in an efficient and sustainable manner, 
sample documents are being provided through the links below. Please note that these documents may be modified 
by the bank from time to time. At the time of your implementation and based on the specific services you elect to 
use, you will receive the applicable agreements to be executed from your implementation project manager. 

● Sample account opening documents:  

https://www.chase.com/content/dam/chase-ux/documents/commercial-banking/us-account-opening-
package.pdf  

● Sample product and service terms and agreements: 

https://www.chase.com/content/dam/chase-ux/documents/commercial-banking/consolidated-service-
terms-commercial-bank.pdf  

Know your customer 

J.P. Morgan is required to know its customer and to adhere to policies and procedures intended to meet those 
regulatory requirements that apply to safety and soundness and to fight against the funding of terrorism, money 
laundering and sanction related activities including performing certain transaction screenings. This means 
J.P. Morgan will request information about TSU and its management and those having authority to transact 
business with J.P. Morgan in order for J.P. Morgan to comply with its policies and procedures. This is an ongoing 
requirement and the provision of services pursuant to this proposal and any additional products or services that 
may be requested is subject to and conditioned upon the ongoing satisfaction of those policies and procedures 
and compliance by TSU with applicable law with respect to the services provided and J.P. Morgan’s policies of 
which TSU is informed. 

Legal exceptions and comments  

J.P. Morgan has identified below the Account and Service Terms or conditions that we respectfully request be 
modified in accordance with our recommended revisions. We are willing to discuss mutually agreeable 
modifications to the contract terms. The proposed changes are indicated by additions in italic, underlined, blue  
text and deletions by strikethrough, red text. 

Section I Introduction 

1.6 Term of Contract 

J.P. Morgan agrees to execute extension contracts that are in writing and mutually agreed to by both parties.  

https://www.chase.com/content/dam/chase-ux/documents/commercial-banking/us-account-opening-package.pdf
https://www.chase.com/content/dam/chase-ux/documents/commercial-banking/us-account-opening-package.pdf
https://www.chase.com/content/dam/chase-ux/documents/commercial-banking/consolidated-service-terms-commercial-bank.pdf
https://www.chase.com/content/dam/chase-ux/documents/commercial-banking/consolidated-service-terms-commercial-bank.pdf


1.8 Termination 

J.P. Morgan acknowledges the University’s termination rights but requires thirty (30) days’ prior written notice for 
such termination. Also, J.P. Morgan may terminate the contract upon not less than 30 days’ prior written notice to 
the University if the University breaches its obligations under the contract and fails to cure the same within such 
time frame or as otherwise provided in the contract. 

Section II Award Process 

2.6 Historically Underutilized Business 

While J.P. Morgan does not set specific goals with regard to the utilization of diverse owned business enterprises 
as our procurement is driven by business needs, the firm does have a robust supplier diversity program and 
utilizes diverse suppliers as part of its day-to-day operations. J.P. Morgan consistently makes good faith efforts to 
provide contracting opportunities to diverse suppliers by ensuring Supplier Diversity partners with sourcing 
managers and the various business units in every step of sourcing engagement. J.P. Morgan is dedicated to the 
development and utilization of qualified diverse businesses from historically underrepresented groups including 
companies owned and operated by minorities, women, military veterans, disabled veterans, service-disabled 
veterans, people with disabilities and members of the LGBT+ community. 

For more than 25 years, our commitment to diverse entrepreneurs and the organizations that support them has 
been unwavering. We have senior management commitment, policies, procedures, strategies, and results that 
demonstrate that Supplier Diversity is an important part of our Diversity Equity and Inclusion strategy. We are 
proactive in our outreach to diverse businesses, regularly engaging them with internal and external decision 
makers. J.P. Morgan spends approximately $2 billion annually with diverse suppliers and our efforts help to build a 
strong and vibrant diverse supplier network, creates mutually beneficial business relationships and increases 
shareholder value. In 2022 with underrepresented businesses included $1.7billion with ethnic minority-owned 
businesses, $1.1billion with women owned, $984million with small/HUBZone businesses, $113 million with 
veteran-owned, and $45million with LGBTQ+-owned. Please see attached document in Appendix 7 for additional 
details on our Supplier Diversity program. 

Section III Proposal Requirements 

3.5 Terms and Conditions 

3.3.2 By signing the Execution of Offer (Section 6) and submitting a proposal, Respondent certifies that any 
attached or referenced terms, conditions, or documents are applicable to this procurement only, subject to 
Respondent’s response to this Request for Proposal, and to the extent that they do not conflict with the statutes or 
Administrative Code of the State of Texas, or the advertised terms and conditions, subject to Respondent’s 
response to this Request for Proposal, and that they do not impose additional requirements on Texas Southern 
University. 

J.P. Morgan is subject to regulation under various state and federal laws in the United States, as well as the 
applicable laws of each of the various jurisdictions outside the U.S. where the firm does business. J.P. Morgan has 
a comprehensive set of internal policies and procedures to address compliance with relevant regulatory and legal 
requirements applicable to the bank as provider of the services that are the subject of this RFP. These internal 
policies and procedures are also subject to review through an ongoing internal audit program and oversight from 
external regulators. Accordingly, Contractor agrees to comply with its policies and regulations as required by law.
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EXHIBIT A

INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 

Required Coverage: For the duration of the agreement, for any renewal terms, and 
for purposes of indemnification obligations that are specified to survive 
termination or expiration of the agreement, Contractor shall obtain maintain, 
at its sole expense and at no cost to the University, the following 
coverage and shall maintain such coverage in full force and effect: 

A. Workers' Compensation and Employers Liability.  Workers' Compensation 
covering all individuals who provide Services pursuant to the agreement at 
the request of the Contractor, at the statutory limits in effect as of the 
Effective Date of the Contract and as modified from time to time by the 
regulatory body or insurance carrier charged with administering Workers' 
Compensation for the State of Texas;
Employer's Legal Liability in amounts of not less than five hundred 
thousand dollars ($500,000) per accident, five hundred thousand dollars 
($500,000) for disease (policy limit), and $500,000 for disease (per 
person).

B. Commercial General Liability.  Commercial General Liability, including 
operations, contractual liability, and products liability in the combined 
single limit of not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence and two million dollars ($2,000,000) in the aggregate;

C. Business Automobile Liability. Commercial Business Automobile 
Liability Insurance in the combined single limit of not less than one 
million dollars ($1,000,000); and

D. Professional Liability (For Professional Services only) Professional 
Liability Insurance of not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence wrongful act.

Insurance Endorsements: The University shall be an Additional Insured on 
the Commercial General Liability and Business Automobile Liability policies, as 
their interests pertain to this contract.  Subrogation against the University must be 
waived for all policies. 

Effect of Indemnification Obligations: No provision, term, or condition in 
the Contract regarding indemnification obligations shall be construed to limit 
the application of insurance procured by the Contractor in accordance 
with requirements set forth in the Contract. 

O759534
Cross-Out

O759534
Cross-Out

O759534
Cross-Out

O759534
Cross-Out

O759534
Cross-Out

O759534
Cross-Out
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EXHIBIT B

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

ITEMS BELOW APPLY TO AND BECOME A PART OF THE BID, ANY 
EXCEPTIONS THERETO MUST BE IN WRITING 

BIDDER AFFIRMATION 

Signing this bid with a false statement is a material breach of contract and shall void the 
submitted bid or any resulting contracts, and the bidder shall be removed from all bid 
lists. By signature hereon affixed, the bidder hereby certifies that: 

The bidder has not given, offered to give, nor intends to give at any time hereafter 
any economic opportunity, future employment, gift, loan, gratuity, special discount, 
trip, favor, or service to a public servant in connection with the submitted bid. 

Neither the bidder nor the firm, corporation, partnership, or institution represented by the 
bidder, or anyone acting for such firm, corporation or institution has violated the antitrust 
laws of this State or the Federal Antitrust Laws (see section 9, above), nor communicated 
directly or indirectly the bid made to any competitor or any other person engaged in such 
line of business. 

Pursuant to Section 2155.004 Government Code, the bidder has not received 
compensation for participation in the preparation of the specifications for this IFB. 

Pursuant to Section 231.006 (d), Family Code, re:  child support, the bidder certifies that 
the individual or business entity named in this bid is not ineligible to receive the specified 
payment and acknowledges that this contract may be terminated and payment may 
be withheld if this certification is inaccurate. 

Under Section 2155.004, Government Code, the Contractor certifies that the individual or 
business entity named in this bid or contract is not ineligible to receive the specified 
contract and acknowledges that this contract may be terminated and payment withheld if 
this certification is inaccurate. 

The Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless Texas Southern University, all 
of its officers, agents and employees from and against all claims, actions, suits, demands, 
proceedings, costs, damages, and liabilities, directly arising out of, directly connected 
with, or directly resulting from any acts or omissions of contractor or any agent, 
employee, subcontractor, or supplier of contractor in the execution or performance of 
this contract. Notwithstanding the foregoing, (i) the Contractor’s liability for indemnification hereunder 
shall be invoked only to the extent that the claimed damages, losses, and expenses are directly due to the 
negligence of the Contractor and/or its subcontractors; (ii) the Contractor’s indemnification obligations 
shall not exceed an amount, in the aggregate, over the term of the contract, an amount that exceeds one 
time (1) time the average annual revenues received by the Contractor from Texas Southern University 
under the contract; and (iii) neither party shall be liable to the other for any indirect, incidental, 
consequential, exemplary, punitive or special damages, including lost profits, regardless of the form of the 
action or theory of recovery, even if that party has been advised of the possibility of those damages or the 
same are reasonably foreseeable

Bidder agrees that any payments due under this contract will be applied towards any debt, 
including but not limited to delinquent taxes and child support that is owed to the State of 
Texas. 

J.P. Morgan's Account Terms and Service Terms are added to this bid and will be incorporated into this bid and 
the resulting contract for all purposes.
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Bidder certifies that they are in compliance with section 669.003 of the Government 
Code, relating to contracting with executive head of a State agency. If section 669.003 
applies, bidder will complete the following information in order for the bid to be 
evaluated: 

Name of Former executive: ________________________________ 
Name of State agency: ____________________________________ 
Date of separation from State agency: ________________________ 
Position with bidder: ______________________________________ 
Date of Employment with bidder: ___________________________ 

Bidder agrees to comply with Government Code 2155.4441, pertaining to service contract 
use of products produced in the State of Texas. 

Contractor understands that acceptance of funds under this contract acts as acceptance of 

or investigation in connection with those funds. Contractor further agrees to cooperate 

investigation, including providing all records requested. Contractor will ensure that this 
clause concerning the authority to audit funds received indirectly by subcontractors 
through Contractor and the requirement to cooperate is included in any subcontract it 
awards. 

Pursuant to Section 231.006 (c), Family Code, bid must include names and Social 
Security Numbers of each person with at least 25% ownership of the business entity 
submitting the bid. Attach name & social security numbers for each person. This 
information must be provided prior to contract award. 

NOTE TO BIDDER - Any terms and conditions attached to a bid will not be considered 
unless specifically referred to on this bid form and may result in disqualification of the 
bid. 

The dispute resolution process provided for in chapter 2260 of the Texas Government 
Code must be used by Texas Southern University and the contractor to attempt to resolve 
all disputes arising under this contract. 

Information, documentation, and other material in connection with this solicitation or any 
resulting contract may be subject to public disclosure pursuant to Chapter 552 of the 
Texas Government Code (the "Public Information Act"). 

TECHNOLOGY ACCESS CLAUSE. The Contractor expressly acknowledges that 
state funds may not be expended in connection with the purchase of an automated 
information system unless that system meets certain statutory requirements relating to 
accessibility by persons with visual impairments. Accordingly, the Contractor represents 
and warrants to Texas Southern University that the technology provided to Texas 
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Southern University for purchase is capable, either by virtue of features included within 
the technology or because it is readily adaptable by use with other technology, of:

1. Providing equivalent access for effective use by both visual and non-visual means;

2. Presenting information, including prompts used for interactive communications, 
in formats intended for both visual and non-visual use; and

3. Being integrated into networks for obtaining, retrieving, and disseminating 
information used by individuals who are not blind or visually impaired.  For 
purposes of this clause, the phrase "equivalent access" means a substantially 
similar ability to communicate with or make use of the technology, either directly 
by features incorporated within the technology or by other reasonable means such 
as assistive devices or services that would constitute reasonable accommodations 
under the Federal Americans with Disabilities Act or similar state or federal laws. 
Examples of methods by which equivalent access may be provided include, but 
are not limited to, keyboard alternatives to mouse commands and other means of 
navigating graphical displays and customizable display appearance.
Contractor is committed to meeting the banking and financial service needs of all 
of its customers, and will work to provide customers equal access to and the 
opportunity for equal enjoyment of its products, services, and facilities. Contractor 
will continue to improve accessibility to its online services and will address 
concerns from a customer with disabilities who reports difficulties accessing 
information or documents related to the services provided under this agreement.

EEnndd  ooff  tthhee  RRFFPP  

Contractor is committed to meeting the banking and financial service needs of all of its customers, and will work to 
provide customers equal access to and the opportunity for equal enjoyment of its products, services, and facilities. 
Contractor will continue to improve accessibility to its online services and will address concerns from a customer with 
disabilities who reports difficulties accessing information or documents related to the services provided under this 
agreement.
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Disclosure statement 
This document was prepared exclusively for the benefit and internal use of the party to whom it is directly addressed and delivered (the “Organization”) in order to assist the 
Organization in evaluating certain products or services that may be provided by J.P. Morgan.  
Chase, J.P. Morgan, and JPMorgan Chase and InstaMed are marketing names for certain businesses of JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its affiliates and subsidiaries worldwide (if and 
as used herein may include as applicable employees or officers of any or all of such entities irrespective of the marketing name used). Products and services may be provided by 
commercial bank affiliates, securities affiliates or other J.P. Morgan affiliates or entities. In particular, securities brokerage services other than those which can be provided by 
commercial bank affiliates under applicable law will be provided by registered broker/dealer affiliates such as J.P. Morgan Securities LLC, J.P. Morgan Institutional Investments Inc. 
or by such other affiliates as may be appropriate to provide such services under applicable law. Such securities are not deposits or other obligations of any such commercial bank, 
are not guaranteed by any such commercial bank and are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. We are not responsible for the performance of our partners, 
their continued service levels, or their ability to provide services. 
The information herein does not purport to set forth all applicable issues and is not intended to constitute advice on legal, tax, investment, accounting, regulatory or any other 
matters. J.P. Morgan makes no representations as to such matters or any other effects of any transaction and shall have no responsibility or liability to you with respect thereto. You 
should consult with your own advisors regarding such matters and the suitability, permissibility and effect of any transaction. In no event shall J.P. Morgan nor any of its directors, 
officers, employees or agents be liable for any use of, for any decision made or action taken in reliance upon, or for any inaccuracies or errors in, or omissions from, the information 
herein. The information herein is not intended as nor shall it be deemed to constitute advice or a recommendation regarding the issuance of municipal securities or the use of any 
municipal financial products. J.P. Morgan is not providing any such advice or acting as the Organization’s agent, fiduciary or advisor, including, without limitation, as a Municipal 
Advisor under Section 15B of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. 
This proposal is subject to and conditioned upon a mutually agreeable contract between the Organization and J.P. Morgan. J.P. Morgan also requires execution of all applicable 
product and service agreements. Implementation of products and services is subject to and conditioned upon the condition of satisfactory completion of J.P. Morgan’s “Know Your 
Customer” due diligence and meeting product requirements. These steps are included in J.P. Morgan’s client onboarding process. 
This document may contain information that is confidential and/or proprietary to J.P. Morgan, which may only be used in order to evaluate the products and services described herein 
and may not be disclosed to any other person. Such information is marked “confidential” and may not be copied, published or used, in whole or in part, for any purpose other than as 
expressly authorized by J.P. Morgan.  
To help the United States government fight the funding of terrorism and money laundering activities, U.S. law (Section 326 of the USA PATRIOT Act) requires banks and certain 
other financial institutions to obtain, verify, and record information that identifies each client that opens an account. What this means for our clients: Before opening a new account, 
we will require you to provide name, address, taxpayer identification number, and other information and/or documentation that will allow us to identify the account owner(s), as 
required by law. 
Please note that we do not issue cards and prohibit use of our cards in any country against which the United States has imposed sanctions. A current list of such sanctioned 
countries, as well as information about sanctions, is available on the U.S. Department of the Treasury website: treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac. 

J.P. Morgan is licensed under U.S. Pat Nos. 5,910,988 and 6,032,137. 
PaymentNet® is a registered trademark of JPMorgan Chase & Co. MasterCard® and smartdata.gen2™ are trademarks of MasterCard International. Visa® is a registered trademark 
of Visa Inc. Microsoft®, Excel®, and Internet Explorer® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Adobe Acrobat® is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems 
Incorporated. 

All trademarks, trade names and service marks appearing herein are the property of their respective owners. 
This document does not constitute a commitment by any J.P. Morgan entity to extend or arrange credit. 
© 2022 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All Rights Reserved. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Member FDIC. Deposits held in non-U.S. branches are not FDIC insured. 

J.P. Morgan supports sustainable business practices and adheres to the principles of environmental sustainability wherever possible. 
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DEPOSITORY ACCOUNT SERVICES

ESTIMATED 

MONTHLY 

VOLUME

AFP 

CODE

UNIT 

PRICE

CHARGE 

FOR 

SERVICE J.P. MORGAN'S COMMENTS 

ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE 8 010000 $5.000 $40.00

AUTOMATIC DOLLAR TRANSF-MAINT 2 010021 $10.000 $20.00

This service is billed under Service Code: 

5742 - GLASS IN-CNTRY SWEEP 

PARTICIP.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee 

schedule  for additional pricing details. 

DEBIT- POSTED ELECTRONIC 36 010101 $0.000 $0.00

CREDIT POSTED- ELECTRONIC 36 010101 $0.000 $0.00

STATEMENT CYCLES 4 010307 $0.000 $0.00

POST NO CHECKS MAINTENANCE 2 1500ZZ $0.000 $0.00

VAULT SERVICES

VAULT DEPOSIT 77 100100 $1.500 $115.50

VAULT DEP NON STD STRAP - NOTE 5,259 100118 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Code: 1471 - VAULT NOTES DEPOSITED.  

Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee schedule 

for additional pricing details. 

VAULT ACTIVITY REPORT FAXED 1 010212 $25.000 $25.00

There's no charge to view this information 

online via J.P. Morgan Access. Please refer 

the J.P. Morgan fee schedule for additional 

pricing details. 

VAULT DEPOSIT ADJUSTMENT 3 100501 $5.000 $15.00

DEPOSITORY SERVICES

CREDITS POSTED 266 010101 $0.250 $66.50

CHECK DEPOSITED-ON US 204 100220 $0.020 $4.08

CHECK DEPOSITED-TRANSIT 936 100224 $0.050 $46.80

DEPOSIT CORRECTION 5 100230 $5.000 $25.00

RETURN ITEM 21 100400 $3.000 $63.00

RETURN ALTERNATE ADDRESS 21 100401 $1.000 $21.00

There's no charge to view this information 

online via J.P. Morgan Access. Please refer 

the J.P. Morgan fee schedule for additional 

pricing details. 

RETURN FAX COPY 21 100415 $0.000 $0.00

There's no charge to view this information 

online via J.P. Morgan Access. Please refer 

the J.P. Morgan fee schedule for additional 

pricing details. 

DISBURSEMENT SERVICES

CHECK/ DEBIT POSTED 879 010100 $0.100 $87.90

CHECK PHOTOCOPY RETRIEVAL 1 151352 $1.000 $1.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 6645 - IMAGE RETRIEVAL PER 

RETRIEVE.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan 

fee schedule for additional pricing details. 

PWS EXCEPTION NOTIF-EMAIL ADDR 6 150724 $1.000 $6.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Code: 7692 - EXCEPTION NOTIF - EMAIL 

ADDR.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee 

schedule for additional pricing details. 

MULTIPLE SIGNATURE REVIEW 2 N/A $0.000 $0.00 J.P. Morgan does not charge for this service

RANGE STOP PAYMENT-ELECTRONIC 1 150410 $5.000 $5.00

CHECK CASHING NON-ACCT HOLDER 73 150501 $0.000 $0.00

STOP PAYMENT AUTOMATIC RENEWAL 180 150412 $1.000 $180.00

SECTION VIII: 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY VOLUMES & FEE SCHEDULE - OPTION I



DEPOSITORY ACCOUNT SERVICES

ESTIMATED 

MONTHLY 

VOLUME

AFP 

CODE

UNIT 

PRICE

CHARGE 

FOR 

SERVICE J.P. MORGAN'S COMMENTS 

SECTION VIII: 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY VOLUMES & FEE SCHEDULE - OPTION I

PWS IMAGING MAINTENANCE 1 151350 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 6621 - IMAGING MAINTENANCE.  

Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee schedule 

for additional pricing details. 

IMAGE RETRIEVAL PER RETRIEVE 1 151352 $1.000 $1.00

PWS IMAGE RETRIEVAL >91 DAY 5 151352 $3.000 $15.00

IMAGE STORAGE PER ITEM 37 151351 $0.015 $0.56

PWS CHECK INQUIRY MAINTENANCE 3 150400 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 6618 - CHECK INQUIRY 

MAINTENANCE.  Please refer the J.P. 

Morgan fee schedule for additional pricing 

details. 

PWS RECON REPORT/STMT MAINT 4 200306 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: Service Code: 6620 - RECON 

REPORT/STMT MAINTE.  Please refer the 

J.P. Morgan fee schedule for additional 

pricing details. 

PWS EXTENDED REPORT RETRIEVAL 10 209999 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 6637 - EXTENDED REPORT 

RETRIEVAL.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan 

fee schedule for additional pricing details. 

STOP PAYMENT - ELECTRONIC 10 150410 $3.500 $35.00

RECONCILIATION SERVICES

POSITIVE PAY MAINTENANCE 2 150030 $0.000 $0.00

PAYEE NAME VERIFICATION 769 150122 $0.010 $7.69

IMAGE CAPTURE PER ITEM 6801 151351 $0.010 $68.01

CD ROM 1 151353 $25.000 $25.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 3384 - CD ROM - PER CD.  Please 

refer the J.P. Morgan fee schedule for 

additional pricing details. 

CD ROM MAINTENANCE 1 151353 $0.000 $0.00

FULL RECONCILEMENT - MAINT 2 200010 $20.000 $40.00

FULL RECONCILEMENT - PER ITEM 769 200010 $0.040 $30.76

OUTPUT FILE 2 200301 $5.000 $10.00

FUNDS TRANSFER SERVICES

ELECTRONIC FED DEBIT S/T 16 350100 $3.000 $48.00

ELECTRONIC CHIP DEBIT SIT 1 350110 $3.000 $3.00

ELECTRONIC BOOK DEBIT S/ T 21 350120 $1.500 $31.50

FED CREDIT S/T 1 350300 $3.000 $3.00

RETURNED PAYMENT INVESTIGATION 1 	350560 $15.000 $15.00

ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE 3 N/A $0.000 $0.00

J.P. Morgan does not charge for this 

service.

AUTOMATED CLEARING HOUSE

ACH MAINTENANCE 41 250000 $4.000 $164.00

ACH DEBITS\CREDITS ORIGINATED 9392 250101 $0.020 $187.84

ADDENDA RECORD 459 250120 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes:2796 - ADDENDA RECORD 

ORIGINATED.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan 

fee schedule for additional pricing details. 

DEBIT RECEIVED 108 250200 $0.000 $0.00

CREDIT RECEIVED 185 250201 $0.000 $0.00

RETURN ITEM 79 250302 $0.500 $39.50



DEPOSITORY ACCOUNT SERVICES

ESTIMATED 

MONTHLY 

VOLUME

AFP 

CODE

UNIT 

PRICE

CHARGE 

FOR 

SERVICE J.P. MORGAN'S COMMENTS 

SECTION VIII: 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY VOLUMES & FEE SCHEDULE - OPTION I

RETURN ITEM NOTIF - FAX 77 250400 $1.000 $77.00

J.P. Morgan no longer offers Return 

Notifications via Fax.  As an alternative we 

recommend receiving return notices either 

online or via email.  

FILE PROCESSING 37 250501 $2.000 $74.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes:2765 - ACH BATCH/FILE 

PROCESSED.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan 

fee schedule for additional pricing details. 

ACH DELETION 2 250620 $5.000 $10.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes:2753 - DELETION / REVERSAL - 

ELEC.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee 

schedule for additional pricing details. 

ACH REVERSALS 11 250620 $5.000 $55.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes:2753 - DELETION / REVERSAL - 

ELEC.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee 

schedule for additional pricing details. 

DEBIT BLOCK MAINTENANCE 4 251050 $2.000 $8.00

ACH ADA AUTHORIZED ID 14 251051 $0.000 $0.00

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE 19 251070 $0.500 $9.50

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE - FAX 19 251070 $1.000 $19.00

J.P. Morgan no longer offers Notification of 

Change via Fax.  As an alternative we 

recommend receiving notices either online 

or via email.  

TOTAL CHARGE $1,699.14



Date: November 2023

Customer: TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

Earnings Credit Rate1: 4.00%

Balance Analysis*

Service Description AFP

Number of 

Units

Unit 

Price

Charge For 

Service

Unit of 

Measurement Service Definition

ACCOUNT SERVICES

1005 - ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE 010000 8 $5.0000 $40.00 Per Account Monthly maintenance charge for a Demand Deposit Account.

1006 - ACCT MAINT-INT 010010 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per Account Maintenance charge for interest bearing products

1008 - ACCT MAINT-INT ADJ BAL 010010 0 $150.0000 $0.00 Per Account Maintenance charge for interest bearing accounts with a fixed peg

1010 - STATEMENT CYCLES 010307 1 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Charge per statement for each Demand Deposit Account statement 

provided during the billing cycle via an electronic file.  Charges may 

accrue for accounts that produce more than one statement during 

the billing cycle (i.e. daily or weekly statements).

1756 - ONLINE AUDIT CONFIRMATIONS 010630 0 $25.0000 $0.00 Per Account Audit Confirmation requests generated via online portal

3499 - POST NO CHECKS MAINTENANCE 1500ZZ 2 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly charge for preventing all checks from posting to a DDA 

(Demand Deposit Account).

7640 - CREDIT POSTED- ELECTRONIC 010101 36 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for a deposit/credit of funds made electronically into a 

Demand Deposit Account.

7641 - DEBIT POSTED - ELECTRONIC 010100 36 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for a withdrawal/debit of funds made electronically out of a 

Demand Deposit Account.

Subtotal $40.00

AUTOMATED CLEARING HOUSE

** 2714 - ACH IMPLEMENTATION-DIRECT SEND 251000 0 $1,000.0000 WAIVED 

One-Time Setup 

Fee

Implementation charge for new ACH Direct Send setups per ACH 

origin.

2695 - ACH MAINTENANCE 250000 41 $4.0000 $164.00 Per Company ID

Monthly maintenance charge per company ID for ACH Direct Send 

services.

2700 - CREDIT ORIGINATED 250101 9,392 $0.0200 $187.84 Per Item Charge for each ACH credit origination transaction.

2705 - DEBIT ORIGINATED 250100 0 $0.0200 $0.00 Per Item Charge for each ACH debit origination transaction.

2710 - DELETION / REVERSAL - MANUAL 250620 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for a Deletion (Stop Payment) or Reversal request initiated 

via fax for an ACH originated item

2716 - CREDIT RECEIVED 250201 185 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Item Charge per ACH credit transaction received.

2717 - DEBIT RECEIVED 250200 108 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Item Charge per ACH debit transaction received.

2720 - RETURN ITEM 250302 79 $0.5000 $39.50 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH return transaction received and processed by 

the Bank.

2722 - NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE 251070 19 $0.5000 $9.50 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH notification of change transaction received 

and processed by the Bank.

2729 - RETURN NOTIFICATION - ONLINE 250400 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Return 

Charge for each Return item reported online via the J.P. Morgan 

ACCESS Special Report module

2730 - NOTIF OF CHANGE - ONLINE 250400 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Notification 

Charge for each Notification of Change item reported online via the 

J.P. Morgan ACCESS Special Report module

2742 - CREDIT ORIGINATED - JPM ACCESS 250101 0 $0.2500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge per ACH credit transaction originated via J.P. Morgan 

ACCESS.

2744 - DEBIT ORIGINATED - JPM ACCESS 250100 0 $0.2500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge per ACH debit transaction originated via J.P. Morgan 

ACCESS.

2746 - JPM ACCESS ACH MAINTENANCE 250000 0 $4.0000 $0.00 Per Company ID

Monthly maintenance charge per company ID for J.P. Morgan 

ACCESS ACH services.

2753 - DELETION / REVERSAL - ELEC 250620 13 $5.0000 $65.00 Per Item 

Charge for a Deletion (Stop Payment) or Reversal request initiated 

via eServe or J.P. Morgan ACCESS for an ACH originated item

2765 - ACH BATCH/FILE PROCESSED 250501 37 $2.0000 $74.00 Per File 

Charge per company ID for ACH origination files received from 

client via direct transmission and/or service bureau.

2796 - ADDENDA RECORD ORIGINATED 250120 459 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Item Charge for each addenda record attached to ACH originations.

2809 - NOTIF OF CHANGE - EMAIL 251070 19 $1.0000 $19.00 Per Item Charge for each Notification of Change item reported via email

2810 - RETURN NOTIFICATION - EMAIL 250400 77 $1.0000 $77.00 Per Item Charge for each Return item reported via email

2814 - NOTIF OF CHANGE - TRANSM 251070 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each Notification of Change item reported via direct 

transmission

2818 - RETURN NOTIFICATION - TRANSM 250400 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Item Charge for each Return item reported via direct transmission

2860 - TRANSACTION BLOCK MAINTENANCE 251050 4 $2.0000 $8.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge per block setup on ACH Transaction 

Blocking.

2861 - ACH TRANS BLOCK AUTHORIZED ID 251051 14 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Monthly charge per allowable/non-allowable company ID for each 

account on ACH Debit Block.

8019 - ACH ORIGINATED SAME DAY CREDIT 250101 0 $0.5000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH credit transaction originated with same day 

settlement.

8020 - ACH ORIGINATED SAME DAY DEBIT 250100 0 $0.5000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH debit transaction originated with same day 

settlement.

8021 - ACH ONLINE SAME DAY CREDIT 250101 0 $0.7500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH credit transaction originated online with same 

day settlement.

8022 - ACH ONLINE SAME DAY DEBIT 250100 0 $0.7500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH debit transaction originated online with same 

day settlement.

Subtotal $643.84

DISBURSEMENT SERVICES

J.P. Morgan Core Banking Fee Schedule - Option I



1321 - CHECK CASHING NON-ACCT HOLDER 150501 73 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Per transaction charge for cashing a check at a branch of the Bank 

that is drawn on a J.P. Morgan Chase account.

2205 - CONTROLLED DISB ACCT MAINT 150000 0 $75.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for each Controlled Disbursement 

Account.

2210 - CONTROLLED DISB CHECK POSTED 150110 0 $0.2000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge per check for checks paid on a Controlled Disbursement 

Account.

5234 - CONTROLLED DISB FUNDING 010112 0 $0.7500 $0.00 Per Transfer 

Charge per transfer for transferring funds from a Master Funding 

Account to replenish a Controlled Disbursement Account.

2320 - STOP PAYMENT - MANUAL 150420 0 $40.0000 $0.00 Per Stop 

Charge per check for Stop Payment request initiated via phone or 

fax or paper (account on DDB billing system)

2321 - RANGE STOP PAYMENT-ELECTRONIC 150410 1 $5.0000 $5.00 Per Range

Charge for placing a stop payment on a range of check numbers 

when instructions were received electronically.

2325 - OFFICIAL CHECKS 150511 0 $15.0000 $0.00 Per Check Charge per item to purchase an official check.

2338 - STOP PAYMENT AUTOMATIC RENEWAL 150412 180 $1.0000 $180.00 Per Renewal 

Charge for the automatic annual renewal of a commercial stop 

payment instruction.

2370 - CHECK / DEBIT POSTED 010100 879 $0.1000 $87.90 Per Check 

Charge per check paid or debit posted to a Demand Deposit 

Account.

3495 - IMAGE STORAGE PER ITEM 151351 37 $0.0150 $0.56 Per Item 

Charge per check paid for an account with the ACCESS Checks 

Inquiry with Image Retention Bill Plan.

6618 - CHECK INQUIRY MAINTENANCE 150400 3 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for Account Reconciliation Processing 

accounts for the ACCESS Checks Check Inquiry module.

6620 - RECON REPORT / STATEMENT MAINT 200306 4 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for ACCESS Checks delivery of ARP 

Reconciliation Reports and Bank Statements.

6621 - IMAGING MAINTENANCE 151350 1 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for check imaging for the ACCESS 

Checks Retrieval Bill plan.

6625 - EXCEPTION NOTIFICATION - ACCT 150030 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly per account charge for receiving e-mail notification of 

Positive Pay or ACH Transaction Review exception items via ACCESS 

Checks

6637 - EXTENDED REPORT RETRIEVAL 209999 10 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Report

Charge for a retrieving a report past the retention date on ACCESS 

Checks.

6639 - STOP PAYMENT - ELECTRONIC 150410 10 $3.5000 $35.00 Per Stop 

Charge for a stop payment order received via Payables Web 

Services or sent electronically to the Catalyst or Account 

Reconciliation Processing systems.

6645 - IMAGE RETRIEVAL PER RETRIEVE 151352 2 $1.0000 $2.00 Per Retrieval

Charge to retrieve an image of a check paid 90 or fewer day from 

the date it was requested via ACCESS Checks.

6646 - IMAGE RETRIEVAL >91DAY 151352 5 $3.0000 $15.00 Per Retrieval

Charge to retrieve an image of a check paid 91 or more days from 

the date it was requested via ACCESS Checks.

7692 - EXCEPTION NOTIF - EMAIL ADDR 150724 6 $1.0000 $6.00

Per User ID / Per 

Email Address

Charge per e-mail address to provide details and images of ACCESS 

Checks exception items via an Internet link.

Subtotal $331.46

RECONCILIATION SERVICES

3205 - FULL RECONCILEMENT - PER ITEM 200110 769 $0.0400 $30.76 Per Item 

Charge for each item reconciled on an account that has Full 

Reconcilement service.

3207 - FULL RECONCILEMENT - MAINT 200010 2 $20.0000 $40.00 Per Account Monthly charge for each account on the Full  Reconciliation service.

3209 - PARTIAL RECONCILEMENT - MAINT 200020 0 $40.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly charge for each account on the Partial Reconciliation 

service.

3210 - PARTIAL RECONCILIATION-PER ITM 200120 0 $0.0700 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each item reconciled and included on an account that 

has Partial Reconcilement service.

3228 - PAYEE NAME VERIFICATION 150122 769 $0.0100 $7.69 Per Check 

Charge for each check presented for payment on accounts that 

subscribe to the Payee Name Positive Pay service.

3262 - POSITIVE PAY MAINTENANCE 150030 2 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account Monthly fixed charge for each account with Positive Pay Services.

3263 - EXCEPTION ITEM 150300 0 $2.5000 $0.00 Per Exception 

Charge per item for each Account Reconciliation Processing 

exception item reported to the client for their pay or return 

decision.

3271 - ISSUE INPUT FILE WITH RECON 200201 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per File 

Charge for each account on an input transmission that has Account 

Reconciliation Processing (ARP) services.

3272 - CHECK EXCEPTION RETURN 150320 0 $20.0000 $0.00 Per Return 

Charge for a check that is returned based upon a request made by 

an Account Reconciliation Processing client.

3273 - PENDING POSITIVE PAY EXCEPTION 150120 0 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge per item for each exception reported on accounts that have 

not yet activated the Positive Pay service and are currently in the  

Pending Positive Pay status.

3290 - ISSUE FILE TRANSMITTAL REPORT 151200 0 $4.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transmission

Charge for non-standard file confirmation of summary information 

contained in an Account Reconciliation Processing issue file 

transmission.

3291 - OUTPUT FILE 200301 2 $5.0000 $10.00

Per 

Transmission

Charge for each Account Reconciliation Processing output 

transmission.

3293 - EXCESSIVE ARP REJECTS 200209 0 $2.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for Account Reconciliation check exceptions that were in 

excess of 1% of the total monthly paid check volume.

3294 - DATA ENTRY - MANUAL 200209 0 $2.5000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each item manually keyed by Account Reconciliation 

Processing including any issues or voids.

3384 - CD ROM - PER CD 151353 1 $25.0000 $25.00 Per Disc Charge per CD ROM Disc created with images.

3385 - CD ROM MAINTENANCE 151353 1 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Customer 

Monthly maintenance for CD ROM service including setup; billing; 

technical support group; and applications support.

3386 - IMAGE CAPTURE PER ITEM 151351 6,801 $0.0100 $68.01 Per Item 

Charge per image for capture of all imageable transaction items 

(paid checks, deposit tickets, etc.) that are included in the CD ROM 

Image Viewer or made available for viewing online.

Subtotal $181.46

BANKING CENTER SERVICES

1306 - BRANCH CREDITS POSTED 100000 0 $2.0000 $0.00 Per Deposit 

Charge for a deposit of cash, check, or cash and check made at a 

Banking Center.



1311 - ATM CHECK DEPOSIT - IMAGE 100000 0 $1.5000 $0.00 Per Deposit Charge for a deposit of checks at an image captured ATM.

1312 - ATM CASH DEPOSIT - IMAGE 100000 0 $1.5000 $0.00 Per Deposit Charge for a deposit of cash made at an ATM.

1318 - BRANCH ORDER - COIN ROLL 100044 0 $0.1500 $0.00 Per Deposit Charge per roll for a purchase of rolled coins at a Banking Center.

1319 - BRANCH ORDER CURRENCY STRAP 10004A 0 $0.5000 $0.00 Per Roll 

Charge per strap for a purchase of strapped currency at a Banking 

Center.

1333 - BRANCH ORDER PROCESSED 100040 0 $3.0000 $0.00 Per Strap Per order charge for change orders filled at Banking Centers.

7173 - NIGHT DROP CASH VERIFICATION 100000 0 $0.0030 $0.00 Per $1.00

Charge per dollar for a deposit of dollars deposited via the branch 

night drop/depository.

7174 - TELLER LINE CASH VERIFICATION 100000 0 $0.0042 $0.00 Per $1.01

Charge per dollar for a deposit of dollars deposited over the 

counter to a branch teller.

Subtotal $0.00

VAULT SERVICES

1310 - VAULT DEPOSIT 100100 77 $1.5000 $115.50 Per Deposit Charge per for deposits processed through the vault.

1459 - VAULT DEPOSIT PER $1,000 10011Z 0 $1.1813 $0.00 Per $1,000 Charge per $1,000 deposited for processing through the vault.

1467 - VAULT MAINTENANCE 100100 0 $0.0000 $0.00

Per Location / 

Month

Monthly maintenance charge fee for vault services applied to non-

traditional servicing arrangements

	1471 - VAULT NOTES DEPOSITED 100118 5259 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Note Charge per note for bills deposited through the vault.

1475 - VAULT DEPOSIT ROLLED COIN 100110 0 $0.2000 $0.00 Per Roll Charge per roll for re-wrapping a deposit of rolled coin.

1476 - VAULT ORDER COIN ROLLS 100144 0 $0.1400 $0.00 Per Roll Charge for a rolled coin order that is less than a full box of 50 rolls.

1477 - VAULT ORDER - COIN ROLL BOX 100146 0 $0.1200 $0.00 Per Box Charge for a rolled coin order that is a  full box of 50 rolls.

1495 - VAULT STANDARD ORDERS 100141 0 $7.0000 $0.00 Per Order 

Charge per order for a standard currency and coin order placed via 

VRU (Voice Response Unit), Web or electronic order file.

1498 - VAULT EXPEDITED SPECIAL ORDERS 100143 0 $30.0000 $0.00 Per Order Charge per order for expedited or special cash vault orders.

1506 - VAULT DEP PARTIAL OR MIXED BAG 100111 0 $7.5000 $0.00 Per Bag 

Charge per deposit for coin deposited in either mixed or in non-

standard FED coin bags.

1545 - VAULT ACTIVITY REPORT FAXED 010212 1 $25.0000 $25.00 Per Month

Charge for generating and faxing or emailing daily vault activity 

reports. Reports include deposits detail; summary; and/or envelope 

reports.

1617 - VAULT DEPOSIT ADJUSTMENT 100501 3 $5.0000 $15.00 Per Adjustment

Charge for an adjustment to a client-declared deposit amount 

identified during the verification process.

1623 - REMOTE CASH CAPTR DEP PER $1K 100100 0 $1.1813 $0.00 Per $1,000 Charge per $1,000 deposited in a Remote Cash Capture device

1641 - REMOTE CASH CAPTR PER LOC FEE 100100 0 $90.0000 $0.00 Per Location Flat monthly maintenance fee for a Remote Cash Capture device.

Subtotal $155.50

DEPOSITORY SERVICES

501 - CHECK DEPOSITED-ON US 100220 204 $0.0200 $4.08 Per Check

Charge per check for deposit of checks drawn on local J.P. Morgan 

banks.

513 - CHECK DEPOSITED-TRANSIT 100224 936 $0.0500 $46.80 Per Check Charge per check for deposit of checks drawn on other banks.

541 - REMOTE DEPOSIT CAPTURE ITEM 101310 0 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each check image submitted for deposit and clearing 

through the Remote Deposit Capture system.

548 - REMOTE DEPOSIT CAPTURE MAINT 101300 0 $15.0000 $0.00 Per Application

Monthly maintenance charge for the Remote Deposit Capture 

service.

704 - DEPOSIT CORRECTION 100230 5 $5.0000 $25.00 Per Correction 

Charge per deposit for manually correcting an out of balance 

deposit.

1400 - CREDITS POSTED 010101 266 $0.2500 $66.50 Per Credit 

Charge per credit for any credit posted to an account. Examples 

include deposits, interest credits, adjustment credits, transfer 

credits, and other credits.

1435 - RETURN ITEM 100400 21 $3.0000 $63.00 Per Return Charge per item for deposited checks that are returned unpaid.

1438 - RETURN ALTERNATE ADDRESS 100401 21 $1.0000 $21.00 Per Check 

Charge per item for mailing advices and deposited checks returned 

unpaid to an address other than the normal account address.

1441 - RETURN FAX COPY 100415 21 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Check

Charge per item for faxing deposited checks returned unpaid 

information.

1448 - RETURN DETAIL REPORTING 100411 0 $0.3000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge per item for providing detail reporting information on 

deposited checks returned unpaid or redeposited.

1452 - RETURN - EMAIL NOTIFICATION 100415 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge per item for notification via email of deposited checks 

returned unpaid.

Subtotal $226.38

WIRE - U.S.

5446 - FW SURCHARGE $10 MILLION+ D/C 350531 0 $0.1400 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Pass-through of Fed surcharge on all Fedwire debit or credit 

instructions received by JPMC that are greater than $10 million

5822 - ELECTRONIC BOOK DEBIT S/T 350120 21 $1.5000 $31.50 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, initiated via 

an electronic banking system and processed straight through 

without operator intervention, which resulted in a credit to another 

J.P. Morgan account.

5823 - ELECTRONIC BOOK DEBIT REPAIR 350122 0 $6.5000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, initiated via 

an electronic banking system and that required a Bank operator's 

intervention to process, which resulted in a credit to another J.P. 

Morgan account.

5824 - ELECTRONIC FED DEBIT S/T 350100 16 $3.0000 $48.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, initiated via 

an electronic banking system and processed straight through 

without operator intervention, which resulted in an outbound 

Fedwire.

5825 - ELECTRONIC FED DEBIT REPAIR 350102 0 $8.0000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, initiated via 

an electronic banking system and that required a Bank operator's 

intervention to process, which resulted in an outbound Fedwire.



5826 - ELECTRONIC CHIP DEBIT S/T 350110 1 $3.0000 $3.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, initiated via 

an electronic banking system and processed straight through 

without operator intervention, which resulted in an outbound 

CHIPS payment.

5827 - ELECTRONIC CHIP DEBIT REPAIR 350541 0 $8.0000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, initiated via 

an electronic banking system and that required a Bank operator's 

intervention to process, which resulted in an outbound CHIPS 

payment.

5836 - ELECTRONIC FX DEBIT 600221 0 $18.0000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a foreign exchange wire payment 

instruction initiated via an  Auto FX solution such as J.P. Morgan 

ACCESS, Insight, PaySource, or SWIFT.

5851 - ELECTRONIC FX DEBIT, "OUR" 600221 0 $15.0000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a foreign exchange wire payment 

instruction initiated via an AutoFX solution such as JPMorgan 

ACCESS, Insight, Paysource, SWIFT or FED that has a format charges 

OUR.

5878 - INTERNATIONAL ELEC. DEBIT 350703 0 $15.0000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for International Collateralized Preadvising 

transfers for which the principal was collected prior to the value 

date.

5886 - BOOK CREDIT 350320 0 $1.5000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Credit to customer's account where the debit party was another 

JPMorgan account holder.

5887 - FED CREDIT S/T 350300 1 $3.0000 $3.00 Per Transaction 

Charge for an incoming credit received from another bank via the 

Federal Reserve system and processed straight through without 

operator intervention.

5888 - FED CREDIT REPAIR 350330 0 $8.0000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge for an incoming credit received from another bank via the 

Federal Reserve system that required a Bank operator's 

intervention to process.

5889 - CHIPS CREDIT S/T 350300 0 $3.0000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge for an incoming credit received from another bank via CHIPS 

and processed straight through without operator intervention.

5967 - RETURNED PAYMENT INVESTIGATION 	350560 1 $15.0000 $15.00 Per Transaction 

Charge for an investigation of a Fed or CHIPS payment returned 

from the receiving bank.

Subtotal $100.50

INT REC & PAY - REPORT

6179 - RECEIVABLES MAINT - ONLINE 050005 0 $15.0000 $0.00 Per Box / Month

Monthly maintenance charge per lockbox subscribed to Receivables 

Online Check and Document Image Presentment via web access. 

Checks and documents are available for same day viewing.

6187 - LONG TERM STORAGE - CHECK 050620 0 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Assessed first month for each check image page for long term 

storage in the bank's archive for a lockbox subscribing to Doc Image 

or Receivables Presentment.  Includes initial month on high-speed 

storage & 10 years in tape archive.

Subtotal $0.00

JPMORGAN ACCESS

6040 - MONTHLY SERVICE 401000 0 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Customer ID Monthly account maintenance charge for J.P. Morgan ACCESS.

6041 - ACCOUNTS REPORTED 40044Z 0 $10.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for a J.P. Morgan ACCESS Cash 

Balances and Transactions Reporting account.

6043 - TRANSACTIONS REPORTED - 45 DAY 40066Z 0 $0.1200 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction loaded to the J.P. Morgan ACCESS Cash 

Balances and Transactions Reporting service with a 45 day history.

6044 - TRANSACTIONS REPORTED - 90 DAY 40066Z 0 $0.1200 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction loaded to J.P. Morgan ACCESS Cash Balances 

and Transactions Reporting with a 90 day history.

6045 - TRANSACTIONS REPORTED - 1 YEAR 40066Z 0 $0.1200 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction loaded to J.P. Morgan ACCESS Cash Balances 

and Transactions Reporting with a 1 year history.

6051 - TRANSACTIONS REPORTED - 2 YEAR 40066Z 0 $0.3500 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction loaded to the J.P. Morgan ACCESS Cash 

Balances and Transactions Reporting service with a 2 year history.

6052 - CONT DISB CHECKS REPORTED 40066Z 0 $0.1500 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per transaction for Controlled Disbursement Check 

transactions loaded to J.P. Morgan ACCESS.

6053 - EXTENDED TRANSACTION DETAIL 40066Z 0 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Charge per item for Extended Transaction Detail loaded to J.P. 

Morgan ACCESS.

6076 - ACCT TRANSFER ITEM 350120 0 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Transfer Charge per transaction for J.P. Morgan ACCESS Account Transfers.

Subtotal $0.00

LIQUIDITY SERVICES

5741 - GLASS IN-CNTRY SWEEP MASTER 010020 0 $15.0000 $0.00

Per Account / 

Month

Monthly master account maintenance charge to transfer account 

balances within an in-country sweep relationship.

5742 - GLASS IN-CNTRY SWEEP PARTICIP 010021 2 $10.0000 $20.00

Per Account / 

Month

Monthly participant account maintenance charge to transfer 

account balances within an in-country sweep relationship.

7843 - INVESTMENTS VIA CLIENT ACCESS 999999 0 $0.0000 $0.00

Per Account / 

Month

Purchases and redemptions to Money Market Mutual Funds 

initiated by client via J.P. Morgan ACCESS.

7849 - INVESTMENT SWEEP - MAINT 450020 0 $50.0000 $0.00

Per Account / 

Month

Monthly maintenance charge per account for the End of Day 

Investment Sweep service.

Subtotal $20.00

BALANCE BASED CHARGES

35 - BALANCE BASED CHARGES 000230 1 Calculated

A monthly administrative fee assessed to address various regulatory 

and other charges affecting J.P. Morgan. The fee is set by J.P. 

Morgan, in its sole discretion, and is subject to periodic review and 

adjustment.

Subtotal

Total Charge for Services $1,699.14

Value Added Services 

13bps 



ACCOUNT SERVICES -  VIRTUAL REFERENCE NUMBERS (VRN)

8007 - VIRTUAL REFERENCE MAINTENANCE 010040 0 $1.5000 $0.00

Monthly 

Maintenance 

Charge

Monthly charge for maintenance for each Virtual Reference 

Number that is reserved on the VRA, NAF tables for the customer's 

use.

8008 - VIRTUAL REFERENCE TRANSLATION 359999 0 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Match 

Subtotal $0.00

OTHER PRODUCT SERVICES -  ACCOUNT VALIDATION SERVICES (AVS) 

7950 - AVS ACCOUNT VERIFICATION 250101 0 $0.2500 $0.00 Per Transaction

Charge for each transaction that goes through account verification 

offered by Account Validation Service.

7951 - AVS ACCOUNT AUTHENTICATION 250101 0 $0.2500 $0.00 Per Transaction

Charge for each transaction that goes through account 

authentication offered by Account Validation Service.

7953 - AVS MICRO DEPOSIT 250101 0 $0.4000 $0.00 Per Transaction

Charge for each account validation offered by performing low-value 

transactions.

7954 - ACCOUNT VALIDATION BASIC 250101 0 $0.3500 $0.00 Per Transaction

Charge for each transaction that goes through Account Validation 

Basic solution, delivered through JPM Account Validation Services.

Subtotal $0.00

MANAGED SERVICES - CONCOURSE

9091 - CONCOURSE MTHLY SUBSCRIPTN FEE 320000 0 $750.0000 $0.00 Per Unit 

Monthly fee charged for the Concourse service, based on total 

number of active counterparties (as defined by client).

Subtotal $0.00

ACH PAYMENTS

5149 - CQP ZELLE TRANSACTION 250101 0 $0.6500 $0.00 Per Transaction 

Incremental per item charge for each transaction cleared through 

the Zelle Network channel.

Subtotal $0.00

DISBURSEMENT SERVICES (CHECK PRINT OUTSOURCING) 

** 3471 - TS PRNT OUTSRCING SETUP 151880 0 $5,000.0000 WAIVED 

One-Time Setup 

Fee

Implementation charge for the setup or a change to the setup of 

Check Print services.

7772 - CHECK PRINT ONLINE MAINT (J.P. Morgan Access) 150040 0 $60.0000 $0.00 Per Customer 

Monthly maintenance charge per client for the Payables Web 

Services Check Print module. Includes ability to create/test check 

templates, create/test file formats, maintain special handling codes, 

upload files.

3470 - CHECK PRINT MAINTENANCE 150040 0 $50.0000 $0.00 Per Month

Monthly maintenance charge per account for Bank check printing 

service.

3472 - CHECK PRINT ITEM-JPM ACCT 151810 0 $0.6500 $0.00 Per Check Charge per check for the printing of checks.

3475 - CHECK PRINTING ADDL PAGE 151830 0 $0.2000 $0.00

Per Additional 

Page 

Charge for printing each additional page, after page one, of 

remittance details with the check. Additional pages are printed on 

the front and back of the paper.

3477 - CHECK PRINT REGISTER FILE 151800 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per File Charge per transmission for sending a Check Print register file.

3479 - CHECK PRINT INSERT 151870 0 $0.0100 $0.00 Per Insert

Charge per insert for including a client-supplied insert into a mailing 

from Check Print services.

3480 - CHECK PRINT INPUT FILE 151800 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per File Charge per file for processing of a Check Print input file.

3487 - CHECK PRINT POSTAGE 151850 0 $0.5229 $0.00

Per 1 Oz Mail 

Piece

Postage charge per mail piece for mailing a printed check to an 

address within the United States.  This only applies to the CKO 

Check Outsourcing product, not the ACCESS Check Print product.

7714 - CHECK PRNT CASHIER'S CHECK 151810 0 $10.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge for printing of a cashier check via the ACCESS Check Print 

application.

7715 - CHECK PRINT DIRECT ENTRY 151810 0 $3.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Direct Entry Check print fee for single check upload via ACCESS 

Checks.

7773 - CHECK PRINT FILE UPLOAD 151800 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per File 

Charge per file for uploading or transmitting a Check Print file to 

Payables Web Services.

Subtotal $0.00

J.P. MORGAN ACCESS

6162 - RULES MAPPING SERVICE 40044Z 0 $50.0000 $50.00 Per Account

Monthly charge for the use of Custom Transaction Mapping Rules 

setup in Cash Reporting.

Subtotal $0.00

HOST TO HOST REPORTING - BAI/SWIFT/ISO REPORTING

** 3645 - DT FILE IMPLEMENTATION FEE 4004ZZ 0 $1,000.0000 WAIVED 

One-Time Setup 

Fee

One time charge for implementation of BAI, SWIFT MT or ISO 

formatted files.  Fee applies once per Customer ID per format.

3653 - H2H FILES TRANSMITTED OVER 67 4004ZZ 0 $0.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transmission

Charge per transmission for BAI/SWIFT/ISO File Management 

Services Direct Transmissions. Charges are incurred for each 

transmission in excess of 67 per month.

3654 - H2H FILES TRANSMIT OVER 500KB 4004ZZ 0 $5.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transmission

Charge per transmission for BAI/SWIFT/ISO File Management 

Services Direct Transmissions in excess of 500KB in size.

6085 - H2H ACCOUNTS REPORTED 4004ZZ 0 $50.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly charge per account for reporting via BAI/SWIFT/ISO Direct 

Transmission.

6093 - H2H CHECK ITEMS REPORTED 400632 0 $0.1500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge per item for Prior Day Check Transactions reported in all 

formats on Direct Transmission.

6094 - H2H TRANS DETAIL REPORTED 400632 0 $0.1500 $0.00 Per Item 

Daily Transaction Addenda Detail reported in all formats on Direct 

Transmission.

6095 - H2H NON-CHECK ITEMS REPORTED 400632 0 $0.1500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge per item for Prior Day Non-Check Transactions reported in 

all formats on Direct Transmission.

Subtotal $0.00

Pro forma Notes, Assumptions & Disclaimers

* 

** 
1

Volumes on this fee schedule are estimated. Actual volumes may be different, which will result in different charges than are specified above.

Denotes Service is a one-time charge and will not appear on TSU statement on a monthly basis.

A bank managed rate of 4.00%, which is based on TFF450, and is used to reduce or eliminate bank service fees.  At 4.00% roughly $600,000 is needed to fully offset $1,699.14. 



DEPOSITORY ACCOUNT SERVICES

ESTIMATED 

MONTHLY 

VOLUME

AFP 

CODE

UNIT 

PRICE

CHARGE 

FOR 

SERVICE J.P. MORGAN'S COMMENTS 

ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE 8 010000 $5.000 $40.00

AUTOMATIC DOLLAR TRANSF-MAINT 2 010021 $10.000 $20.00

This service is billed under Service Code: 

5742 - GLASS IN-CNTRY SWEEP 

PARTICIP.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee 

schedule  for additional pricing details. 

DEBIT- POSTED ELECTRONIC 36 010101 $0.005 $0.18

CREDIT POSTED- ELECTRONIC 36 010101 $0.005 $0.18

STATEMENT CYCLES 4 010307 $0.000 $0.00

POST NO CHECKS MAINTENANCE 2 1500ZZ $0.000 $0.00

VAULT SERVICES

VAULT DEPOSIT 77 100100 $2.000 $154.00

VAULT DEP NON STD STRAP - NOTE 5,259 100118 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Code: 1471 - VAULT NOTES DEPOSITED.  

Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee schedule 

for additional pricing details. 

VAULT ACTIVITY REPORT FAXED 1 010212 $25.000 $25.00

There's no charge to view this information 

online via J.P. Morgan Access. Please refer 

the J.P. Morgan fee schedule for additional 

pricing details. 

VAULT DEPOSIT ADJUSTMENT 3 100501 $5.000 $15.00

DEPOSITORY SERVICES

CREDITS POSTED 266 010101 $0.750 $199.50

CHECK DEPOSITED-ON US 204 100220 $0.100 $20.40

CHECK DEPOSITED-TRANSIT 936 100224 $0.150 $140.40

DEPOSIT CORRECTION 5 100230 $5.000 $25.00

RETURN ITEM 21 100400 $5.000 $105.00

RETURN ALTERNATE ADDRESS 21 100401 $1.500 $31.50

There's no charge to view this information 

online via J.P. Morgan Access. Please refer 

the J.P. Morgan fee schedule for additional 

pricing details. 

RETURN FAX COPY 21 100415 $2.000 $42.00

There's no charge to view this information 

online via J.P. Morgan Access. Please refer 

the J.P. Morgan fee schedule for additional 

pricing details. 

DISBURSEMENT SERVICES

CHECK/ DEBIT POSTED 879 010100 $0.150 $131.85

CHECK PHOTOCOPY RETRIEVAL 1 151352 $1.000 $1.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 6645 - IMAGE RETRIEVAL PER 

RETRIEVE.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan 

fee schedule for additional pricing details. 

PWS EXCEPTION NOTIF-EMAIL ADDR 6 150724 $5.000 $30.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Code: 7692 - EXCEPTION NOTIF - EMAIL 

ADDR.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee 

schedule for additional pricing details. 

MULTIPLE SIGNATURE REVIEW 2 N/A $0.000 $0.00 J.P. Morgan does not charge for this service

RANGE STOP PAYMENT-ELECTRONIC 1 150410 $15.000 $15.00

CHECK CASHING NON-ACCT HOLDER 73 150501 $0.000 $0.00

STOP PAYMENT AUTOMATIC RENEWAL 180 150412 $3.000 $540.00

SECTION VIII: 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY VOLUMES & FEE SCHEDULE - OPTION II



DEPOSITORY ACCOUNT SERVICES

ESTIMATED 

MONTHLY 

VOLUME

AFP 

CODE

UNIT 

PRICE

CHARGE 

FOR 

SERVICE J.P. MORGAN'S COMMENTS 

SECTION VIII: 
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PWS IMAGING MAINTENANCE 1 151350 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 6621 - IMAGING MAINTENANCE.  

Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee schedule 

for additional pricing details. 

IMAGE RETRIEVAL PER RETRIEVE 1 151352 $1.000 $1.00

PWS IMAGE RETRIEVAL >91 DAY 5 151352 $3.000 $15.00

IMAGE STORAGE PER ITEM 37 151351 $0.020 $0.74

PWS CHECK INQUIRY MAINTENANCE 3 150400 $5.000 $15.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 6618 - CHECK INQUIRY 

MAINTENANCE.  Please refer the J.P. 

Morgan fee schedule for additional pricing 

details. 

PWS RECON REPORT/STMT MAINT 4 200306 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: PWS RECON REPORT/STMT 

MAINTE.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee 

schedule for additional pricing details. 

PWS EXTENDED REPORT RETRIEVAL 10 209999 $0.000 $0.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 6637 - EXTENDED REPORT 

RETRIEVAL.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan 

fee schedule for additional pricing details. 

STOP PAYMENT - ELECTRONIC 10 150410 $5.000 $50.00

RECONCILIATION SERVICES

POSITIVE PAY MAINTENANCE 2 150030 $0.000 $0.00

PAYEE NAME VERIFICATION 769 150122 $0.020 $15.38

IMAGE CAPTURE PER ITEM 6801 151351 $0.020 $136.02

CD ROM 1 151353 $35.000 $35.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes: 3384 - CD ROM - PER CD.  Please 

refer the J.P. Morgan fee schedule for 

additional pricing details. 

CD ROM MAINTENANCE 1 151353 $0.000 $0.00

FULL RECONCILEMENT - MAINT 2 200010 $30.000 $60.00

FULL RECONCILEMENT - PER ITEM 769 200010 $0.050 $38.45

OUTPUT FILE 2 200301 $5.000 $10.00

FUNDS TRANSFER SERVICES

ELECTRONIC FED DEBIT S/T 16 350100 $5.000 $80.00

ELECTRONIC CHIP DEBIT SIT 1 350110 $5.000 $5.00

ELECTRONIC BOOK DEBIT S/ T 21 350120 $1.500 $31.50

FED CREDIT S/T 1 350300 $5.000 $5.00

RETURNED PAYMENT INVESTIGATION 1 	350560 $15.000 $15.00

ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE 3 N/A $0.000 $0.00

J.P. Morgan does not charge for this 

service.

AUTOMATED CLEARING HOUSE

ACH MAINTENANCE 41 250000 $4.500 $184.50

ACH DEBITS\CREDITS ORIGINATED 9392 250101 $0.050 $469.60

ADDENDA RECORD 459 250120 $0.010 $4.59

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes:2796 - ADDENDA RECORD 

ORIGINATED.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan 

fee schedule for additional pricing details. 

DEBIT RECEIVED 108 250200 $0.050 $5.40

CREDIT RECEIVED 185 250201 $0.050 $9.25

RETURN ITEM 79 250302 $1.000 $79.00

RETURN ITEM NOTIF - FAX 77 250400 $1.000 $77.00

J.P. Morgan no longer offers Return 

Notifications via Fax.  As an alternative we 

recommend receiving return notices either 

online or via email.  
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FILE PROCESSING 37 250501 $3.000 $111.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes:2765 - ACH BATCH/FILE 

PROCESSED.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan 

fee schedule for additional pricing details. 

ACH DELETION 2 250620 $5.000 $10.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes:2753 - DELETION / REVERSAL - 

ELEC.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee 

schedule for additional pricing details. 

ACH REVERSALS 11 250620 $5.000 $55.00

This service charge is billed under Service 

Codes:2753 - DELETION / REVERSAL - 

ELEC.  Please refer the J.P. Morgan fee 

schedule for additional pricing details. 

DEBIT BLOCK MAINTENANCE 4 251050 $1.000 $4.00

ACH ADA AUTHORIZED ID 14 251051 $0.005 $0.07

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE 19 251070 $1.000 $19.00

NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE - FAX 19 251070 $1.000 $19.00

J.P. Morgan no longer offers Notification of 

Change via Fax.  As an alternative we 

recommend receiving notices either online 

or via email.  

TOTAL CHARGE $3,096.51



Date: November 7, 2023

Customer: TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

Earnings Credit Rate1: 4.00%

Balance Analysis*

Service Description AFP

Number of 

Units

Unit 
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Charge For 

Service

Unit of 

Measurement Service Definition

ACCOUNT SERVICES

1005 - ACCOUNT MAINTENANCE 010000 8 $5.0000 $40.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for a Demand Deposit 

Account.

1006 - ACCT MAINT-INT 010010 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per Account Maintenance charge for interest bearing products

1008 - ACCT MAINT-INT ADJ BAL 010010 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Maintenance charge for interest bearing accounts with a 

fixed peg

1010 - STATEMENT CYCLES 010307 1 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Charge per statement for each Demand Deposit Account 

statement provided during the billing cycle via an 

electronic file.  Charges may accrue for accounts that 

produce more than one statement during the billing cycle 

(i.e. daily or weekly statements).

1756 - ONLINE AUDIT CONFIRMATIONS 010630 0 $25.0000 $0.00 Per Account Audit Confirmation requests generated via online portal

3499 - POST NO CHECKS MAINTENANCE 1500ZZ 2 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly charge for preventing all checks from posting to a 

DDA (Demand Deposit Account).

7640 - CREDIT POSTED- ELECTRONIC 010101 36 $0.0050 $0.18 Per Item 

Charge for a deposit/credit of funds made electronically 

into a Demand Deposit Account.

7641 - DEBIT POSTED - ELECTRONIC 010100 36 $0.0050 $0.18 Per Item 

Charge for a withdrawal/debit of funds made 

electronically out of a Demand Deposit Account.

Subtotal $40.36

AUTOMATED CLEARING HOUSE

** 2714 - ACH IMPLEMENTATION-DIRECT SEND 251000 0 $1,000.0000 WAIVED 

One-Time 

Setup Fee

Implementation charge for new ACH Direct Send setups 

per ACH origin.

2695 - ACH MAINTENANCE 250000 41 $4.5000 $184.50

Per Company 

ID

Monthly maintenance charge per company ID for ACH 

Direct Send services.

2700 - CREDIT ORIGINATED 250101 9,392 $0.0500 $469.60 Per Item Charge for each ACH credit origination transaction.

2705 - DEBIT ORIGINATED 250100 0 $0.0500 $0.00 Per Item Charge for each ACH debit origination transaction.

2710 - DELETION / REVERSAL - MANUAL 250620 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for a Deletion (Stop Payment) or Reversal request 

initiated via fax for an ACH originated item

2716 - CREDIT RECEIVED 250201 185 $0.0500 $9.25 Per Item Charge per ACH credit transaction received.

2717 - DEBIT RECEIVED 250200 108 $0.0500 $5.40 Per Item Charge per ACH debit transaction received.

2720 - RETURN ITEM 250302 79 $1.0000 $79.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH return transaction received and 

processed by the Bank.

2722 - NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE 251070 19 $1.0000 $19.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH notification of change transaction 

received and processed by the Bank.

2729 - RETURN NOTIFICATION - ONLINE 250400 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Return 

Charge for each Return item reported online via the J.P. 

Morgan ACCESS Special Report module

2730 - NOTIF OF CHANGE - ONLINE 250400 0 $1.0000 $0.00

Per 

Notification 

Charge for each Notification of Change item reported 

online via the J.P. Morgan ACCESS Special Report module

2742 - CREDIT ORIGINATED - JPM ACCESS 250101 0 $0.2500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge per ACH credit transaction originated via J.P. 

Morgan ACCESS.

2744 - DEBIT ORIGINATED - JPM ACCESS 250100 0 $0.2500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge per ACH debit transaction originated via J.P. 

Morgan ACCESS.

2746 - JPM ACCESS ACH MAINTENANCE 250000 0 $5.0000 $0.00

Per Company 

ID

Monthly maintenance charge per company ID for J.P. 

Morgan ACCESS ACH services.

2753 - DELETION / REVERSAL - ELEC 250620 13 $5.0000 $65.00 Per Item 

Charge for a Deletion (Stop Payment) or Reversal request 

initiated via eServe or J.P. Morgan ACCESS for an ACH 

originated item

2765 - ACH BATCH/FILE PROCESSED 250501 37 $3.0000 $111.00 Per File 

Charge per company ID for ACH origination files received 

from client via direct transmission and/or service bureau.

2796 - ADDENDA RECORD ORIGINATED 250120 459 $0.0100 $4.59 Per Item 

Charge for each addenda record attached to ACH 

originations.

2809 - NOTIF OF CHANGE - EMAIL 251070 19 $1.0000 $19.00 Per Item 

Charge for each Notification of Change item reported via 

email

2810 - RETURN NOTIFICATION - EMAIL 250400 77 $1.0000 $77.00 Per Item Charge for each Return item reported via email

2814 - NOTIF OF CHANGE - TRANSM 251070 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each Notification of Change item reported via 

direct transmission

2818 - RETURN NOTIFICATION - TRANSM 250400 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each Return item reported via direct 

transmission

J.P. Morgan Core Banking Fee Schedule - Option II
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2860 - TRANSACTION BLOCK MAINTENANCE 251050 4 $1.0000 $4.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge per block setup on ACH 

Transaction Blocking.

2861 - ACH TRANS BLOCK AUTHORIZED ID 251051 14 $0.0050 $0.07 Per Item 

Monthly charge per allowable/non-allowable company ID 

for each account on ACH Debit Block.

8019 - ACH ORIGINATED SAME DAY CREDIT 250101 0 $0.5000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH credit transaction originated with 

same day settlement.

8020 - ACH ORIGINATED SAME DAY DEBIT 250100 0 $0.5000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH debit transaction originated with 

same day settlement.

8021 - ACH ONLINE SAME DAY CREDIT 250101 0 $0.7500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH credit transaction originated online 

with same day settlement.

8022 - ACH ONLINE SAME DAY DEBIT 250100 0 $0.7500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each ACH debit transaction originated online 

with same day settlement.

Subtotal $1,047.41

DISBURSEMENT SERVICES

1321 - CHECK CASHING NON-ACCT HOLDER 150501 73 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Per transaction charge for cashing a check at a branch of 

the Bank that is drawn on a J.P. Morgan Chase account.

2205 - CONTROLLED DISB ACCT MAINT 150000 0 $75.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for each Controlled 

Disbursement Account.

2210 - CONTROLLED DISB CHECK POSTED 150110 0 $0.2000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge per check for checks paid on a Controlled 

Disbursement Account.

5234 - CONTROLLED DISB FUNDING 010112 0 $0.7500 $0.00 Per Transfer 

Charge per transfer for transferring funds from a Master 

Funding Account to replenish a Controlled Disbursement 

Account.

2320 - STOP PAYMENT - MANUAL 150420 0 $40.0000 $0.00 Per Stop 

Charge per check for Stop Payment request initiated via 

phone or fax or paper (account on DDB billing system)

2321 - RANGE STOP PAYMENT-ELECTRONIC 150410 1 $15.0000 $15.00 Per Range

Charge for placing a stop payment on a range of check 

numbers when instructions were received electronically.

2325 - OFFICIAL CHECKS 150511 0 $15.0000 $0.00 Per Check Charge per item to purchase an official check.

2338 - STOP PAYMENT AUTOMATIC RENEWAL 150412 180 $3.0000 $540.00 Per Renewal 

Charge for the automatic annual renewal of a commercial 

stop payment instruction.

2370 - CHECK / DEBIT POSTED 010100 879 $0.1500 $131.85 Per Check 

Charge per check paid or debit posted to a Demand 

Deposit Account.

3495 - IMAGE STORAGE PER ITEM 151351 37 $0.0200 $0.74 Per Item 

Charge per check paid for an account with the ACCESS 

Checks Inquiry with Image Retention Bill Plan.

6618 - CHECK INQUIRY MAINTENANCE 150400 3 $5.0000 $15.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for Account Reconciliation 

Processing accounts for the ACCESS Checks Check Inquiry 

module.

6620 - RECON REPORT / STATEMENT MAINT 200306 4 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for ACCESS Checks delivery 

of ARP Reconciliation Reports and Bank Statements.

6621 - IMAGING MAINTENANCE 151350 1 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for check imaging for the 

ACCESS Checks Retrieval Bill plan.

6625 - EXCEPTION NOTIFICATION - ACCT 150030 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly per account charge for receiving e-mail 

notification of Positive Pay or ACH Transaction Review 

exception items via ACCESS Checks

6637 - EXTENDED REPORT RETRIEVAL 209999 10 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Report

Charge for a retrieving a report past the retention date on 

ACCESS Checks.

6639 - STOP PAYMENT - ELECTRONIC 150410 10 $5.0000 $50.00 Per Stop 

Charge for a stop payment order received via Payables 

Web Services or sent electronically to the Catalyst or 

Account Reconciliation Processing systems.

6645 - IMAGE RETRIEVAL PER RETRIEVE 151352 2 $1.0000 $2.00 Per Retrieval

Charge to retrieve an image of a check paid 90 or fewer 

day from the date it was requested via ACCESS Checks.

6646 - IMAGE RETRIEVAL >91DAY 151352 5 $3.0000 $15.00 Per Retrieval

Charge to retrieve an image of a check paid 91 or more 

days from the date it was requested via ACCESS Checks.

7692 - EXCEPTION NOTIF - EMAIL ADDR 150724 6 $5.0000 $30.00

Per User ID / 

Per Email 

Address

Charge per e-mail address to provide details and images of 

ACCESS Checks exception items via an Internet link.

Subtotal $799.59
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RECONCILIATION SERVICES

3205 - FULL RECONCILEMENT - PER ITEM 200110 769 $0.0500 $38.45 Per Item 

Charge for each item reconciled on an account that has 

Full Reconcilement service.

3207 - FULL RECONCILEMENT - MAINT 200010 2 $30.0000 $60.00 Per Account 

Monthly charge for each account on the Full  

Reconciliation service.

3209 - PARTIAL RECONCILEMENT - MAINT 200020 0 $40.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly charge for each account on the Partial 

Reconciliation service.

3210 - PARTIAL RECONCILIATION-PER ITM 200120 0 $0.0700 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each item reconciled and included on an 

account that has Partial Reconcilement service.

3228 - PAYEE NAME VERIFICATION 150122 769 $0.0200 $15.38 Per Check 

Charge for each check presented for payment on accounts 

that subscribe to the Payee Name Positive Pay service.

3262 - POSITIVE PAY MAINTENANCE 150030 2 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly fixed charge for each account with Positive Pay 

Services.

3263 - EXCEPTION ITEM 150300 0 $2.5000 $0.00 Per Exception 

Charge per item for each Account Reconciliation 

Processing exception item reported to the client for their 

pay or return decision.

3271 - ISSUE INPUT FILE WITH RECON 200201 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per File 

Charge for each account on an input transmission that has 

Account Reconciliation Processing (ARP) services.

3272 - CHECK EXCEPTION RETURN 150320 0 $20.0000 $0.00 Per Return 

Charge for a check that is returned based upon a request 

made by an Account Reconciliation Processing client.

3273 - PENDING POSITIVE PAY EXCEPTION 150120 0 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge per item for each exception reported on accounts 

that have not yet activated the Positive Pay service and 

are currently in the  Pending Positive Pay status.

3290 - ISSUE FILE TRANSMITTAL REPORT 151200 0 $4.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transmission

Charge for non-standard file confirmation of summary 

information contained in an Account Reconciliation 

Processing issue file transmission.

3291 - OUTPUT FILE 200301 2 $5.0000 $10.00

Per 

Transmission

Charge for each Account Reconciliation Processing output 

transmission.

3293 - EXCESSIVE ARP REJECTS 200209 0 $2.0000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for Account Reconciliation check exceptions that 

were in excess of 1% of the total monthly paid check 

volume.

3294 - DATA ENTRY - MANUAL 200209 0 $2.5000 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each item manually keyed by Account 

Reconciliation Processing including any issues or voids.

3384 - CD ROM - PER CD 151353 1 $35.0000 $35.00 Per Disc Charge per CD ROM Disc created with images.

3385 - CD ROM MAINTENANCE 151353 1 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Customer 

Monthly maintenance for CD ROM service including setup; 

billing; technical support group; and applications support.

3386 - IMAGE CAPTURE PER ITEM 151351 6,801 $0.0200 $136.02 Per Item 

Charge per image for capture of all imageable transaction 

items (paid checks, deposit tickets, etc.) that are included 

in the CD ROM Image Viewer or made available for 

viewing online.

Subtotal $294.85

BANKING CENTER SERVICES

1306 - BRANCH CREDITS POSTED 100000 0 $2.0000 $0.00 Per Deposit 

Charge for a deposit of cash, check, or cash and check 

made at a Banking Center.

1311 - ATM CHECK DEPOSIT - IMAGE 100000 0 $1.5000 $0.00 Per Deposit Charge for a deposit of checks at an image captured ATM.

1312 - ATM CASH DEPOSIT - IMAGE 100000 0 $1.5000 $0.00 Per Deposit Charge for a deposit of cash made at an ATM.

1318 - BRANCH ORDER - COIN ROLL 100044 0 $0.1500 $0.00 Per Deposit 

Charge per roll for a purchase of rolled coins at a Banking 

Center.

1319 - BRANCH ORDER CURRENCY STRAP 10004A 0 $0.5000 $0.00 Per Roll 

Charge per strap for a purchase of strapped currency at a 

Banking Center.

1333 - BRANCH ORDER PROCESSED 100040 0 $3.0000 $0.00 Per Strap 

Per order charge for change orders filled at Banking 

Centers.

7173 - NIGHT DROP CASH VERIFICATION 100000 0 $0.0030 $0.00 Per $1.00

Charge per dollar for a deposit of dollars deposited via the 

branch night drop/depository.

7174 - TELLER LINE CASH VERIFICATION 100000 0 $0.0042 $0.00 Per $1.01

Charge per dollar for a deposit of dollars deposited over 

the counter to a branch teller.
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Subtotal $0.00

VAULT SERVICES

1310 - VAULT DEPOSIT 100100 77 $2.0000 $154.00 Per Deposit Charge per for deposits processed through the vault.

1459 - VAULT DEPOSIT PER $1,000 10011Z 0 $1.5000 $0.00 Per $1,000

Charge per $1,000 deposited for processing through the 

vault.

1467 - VAULT MAINTENANCE 100100 0 $0.0000 $0.00

Per Location / 

Month

Monthly maintenance charge fee for vault services applied 

to non-traditional servicing arrangements

	1471 - VAULT NOTES DEPOSITED 100118 5259 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Note Charge per note for bills deposited through the vault.

1475 - VAULT DEPOSIT ROLLED COIN 100110 0 $0.2000 $0.00 Per Roll Charge per roll for re-wrapping a deposit of rolled coin.

1476 - VAULT ORDER COIN ROLLS 100144 0 $0.1400 $0.00 Per Roll 

Charge for a rolled coin order that is less than a full box of 

50 rolls.

1477 - VAULT ORDER - COIN ROLL BOX 100146 0 $0.1200 $0.00 Per Box Charge for a rolled coin order that is a  full box of 50 rolls.

1495 - VAULT STANDARD ORDERS 100141 0 $7.0000 $0.00 Per Order 

Charge per order for a standard currency and coin order 

placed via VRU (Voice Response Unit), Web or electronic 

order file.

1498 - VAULT EXPEDITED SPECIAL ORDERS 100143 0 $30.0000 $0.00 Per Order 

Charge per order for expedited or special cash vault 

orders.

1506 - VAULT DEP PARTIAL OR MIXED BAG 100111 0 $7.5000 $0.00 Per Bag 

Charge per deposit for coin deposited in either mixed or in 

non-standard FED coin bags.

1545 - VAULT ACTIVITY REPORT FAXED 010212 1 $25.0000 $25.00 Per Month

Charge for generating and faxing or emailing daily vault 

activity reports. Reports include deposits detail; summary; 

and/or envelope reports.

1617 - VAULT DEPOSIT ADJUSTMENT 100501 3 $5.0000 $15.00 Per Adjustmen

Charge for an adjustment to a client-declared deposit 

amount identified during the verification process.

1623 - REMOTE CASH CAPTR DEP PER $1K 100100 0 $1.2000 $0.00 Per $1,000

Charge per $1,000 deposited in a Remote Cash Capture 

device

1641 - REMOTE CASH CAPTR PER LOC FEE 100100 0 $90.0000 $0.00 Per Location 

Flat monthly maintenance fee for a Remote Cash Capture 

device.

Subtotal $194.00

DEPOSITORY SERVICES

501 - CHECK DEPOSITED-ON US 100220 204 $0.1000 $20.40 Per Check

Charge per check for deposit of checks drawn on local J.P. 

Morgan banks.

513 - CHECK DEPOSITED-TRANSIT 100224 936 $0.1500 $140.40 Per Check

Charge per check for deposit of checks drawn on other 

banks.

541 - REMOTE DEPOSIT CAPTURE ITEM 101310 0 $0.0100 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge for each check image submitted for deposit and 

clearing through the Remote Deposit Capture system.

548 - REMOTE DEPOSIT CAPTURE MAINT 101300 0 $25.0000 $0.00 Per Application

Monthly maintenance charge for the Remote Deposit 

Capture service.

704 - DEPOSIT CORRECTION 100230 5 $5.0000 $25.00 Per Correction 

Charge per deposit for manually correcting an out of 

balance deposit.

1400 - CREDITS POSTED 010101 266 $0.7500 $199.50 Per Credit 

Charge per credit for any credit posted to an account. 

Examples include deposits, interest credits, adjustment 

credits, transfer credits, and other credits.

1435 - RETURN ITEM 100400 21 $5.0000 $105.00 Per Return 

Charge per item for deposited checks that are returned 

unpaid.

1438 - RETURN ALTERNATE ADDRESS 100401 21 $1.5000 $31.50 Per Check 

Charge per item for mailing advices and deposited checks 

returned unpaid to an address other than the normal 

account address.

1441 - RETURN FAX COPY 100415 21 $2.0000 $42.00 Per Check

Charge per item for faxing deposited checks returned 

unpaid information.

1448 - RETURN DETAIL REPORTING 100411 0 $0.3000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge per item for providing detail reporting information 

on deposited checks returned unpaid or redeposited.

1452 - RETURN - EMAIL NOTIFICATION 100415 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge per item for notification via email of deposited 

checks returned unpaid.

Subtotal $563.80

WIRE - U.S.
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5446 - FW SURCHARGE $10 MILLION+ D/C 350531 0 $0.1400 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Pass-through of Fed surcharge on all Fedwire debit or 

credit instructions received by JPMC that are greater than 

$10 million

5822 - ELECTRONIC BOOK DEBIT S/T 350120 21 $1.5000 $31.50

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, 

initiated via an electronic banking system and processed 

straight through without operator intervention, which 

resulted in a credit to another J.P. Morgan account.

5823 - ELECTRONIC BOOK DEBIT REPAIR 350122 0 $4.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, 

initiated via an electronic banking system and that 

required a Bank operator's intervention to process, which 

resulted in a credit to another J.P. Morgan account.

5824 - ELECTRONIC FED DEBIT S/T 350100 16 $5.0000 $80.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, 

initiated via an electronic banking system and processed 

straight through without operator intervention, which 

resulted in an outbound Fedwire.

5825 - ELECTRONIC FED DEBIT REPAIR 350102 0 $8.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, 

initiated via an electronic banking system and that 

required a Bank operator's intervention to process, which 

resulted in an outbound Fedwire.

5826 - ELECTRONIC CHIP DEBIT S/T 350110 1 $5.0000 $5.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, 

initiated via an electronic banking system and processed 

straight through without operator intervention, which 

resulted in an outbound CHIPS payment.

5827 - ELECTRONIC CHIP DEBIT REPAIR 350541 0 $8.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a debit to a client's account, 

initiated via an electronic banking system and that 

required a Bank operator's intervention to process, which 

resulted in an outbound CHIPS payment.

5836 - ELECTRONIC FX DEBIT 600221 0 $18.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a foreign exchange wire 

payment instruction initiated via an  Auto FX solution such 

as J.P. Morgan ACCESS, Insight, PaySource, or SWIFT.

5851 - ELECTRONIC FX DEBIT, "OUR" 600221 0 $15.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for a foreign exchange wire 

payment instruction initiated via an AutoFX solution such 

as JPMorgan ACCESS, Insight, Paysource, SWIFT or FED 

that has a format charges OUR.

5878 - INTERNATIONAL ELEC. DEBIT 350703 0 $15.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for International Collateralized 

Preadvising transfers for which the principal was collected 

prior to the value date.

5886 - BOOK CREDIT 350320 0 $1.5000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Credit to customer's account where the debit party was 

another JPMorgan account holder.

5887 - FED CREDIT S/T 350300 1 $5.0000 $5.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge for an incoming credit received from another bank 

via the Federal Reserve system and processed straight 

through without operator intervention.

5888 - FED CREDIT REPAIR 350330 0 $8.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge for an incoming credit received from another bank 

via the Federal Reserve system that required a Bank 

operator's intervention to process.

5889 - CHIPS CREDIT S/T 350300 0 $5.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge for an incoming credit received from another bank 

via CHIPS and processed straight through without 

operator intervention.

5967 - RETURNED PAYMENT INVESTIGATION 	350560 1 $15.0000 $15.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge for an investigation of a Fed or CHIPS payment 

returned from the receiving bank.

Subtotal $136.50

INT REC & PAY - REPORT

6179 - RECEIVABLES MAINT - ONLINE 050005 0 $20.0000 $0.00

Per Box / 

Month

Monthly maintenance charge per lockbox subscribed to 

Receivables Online Check and Document Image 

Presentment via web access. Checks and documents are 

available for same day viewing.



Date: November 7, 2023

Customer: TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

Earnings Credit Rate1: 4.00%

Balance Analysis*

Service Description AFP

Number of 

Units

Unit 

Price

Charge For 

Service

Unit of 

Measurement Service Definition

J.P. Morgan Core Banking Fee Schedule - Option II

6187 - LONG TERM STORAGE - CHECK 050620 0 $0.0100 $0.00 Per Check 

Assessed first month for each check image page for long 

term storage in the bank's archive for a lockbox 

subscribing to Doc Image or Receivables Presentment.  

Includes initial month on high-speed storage & 10 years in 

tape archive.

Subtotal $0.00

JPMORGAN ACCESS

6040 - MONTHLY SERVICE 401000 0 $50.0000 $0.00

Per Customer 

ID

Monthly account maintenance charge for J.P. Morgan 

ACCESS.

6041 - ACCOUNTS REPORTED 40044Z 0 $20.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly maintenance charge for a J.P. Morgan ACCESS 

Cash Balances and Transactions Reporting account.

6043 - TRANSACTIONS REPORTED - 45 DAY 40066Z 0 $0.1200 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction loaded to the J.P. Morgan ACCESS 

Cash Balances and Transactions Reporting service with a 

45 day history.

6044 - TRANSACTIONS REPORTED - 90 DAY 40066Z 0 $0.1500 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction loaded to J.P. Morgan ACCESS 

Cash Balances and Transactions Reporting with a 90 day 

history.

6045 - TRANSACTIONS REPORTED - 1 YEAR 40066Z 0 $0.2000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction loaded to J.P. Morgan ACCESS 

Cash Balances and Transactions Reporting with a 1 year 

history.

6051 - TRANSACTIONS REPORTED - 2 YEAR 40066Z 0 $0.2500 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction loaded to the J.P. Morgan ACCESS 

Cash Balances and Transactions Reporting service with a 2 

year history.

6052 - CONT DISB CHECKS REPORTED 40066Z 0 $0.1500 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per transaction for Controlled Disbursement Check 

transactions loaded to J.P. Morgan ACCESS.

6053 - EXTENDED TRANSACTION DETAIL 40066Z 0 $0.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction 

Charge per item for Extended Transaction Detail loaded to 

J.P. Morgan ACCESS.

6076 - ACCT TRANSFER ITEM 350120 0 $1.0000 $0.00 Per Transfer 

Charge per transaction for J.P. Morgan ACCESS Account 

Transfers.

Subtotal $0.00

LIQUIDITY SERVICES

5741 - GLASS IN-CNTRY SWEEP MASTER 010020 0 $15.0000 $0.00

Per Account / 

Month

Monthly master account maintenance charge to transfer 

account balances within an in-country sweep relationship.

5742 - GLASS IN-CNTRY SWEEP PARTICIP 010021 2 $10.0000 $20.00

Per Account / 

Month

Monthly participant account maintenance charge to 

transfer account balances within an in-country sweep 

relationship.

7843 - INVESTMENTS VIA CLIENT ACCESS 999999 0 $0.0000 $0.00

Per Account / 

Month

Purchases and redemptions to Money Market Mutual 

Funds initiated by client via J.P. Morgan ACCESS.

7849 - INVESTMENT SWEEP - MAINT 450020 0 $50.0000 $0.00

Per Account / 

Month

Monthly maintenance charge per account for the End of 

Day Investment Sweep service.

Subtotal $20.00

BALANCE BASED CHARGES

35 - BALANCE BASED CHARGES 000230 1 Calculated

A monthly administrative fee assessed to address various 

regulatory and other charges affecting J.P. Morgan. The 

fee is set by J.P. Morgan, in its sole discretion, and is 

subject to periodic review and adjustment.

Subtotal

Total Charge for Services $3,096.51

Value Added Services 

ACCOUNT SERVICES -  VIRTUAL REFERENCE NUMBERS (VRN)

8007 - VIRTUAL REFERENCE MAINTENANCE 010040 0 $1.5000 $0.00

Monthly 

Maintenance 

Charge

Monthly charge for maintenance for each Virtual 

Reference Number that is reserved on the VRA, NAF 

tables for the customer's use.

8008 - VIRTUAL REFERENCE TRANSLATION 359999 0 $0.0000 $0.00 Per Match 

13bps 



Date: November 7, 2023

Customer: TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

Earnings Credit Rate1: 4.00%

Balance Analysis*

Service Description AFP

Number of 

Units

Unit 

Price

Charge For 

Service

Unit of 

Measurement Service Definition

J.P. Morgan Core Banking Fee Schedule - Option II

Subtotal $0.00

OTHER PRODUCT SERVICES -  ACCOUNT VALIDATION SERVICES (AVS) 

7950 - AVS ACCOUNT VERIFICATION 250101 0 $0.2500 $0.00

Per 

Transaction

Charge for each transaction that goes through account 

verification offered by Account Validation Service.

7951 - AVS ACCOUNT AUTHENTICATION 250101 0 $0.2500 $0.00

Per 

Transaction

Charge for each transaction that goes through account 

authentication offered by Account Validation Service.

7953 - AVS MICRO DEPOSIT 250101 0 $0.4000 $0.00

Per 

Transaction

Charge for each account validation offered by performing 

low-value transactions.

7954 - ACCOUNT VALIDATION BASIC 250101 0 $0.3500 $0.00

Per 

Transaction

Charge for each transaction that goes through Account 

Validation Basic solution, delivered through JPM Account 

Validation Services.

Subtotal $0.00

MANAGED SERVICES - CONCOURSE

9091 - CONCOURSE MTHLY SUBSCRIPTN FEE 320000 0 $750.0000 $0.00 Per Unit 

Monthly fee charged for the Concourse service, based on 

total number of active counterparties (as defined by 

client).

Subtotal $0.00

ACH PAYMENTS

5149 - CQP ZELLE TRANSACTION 250101 0 $0.6500 $0.00

Per 

Transasction 

Incremental per item charge for each transaction cleared 

through the Zelle Network channel.

Subtotal $0.00

DISBURSEMENT SERVICES (CHECK PRINT OUTSOURCING) 

** 3471 - TS PRNT OUTSRCING SETUP 151880 0 $5,000.0000 WAIVED 

One-Time 

Setup Fee

Implementation charge for the setup or a change to the 

setup of Check Print services.

7772 - CHECK PRINT ONLINE MAINT (J.P. Morgan Access)150040 0 $60.0000 $0.00 Per Customer 

Monthly maintenance charge per client for the Payables 

Web Services Check Print module. Includes ability to 

create/test check templates, create/test file formats, 

maintain special handling codes, upload files.

3470 - CHECK PRINT MAINTENANCE 150040 0 $50.0000 $0.00 Per Month

Monthly maintenance charge per account for Bank check 

printing service.

3472 - CHECK PRINT ITEM-JPM ACCT 151810 0 $0.6500 $0.00 Per Check Charge per check for the printing of checks.

3475 - CHECK PRINTING ADDL PAGE 151830 0 $0.2000 $0.00

Per Additional 

Page 

Charge for printing each additional page, after page one, 

of remittance details with the check. Additional pages are 

printed on the front and back of the paper.

3477 - CHECK PRINT REGISTER FILE 151800 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per File 

Charge per transmission for sending a Check Print register 

file.

3479 - CHECK PRINT INSERT 151870 0 $0.0100 $0.00 Per Insert

Charge per insert for including a client-supplied insert into 

a mailing from Check Print services.

3480 - CHECK PRINT INPUT FILE 151800 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per File Charge per file for processing of a Check Print input file.

3487 - CHECK PRINT POSTAGE 151850 0 $0.5229 $0.00

Per 1 Oz 

Mailpiece

Postage charge per mail piece for mailing a printed check 

to an address within the United States.  This only applies 

to the CKO Check Outsourcing product, not the ACCESS 

Check Print product.

7714 - CHECK PRNT CASHIER'S CHECK 151810 0 $10.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Charge for printing of a cashier check via the ACCESS 

Check Print application.

7715 - CHECK PRINT DIRECT ENTRY 151810 0 $3.0000 $0.00 Per Check 

Direct Entry Check print fee for single check upload via 

ACCESS Checks.

7773 - CHECK PRINT FILE UPLOAD 151800 0 $5.0000 $0.00 Per File 

Charge per file for uploading or transmitting a Check Print 

file to Payables Web Services.

Subtotal $0.00

J.P. MORGAN ACCESS

6162 - RULES MAPPING SERVICE 40044Z 0 $50.0000 $50.00 Per Account

Monthly charge for the use of Custom Transaction 

Mapping Rules setup in Cash Reporting.

Subtotal $0.00

HOST TO HOST REPORTING - BAI/SWIFT/ISO REPORTING



Date: November 7, 2023

Customer: TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

Earnings Credit Rate1: 4.00%

Balance Analysis*

Service Description AFP

Number of 

Units

Unit 

Price

Charge For 

Service

Unit of 

Measurement Service Definition

J.P. Morgan Core Banking Fee Schedule - Option II

** 3645 - DT FILE IMPLEMENTATION FEE 4004ZZ 0 $1,000.0000 WAIVED 

One-Time 

Setup Fee

One time charge for implementation of BAI, SWIFT MT or 

ISO formatted files.  Fee applies once per Customer ID per 

format.

3653 - H2H FILES TRANSMITTED OVER 67 4004ZZ 0 $0.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transmission

Charge per transmission for BAI/SWIFT/ISO File 

Management Services Direct Transmissions. Charges are 

incurred for each transmission in excess of 67 per month.

3654 - H2H FILES TRANSMIT OVER 500KB 4004ZZ 0 $5.0000 $0.00

Per 

Transmission

Charge per transmission for BAI/SWIFT/ISO File 

Management Services Direct Transmissions in excess of 

500KB in size.

6085 - H2H ACCOUNTS REPORTED 4004ZZ 0 $50.0000 $0.00 Per Account 

Monthly charge per account for reporting via 

BAI/SWIFT/ISO Direct Transmission.

6093 - H2H CHECK ITEMS REPORTED 400632 0 $0.1500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge per item for Prior Day Check Transactions reported 

in all formats on Direct Transmission.

6094 - H2H TRANS DETAIL REPORTED 400632 0 $0.1500 $0.00 Per Item 

Daily Transaction Addenda Detail reported in all formats 

on Direct Transmission.

6095 - H2H NON-CHECK ITEMS REPORTED 400632 0 $0.1500 $0.00 Per Item 

Charge per item for Prior Day Non-Check Transactions 

reported in all formats on Direct Transmission.

Subtotal $0.00

Pro forma Notes, Assumptions & Disclaimers

* 

** 

1

Volumes on this fee schedule are estimated. Actual volumes may be different, which will result in different charges than are specified above.

Denotes Service is a one-time charge and will not appear on TSU statement on a monthly basis.

A bank managed rate of 4.00%, which is based on TFF450, and is used to reduce or eleminate bank service fees.  At 4.00% roughtly $1.2mm is needed to fully offset $3,639.65. 
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 Availability Schedule
January-22



J.P.Morgan Paper Deposits

Availability Schedule Policy

The funds availability of checks deposited is based on the financial institution where the check is drawn.

The cutoff for same day ledger credit for deposits delivered directly to a regional processing center is 4:00 p.m.

local time. Deposits received after deadline will be posted on the next business day.

The Federal Reserve banking system will not forward process any item over $99,999,999.99. J.P.Morgan 
may refuse to process such item or handle any such item as a collection item, with customer credit and 
availability deferred accordingly.

Availability schedules may be changed without notification.

Thrift and S&L routing transit numbers (RTs) receive the same availability as the corresponding RT range as

listed in the schedule.

Federal Reserve Bank and Federal Home Loan Bank RTs are assigned one day float.

RTs will be returned if retired by the Federal Reserve Bank

The information furnished herein by J.P.Morgan is CONFIDENTIAL and is distributed for the exclusive use 
in evaluating J.P.Morgan programs and shall not be duplicated, published, or disclosed in whole or part, to 
any other person or disclosed in whole or part, to any other person or entity other than the recipient, or 
used for other purposes, without the prior written permission of J.P.Morgan.



CHECK AVAILABILITY SCHEDULE 501
 

Routing Transit Number(s) Description Availability Fraction

See "On Us" page On Us 0 100%

See "On Us" page On Us Controlled Disbursement 1 100%

0000-0020, 0119, 0800 Postal Money Orders 1 100%

0000-0050, 0051 U.S. Treasury Warrants 1 100%

0000-9000 Savings Bonds 1 100%

All Others Domestic Institutions 1/2 20%/80%

 

CONFIDENTIAL
© 2022 J.P.Morgan. All rights reserved. 1 of 1 Paper 501



On Us

Nationwide On Us RTs

0210‐0002 0440‐0003 0750‐0001 1130‐0767

0210‐0012 0519‐0036 0830‐0013 1221‐0002

0211‐0036 0610‐9238 1020‐0101 1232‐7197

0212‐0233 0654‐0013 1030‐0064 1240‐0154

0212‐0271 0710‐0001 1070‐8955 2631‐8986

0212‐7272 0710‐0077 1110‐0061 2670‐8413

0213‐0046 0710‐7452 1110‐0115 3222‐7162

0214‐1063 0711‐0026 1119‐2186 3250‐7076

0223‐0017 0720‐0032 1119‐9377

0280‐0012 0740‐0001 1130‐0060

Nationwide Controlled Distribution RTs

0213‐0937 0441‐1544 0724‐1292  

0220‐0084 0652‐0475 0759‐0272  

0311‐0026 0719‐2322 1113‐0088
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Last Modified: June 29, 2022 
 
This guide is confidential and proprietary to J.P.Morgan and is provided for your general information only. It 
is subject to change without notice and is not intended to be legally binding. All services described in this 
guide are subject to applicable laws and regulations and service terms. Not all products and services are 
available in all locations. Eligibility for particular products and services will be determined by JPMorgan 
Chase Bank, N.A. or its affiliates. J.P.Morgan makes no representation as to the legal, regulatory or tax 
implications of the matters referred to in this guide. 
 
J.P.Morgan is a marketing name for the Treasury Services businesses of JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., 
member FDIC, and its affiliates worldwide. 
 
©2022 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved. 
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J.P. Morgan 2TAccessP

®
P2T Reports 

 
Reporting made easy 

The ability to share information quickly is critical in today’s fast-paced business environment. Access 
provides a powerful reporting tool—one that delivers timely, accurate data through reports that are easy to 
create and review. You can analyze and manage cash flow, select the information you need and present 
and schedule reports from a single screen. Access Reports are customizable to fit your needs.  
 

Manage reports quickly and easily to save time 

Access provides a simple way to manage reports. With just a few clicks, you can see a high-level snapshot 
of your balances or a comprehensive transaction history. Design reports to deliver information you need 
when you need it, enabling you to save time and make more informed cash management decisions.  
 
Designed to work the way you do 

View balances and transactions your way through Access Reports’ comprehensive and customizable 
capability and flexible features and functions. You can now customize and schedule reports from a single 
screen, view your check and deposit images with corresponding transactions, and organize accounts into 
groups. 

 

Customized to fit your needs 

Select a standard master format to run a report or tailor the report criteria to view the exact accounts, 
transactions and balances that you need. You can then share your customized report with recipients of 
your choice or schedule reports to run on a recurring basis.  

Ten master formats form the foundation of the Access centralized reporting capability: Balance and 
Transaction, Transaction Detail – Interactive, Checks Paid, Controlled Disbursement, EDI, Regional, Returns 

and Exceptions, Wire Detail, Payment and Template. Each can be customized to create reports tailored to 

your specific criteria. 

Examples of reports using standard and customized formats (tailored to show specific information) are 
provided on the following pages. 
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1 

Table of Contents 

 
A Quick Tour of Reports 

Ten master formats form the foundation of the Access reporting capability. Each format can be customized 
to create reports tailored to your specific needs.  
 

Balance and Transaction     

Includes top-line balance and transaction summaries, detailed transaction records and time-specific data. 
Available for current-day, previous-day and date-range periods.  

34TBalance and Transaction Account Report ..................................................................................................... 634T 

34TBalance and Transaction Summary and Detail Report ................................................................................. 734T 

34TBalance and Transaction Summary and Detail Report with Originated ACH Item Reconciliation ................ 834T 

34TBalance and Transaction Summary Report .................................................................................................. 934T 

34TBalance and Transaction Detail Report34T  ..................................................................................................... 10 

34TBalance and Transaction Location Report34T ................................................................................................. 11 

 

Checks Paid 

Includes detailed information about checks paid by date.    

34TChecks Paid Report - Date34T  .......................................................................................................................... 12 

 

Controlled Disbursements     

Provides interim and final presentments and funding across all or selected disbursement sites,  
offering summary and detailed information. 

34TControlled Disbursement Summary and Detail Report .............................................................................. 1334T 

34TControlled Disbursement Summary Report ............................................................................................... 1434T 

34TControlled Disbursement Detail Report ..................................................................................................... 1534T 

 

EDI 

Provides detailed remittance and invoice information for electronic receivables or payments for a specific 
settlement date in Adobe® PDF or ANSI X12 820 formats. 

34TEDI Payments with Invoices Report ............................................................................................................ 1634T 
34TEDI Payments Report .................................................................................................................................. 1734T 
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10 

8 

5
 

6
 

7
 

Regional    

Reports designed for specific regional branches and their unique information needs. Only available for Asia 
based and other select accounts. 

34TCheck Status Report ................................................................................................................................... 1834T 
34TCheck Draft Collections Report .................................................................................................................. 1934T 
34TDirect Debit Report ..................................................................................................................................... 2034T 
34TPost Dated Check Report ............................................................................................................................ 2134T 
34TStandard Collections Report ...................................................................................................................... 2234T 
34TWithholding Tax Report.............................................................................................................................. 2334T 

 

Returns and Exceptions    

Provides a detailed view of your return items, including check returns, ACH returns and ACH Notification of 
Change (NOC). 

34TReturns and Exceptions Report ................................................................................................................. 2434T 

 

Transaction Detail Report - Interactive    

Provides list view of transactions with several interactive features to customize the report in your way. 
Report also produces charts on transactions. 

34TTransaction Detail Report - Interactive .................................................................................................... 2534T 

 

Wire Detail    

Provides incoming and outgoing wire transaction information for Fedwire, CHIPS, SWIFT and Book 
Transfer, with complete advice-level detail. This report is also available by account. 

34TWire Detail Report - Date ........................................................................................................................... 2634T 

 

Payment    

Provides payment transaction (wire, ACH and account transfer) information for current, pending and 
completed transactions originated by your company.   

34TPayment Summary Report.......................................................................................................................... 2734T 

34TPayment Detail Report ................................................................................................................................ 28 

 
Template    

Provides payment template information for all payment types by account. Transactions are displayed for 
each account separately. 

34TTemplate Summary Report ......................................................................................................................... 2934T 

34TTemplate Detail Report ............................................................................................................................... 3034T 
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1  
Provides a detailed view of balance and transactions by account.  

 

 

  

Balance and Transaction Account Report 
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1  
 Provides a summary and detailed view of balance and transactions by date. 

  

Balance and Transaction Summary and Detail Report 
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1  
Provides batch and detail level information for originated ACH transactions (Please 
contact your J.P. Morgan representative to learn more and to be setup on this service. 
Provided this service is setup for your account, user will need to select “Include ACH 
Originated Items” in Data and Display tab in Create a new report format screen). 

 

Balance and Transaction Summary and Detail Report with ACH Batch Detail Balance and Transaction Summary and Detail with Originated ACH Item Reconciliation 
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1 
 

Provides a summary view of balances by date. 

  

Balance and Transaction Summary Report 
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1  
 Provides a detailed view of transactions by date. 
 

  

Balance and Transaction Detail Report 
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1  
 Provides a detailed view of balance and transactions by location.  

   

Balance and Transaction Location Report 
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2
 

 
Provides a detailed view of checks paid by date.  

 

 

Checks Paid Report - Date 
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 Provides a funding summary and details for controlled disbursement accounts. 

Controlled Disbursement Summary and Detail Report 
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3
 

 
 Provides a funding summary for controlled disbursement accounts. 

  

Controlled Disbursement Summary Report Controlled Disbursement Summary Report 
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Provides paid check details for controlled disbursement accounts. 

Controlled Disbursement Detail Report 
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Provides detailed remittance and invoice information for electronic receivables or 
payments for a specific settlement date in Adobe® PDF or ANSI X12 820 (text) 
formats. 

 
  

EDI Payments with Invoices Report 
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Provides summary of remittance information for electronic receivables or payments 
for a specific settlement date in Adobe® PDF format. 
 

 
  

EDI Payments Report 
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5  
Provides the status and other information for issued checks and drafts.  Only available 
for Asia based and other select accounts. 
 

  

Regional Report – Check Status 
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5  
Provides the detailed information on paper collection items.  Only available for Asia 
based and other select accounts. 

 
  

Regional Report – Check Draft Collections 
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5 
Provides information about direct debit transactions and the status of the transaction.  
Only available for Asia based and other select accounts. 

  

Regional Report – Direct Debit 
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5 
Provides the status of future dated checks that are warehoused by J.P. Morgan.   
Only available for Asia based and other select accounts. 

  

Regional Report – Post Dated Check 
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5 
Provides the details of a variety of incoming transactions posted to your J.P. Morgan 
account.  Only available for Asia based and other select accounts. 

  

Regional Report – Standard Collections 
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5 
Provides the detailed information on Taxes withheld on a monthly basis for your J.P. 
Morgan account.  Only available for Thailand based and other select accounts. 

 
  

Regional Report – Withholding Tax 
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6 
Provides a detailed view of return and exception items, including check returns, ACH 
returns and ACH Notification of Change (NOC). Asia based accounts will only have 
electronic transactions-based return information. 

  

Returns and Exceptions Report 
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7 Provides a highly customizable list view of transactions with dynamic graphic options. 
Once the Online report is generated, you can customize the report using a host of 
interactive features and then download the report in PDF or Excel format. Online 
changes can be saved as a new Customized Report. 

 
 
  

Transaction Detail Report - Interactive 
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8 
Provides incoming and outgoing wire transaction information by date for 
Fedwire, CHIPS, SWIFT and Book Transfer with complete advice-level detail. This 
report is also available by account. 

 
  

Wire Detail Report - Date 
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9  
Provides originated payment transaction information at a summary level. 

 
 
 
  

Payment Summary Report  
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9  
Provides originated payment transaction information at a detail level. 

 
 
 
  

Payment Detail Report  
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10  
Provides summary  information of the templates created for all payment types by 
account. Templates are displayed for each account separately. 

  

Template Summary Report  
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10  
Provides detail-level information on the templates created for all payment types.  
Templates are displayed for each account separately. 

 
 

 

Template Detail Report  
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National Collateral Management Group 
agreements 

   

 



 

 

National Collateral Management Group 

Overview 

The National Collateral Management Group (NCMG) has compiled this summary to give our customers a better 
understanding of the functions we perform and how to contact us.   

What does the National Collateral Management Group do? 

The National Collateral Management Group is responsible for meeting the collateralization requirements of JP 
Morgan Chase customers and the Corporation in accordance with federal and state laws and regulations.   

What functions does the National Collateral Management Group perform? 

The National Collateral Management Group performs the following functions: 

● Manages approximately $65 Billion in pledged collateral 

● Conducts over 44,000 collateral transactions annually 

● Daily monitoring of customer deposit account balances and collateral positions 

● Answers questions concerning collateral pledged to customers 

● Contacts customers regarding collateral release and pledge requests 

● Provides periodic reporting of collateral pledged to customers 

● Reviews Collateral Security Agreements when requested 

● Establishes joint-custody collateral accounts for new customers when required 

What makes us standout from the rest of the crowd? 

● NCMG has over 65 years collateral management experience 

● Centralized Corporate Collateral Management (CCM) via COAST system     

● Daily pricing feed from 3rd party vendor of securities pledged  

● Responds quickly to requests for additional collateral? Call, fax or email us with your request 

● Provide consultation to various government bodies   

How can I get in contact with the National Collateral Management Group? 

Location: 1111 Polaris Parkway  
Columbus, OH  43271-0138 

Phone: 1-888-333-8340 option 1  Fax: 1-614-437-5692 

Email: ncmg@jpmorgan.com 
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PLEDGE AND SECURITY AGREEMENT TO V1.0_12_14_15

COLLATERALIZE PUBLIC FUND DEPOSITS

THIS PLEDGE AND SECURITY AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is entered into as of ____________, 20___, by and between ___________ (the 
“Customer”), and JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (the “Bank”). 

RECITALS

A. The Customer has designated the Bank as depository for certain of its funds and from time to time the Customer may make deposits of public funds 
with the Bank, and the Bank has agreed to act as the depository of those public funds; and  

B. Although such deposits are generally eligible for Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) insurance coverage, such coverage is limited to 
a maximum deposit insurance amount as described in applicable law; and 

C. In consideration of and to secure the deposits made by the Customer with the Bank, the Customer and the Bank desire to enter this Agreement 
granting the Customer a security interest in certain Collateral (hereinafter defined) to secure the deposited public funds in accordance with 
applicable law. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements set forth hereafter and for other good and valuable consideration, the parties agree as 
follows: 

1. PUBLIC FUNDS. The deposits subject to this Agreement, hereinafter referred to as “Public Funds”, are the deposited public funds of the 
Customer held in accounts at the Bank, inclusive of accrued interest.    

2. GRANT OF SECURITY INTEREST. To secure the Public Funds, the Bank hereby grants to the Customer a security interest in, and 
assigns and pledges to the Customer certain collateral of the type permitted under applicable law (including, without limitation, securities and letters 
of credit) hereinafter referred to as the "Collateral", inclusive of instruments in substitution for or in addition to any or all of the then existing Collateral.  

3. LOCATION OF COLLATERAL.  The Bank agrees to deliver and place the Collateral with the Federal Reserve Bank as a book entry item 
for the benefit of the Customer, and the Customer consents to the use of such custodian, hereinafter referred to as the “Custodian”. The Customer 
shall provide such documents or other information as the Custodian may reasonably require to establish an account. Until such documentation is 
received the Bank shall pledge Collateral to its account at the Custodian in the name of the Customer as shown on Bank’s books and records. If a 
letter of credit is included in the Collateral, the Customer or its agent shall be named as the beneficiary thereof, and acceptance and approval by 
the Customer of such letter of credit shall be evidenced by the beneficiary’s receipt of the letter of credit.  

4. BANK REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES.  The Bank further represents and warrants, as follows: 

a) The Bank is a national banking association organized under the laws of the United States and has full power and authority to enter into this 
Agreement.  

b) The Collateral is free and clear of all liens and claims, pledged pursuant to this Agreement, and, except to the extent that the Collateral is 
comprised of letters of credit, the Bank is the legal owner of the Collateral. 

c) The Bank agrees that the total aggregate market value of the Collateral pledged to the Customer, pursuant to this Agreement, shall be in an 
amount not less than the amount described in applicable law, and if no amount is described will be in an amount not less than the Public 
Funds which exceed the sum of FDIC and any other such applicable insurance coverage (the “Collateral Ratio”). The Bank utilizes an 
independent, third-party pricing information service in order to provide market values hereunder. The market value of the letter of credit shall 
be deemed to equal the undrawn balance of the face amount thereof. The Customer shall notify Bank in advance of anticipated and significant 
increases in, or withdrawals or payments from, the Customer’s deposits, at which time Bank will pledge additional Collateral or seek the 
release of excess Collateral, as applicable. The Bank will monitor the market value of pledged Collateral on business days and pledge and 
deliver Collateral as needed to maintain the Collateral Ratio or as otherwise instructed or agreed to by the parties. 

d) If the aggregate market value of pledged Collateral exceeds the Collateral Ratio, the Bank may withdraw such excess Collateral provided that 
following the withdrawal of any such excess Collateral the remaining Collateral would equal or exceed the Collateral Ratio. In addition, the 
Bank may substitute Collateral for such Collateral previously provided pursuant to this Agreement; provided, however, that the aggregate 
market value of all pledged Collateral hereunder following such substitution shall equal or exceed the Collateral Ratio. The Customer agrees, 
if needed, to promptly furnish the Custodian with any needed withdrawal approval.   

e) The Bank shall be entitled to income and other payments on the pledged Collateral held by the Custodian, and the Custodian may provide 
such income and other payments as directed by the Bank, provided an event of default under this Agreement does not exist. 

f) The Bank shall furnish to the Customer or its agent a collateral statement which lists the pledged Collateral and market value thereof, with 
such frequency as described in applicable law, or monthly, if not otherwise provided by law.    

g) The Bank’s Board of Directors has passed a resolution authorizing and approving the execution and delivery of contracts with the United 
States, individual states, and any political subdivisions thereof, the District of Columbia, possessions and territories of the United States and 
Indian Tribes or agencies thereof having official custody of tribal funds ("Public Units") providing for the deposit of public funds with the Bank 
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and the pledge of collateral by the Bank to the Public Units or their agents and further authorizing and approving the Bank’s execution and 
delivery of all related contracts between the Public Units or their agents and the Bank, including without limitation, assignments, pledge 
agreements and security agreements.  Such resolution is reflected in the minutes of the Bank's Board of Directors.  

h) This Agreement will continuously, from the time of its execution, remain part of the official records of the Bank. 

5. EVENTS OF BANK DEFAULT. The Bank shall be in default under this Agreement upon the occurrence of any one or more of the following 
events or conditions. For clause a) only, an event of default will occur ten (10) business days after the Customer has provided the Bank with a 
notice generally describing said default.  

a) The Bank shall, without cause, refuse to pay to the Customer the Public Funds when due.   

b) The Bank has been closed, seized or declared insolvent by a federal regulator having jurisdiction over the Bank. 

c) The Bank has had a receiver, conservator or other such official appointed to conduct the affairs of the Bank. 

6. RIGHT OF CUSTOMER UPON BANK’S DEFAULT.  In the event of a Bank default, in addition to all the rights and remedies provided 
in Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code and any other applicable law pursuant to which the Customer is a secured party, the Public Funds 
shall become due and payable and the Customer or its agent will have the right to:  (a) in the case of Collateral that are securities, demand delivery 
of the Collateral and liquidate same, or sell, assign and deliver the whole, or any part of the Collateral or any substitutes thereof or additions thereto, 
in a commercially reasonable manner and with a right to purchase the Collateral at public or private sale; or (b) in the case of Collateral consisting 
of a letter of credit, draw upon such letter of credit in the amount necessary to cover the Public Funds. The Customer shall apply the proceeds of 
the sale of Collateral, net of its reasonable costs and expenses incurred in such sale, and the amount paid on the letter of credit, if any, to the Public 
Funds in a corresponding amount.  If applicable, the Customer or its agent shall remit to Bank, its receiver or conservator the remainder, if any, of 
such sale proceeds or Collateral remaining unsold or unused. Should the Customer obtain Collateral or, in the case of a letter of credit, draw upon 
such letter of credit, when the Bank is not in default as described in Section 5, the Bank may exercise any rights available to it under law and 
following such sale of Collateral or draw upon the letter of credit and payment thereon by the issuer, the Public Funds may be correspondingly 
reduced by the amount of the sales proceeds less the value of returned Collateral, if any, or, in the case of letter of credit draws, the amount paid 
under the letter of credit. 

7. CUSTOMER REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. The Customer further represents and warrants, which representations 
and warranties shall be deemed to be continuing, as follows: 

a) The Customer has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement. 

b) This Agreement has been legally and validly entered into, does not and will not violate any law or regulation applicable to it, and is enforceable 
against the Customer in accordance with its terms.  

c) The Bank has been designated a depository for the Customer’s funds in the manner required by applicable law.  

d) The Customer will comply with the applicable account agreements it may have with the Bank which govern the Public Funds. 

e) The Customer or its agent shall promptly respond to requests by the Bank to release Collateral, up to the amount that the aggregate market 
value thereof exceeds the Collateral Ratio (the “Release Amount”).   If the Customer fails to provide Bank or Custodian its written consent to 
release of the Collateral in the Release Amount within ten (10) business days after Bank’s request, Bank will have the right to charge the 
Customer an excess collateral fee at a rate determined by the Bank at the time the Bank requested the release, based on all unreleased 
Collateral covered by the Release Amount.  

f) All acts, conditions, and things required to exist, happen or to be performed on its part precedent to and in the execution and delivery of the 
Agreement exist or have happened or have been performed.  

8. LAW GOVERNING. This Agreement and the rights and obligations of the parties hereunder, shall be construed and interpreted in accordance 
with the laws of the State of __________, without regard to its conflicts of laws principles. The Customer and Bank consent to jurisdiction of a state 
or federal court located in such state in connection with a dispute arising hereunder.  

9. TERMINATION OF THE AGREEMENT. This Agreement shall continue in full force and effect for as long as the Bank holds the 
Customer’s Public Funds that are required to be collateralized under applicable law. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Customer or the Bank may 
terminate this Agreement by giving at least thirty (30) days written notice of termination to the other party.  Such notice shall not affect or terminate 
the Customer’s security interest in the Collateral, or entitlement to draw upon any unexpired letter of credits that comprise the Collateral and the 
rights and liabilities of the parties under this Agreement shall survive any termination of the Agreement until all Public Funds have been satisfied in 
full and Collateral returned.   
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10. MISCELLANEOUS.  

a) All notices and other communications shall be sent to the:

CUSTOMER: 
Name:    

Address:

   

City/State:

Attn:    

BANK: 
Name: JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
Address:    

   

City/State:    

Attn:    

Government Banking 

 With a copy to:  
 

Name: JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
Address: 1111 Polaris Parkway, Mail Code: OHI-0138
City/State: Columbus, Ohio  43240 
Attn: National Collateral Management Group 

or such other address as shall be designated by a party to the other party.  

b) This Agreement and all rights and liabilities hereunder and in and to any and all Collateral shall inure to the benefit of the Customer and the 
Bank and their respective permitted successors and assigns, subject to any limitations upon assignability contained within letters of credit 
that may comprise the Collateral. No portion of this Agreement may be assigned without the express written consent of the other party. 

c) The Public Funds are subject to the applicable account agreements in effect from time to time.  

d) It is the express purpose of this Agreement to comply with the provisions of applicable law, including 12 USC 1823(e).  

e) This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original and all of which taken together shall 
constitute one and the same instrument. 

f) In the event that any provision or clause of this Agreement conflicts with applicable law, such conflict shall not affect other provisions of this 
Agreement, which shall be given effect without the conflicting provision.  To this end the provisions of this Agreement are declared to be 
severable. 

 
[Signature page follows] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have signed this Agreement as of this day and year first above written. 

 
 
CUSTOMER: 

By: 

Name:    

Title:    

BANK: 

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.

By: 

Name:    

Title:    



CCC-3002 INTERNAL FR 
(Upon receipt by the Federal Reserve Banks)

Fedwire® Securities Joint Custody Service
FedMail® Request Form
Required Fields*

Section 1: Service Description and Form Instructions
Joint Custody Service (JCCR) provides pledgees with the ability to receive Detailed Activity Statements and 
Book-Entry Securities Holdings Statements for their Joint Custody accounts by email. The email is sent in text 
format; the statements and reports are sent as attachments, which may be viewed with a text editor, 
spreadsheet, or word processing software. Pledgees will receive Detailed Activity Statements for each 
business day on which activity occurred in their Joint Custody accounts.

Use “Section 3: Service Specific Information” to add delivery addresses.
 Shared email addresses are preferred. Please provide more than one email address if using individual 

email addresses. 
The email addresses in Section 3 will remain in effect until an updated form is received and processed.
The form must be signed by an authorized individual listed on your current pledgee agreement on file 
with the Federal Reserve Bank.
If updates are required to your current Joint Custody pledgee agreement, please call (800) 327-0147.
Book-Entry Securities Holding Statements are delivered monthly. If you wish to receive daily 
statements, please submit a request in writing, signed by an authorized individual on the pledgee 
agreement, to: 

Federal Reserve Bank of Boston 
600 Atlantic Avenue 
Boston, MA 02210 
Attn: Wholesale Operations/Joint Custody 
Or fax toll-free to: (877) 973-8972 

For assistance completing this form, please contact Wholesale Operations Site at (800) 327-0147,
option 4. 

Send the completed and signed form to the Customer Contact Center at:

Email: ccc.coordinators@kc.frb.org
or
Fax: (800) 660-7856

FRBservices.org Page 1 of 3



CCC-3002 INTERNAL FR 
(Upon receipt by the Federal Reserve Banks)

Section 2: Customer Information
State or Local Government 
Institution Name*

Joint Custody Account Number(s)*
Provide the 4-digit alpha-numeric account number(s) below that are listed as “institution ID” on
your statement. This form may be used for multiple account numbers being delivered to the same 
addresses, with a maximum of four account numbers.

Account #1

Account #2

Account #3

Account #4

Section 3: Service Specific Information

The email address(es) below will remain in effect until an updated Joint Custody Service FedMail®

Request Form is submitted. Detailed Activity Statements will be delivered for business days on which 
activity occurs in your organization’s Joint Custody securities accounts.

Email Address(es)
This list replaces the prior email address(es) on file for your organization.

FRBservices.org Page 2 of 3



CCC-3002 INTERNAL FR 
(Upon receipt by the Federal Reserve Banks)

Section 4: Authorized Approval
Use of the FedMail Solution is governed by Federal Reserve Bank Operating Circular 5, Electronic Access 
(“OC 5”). Depending on the services you choose to access using FedMail, additional Operating Circulars may 
govern. Submission of this form constitutes acceptance of the terms and conditions of OC 5 and other 
applicable Operating Circulars and agreements. The Federal Reserve Banks have no obligation to verify the 
accuracy of the information you provide in this form and have the right to rely on such information in connection 
with the provision of FedMail access to the services you are requesting. Except to the extent prohibited by law 
or regulation, you agree to indemnify, hold harmless and defend the Federal Reserve Banks against any claim, 
loss, liability, or expense made against or incurred by the Federal Reserve Banks in connection with their 
reliance on the information provided in this form.

The person signing this form must be listed on your current pledgee agreement on file with the Federal Reserve Bank as authorized to act for your 
account. 

Authorized Signature*

Authorized Signer Name*
First MI Last

Authorized Signer Email Address*

Authorized Signer Phone Number*
Country Code Phone Extension

Date* 

The Financial Services logo, “FedMail,” and “Fedwire” are registered service marks of the Federal Reserve Banks. A complete list of marks owned by 
the Federal Reserve Banks is available at FRBservices.org.

Last updated: 11/10/2017
Version 2.0

FRBservices.org Page 3 of 3



REV 01/2006  

Pledgee Agreement Form 

 To:  Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Tel: 800-327-0147, Option #4
         600 Atlantic Avenue                                          Fax: 877-973-8972 

Boston, MA 02210 
Attn: Wholesale Operations/Joint Custody       Date:_______________ 

We, the __________________________________ agree to the terms of Appendix C of your Operating Circular 7,
dated August 19, 2005, as it may be amended from time to time with respect to the account on your books designated 
__________________. (4 digit alpha-numeric account number) 

We further agree that you may accept par for par substitutions: securities from the Pledgor as a replacement of, or in 
substitution for, those securities presently held (please check one):  

NO (Instructions required for 
each  withdrawal)

YES (Standing approval)

Provided that the replacement or substitution does not reduce the aggregate par amount of securities held in custody for us.  
(See Operating Circular 7, Appendix C, Section 4.3.)

We authorize you to use the following call-back procedure for securities transactions pertaining to this account (please 
check one): 

Three-party call-back Four-party call-back

We certify that the individuals listed below may take authoritative action on our behalf with respect to the account, 
including a direction to release collateral from the account.  You may rely on the authority of these individuals with respect to 
the account until we otherwise notify you. 

Telephone: ___________________________                    Print  Name:________________________________Title:___________ 

Fax:             __________________________ Signature:   ________________________________Date: ____________ 

Telephone: ___________________________                      Print Name: _______________________________Title:_________________ 

Fax:            ___________________________                      Signature: _________________________________Date: ______________ 

Telephone: ____________________________                      Print Name: ______________________________Title:______________ 

Fax:            ____________________________                      Signature: _______________________________Date:______________ 
  



REV 01/2006  

Pledgee Agreement
(page 2 of 2)

Telephone: ____________________________                            Print Name: _____________________________Title:_________ 

Fax:            ____________________________                            Signature:_______________________________Date:__________ 

The Undersigned hereby certifies that he/she is the present lawful incumbent of the designated public office. 

Pledgee 

    ____________________________________________ 

    Name of governmental unit 

    ____________________________________________ 

    Street Address or P.O Box Number 

    ____________________________________________ 

                  City, State, Zip Code 

    ________________________________________ 

    Official Signature / Date      

     

    _____________________________________________ 

    Printed Name and Title 

     Notary 

State of _________________________ 

County of _______________________ 

 On this _____ day of ___________,  20_     before me personally appeared  

________________________________, to me personally known or satisfactorily proven, who by me duly sworn, did depose and say that 

he/she resides at __________________________________________, in the City of __________________________________, in the 

State of _______________________, that he/she is the _______________________________ [Title] of 

_________________________________________ and that he/she executed this document on behalf of  

_____________________________________ before me.  

_______________________________  

(Signature of Notary) 

___________________________________ 

(Print name of Notary) 

My commission expires on ________________________  [Date] 



 

 

  

  
 

  

Appendix 5 

Chase branches 
   

 



Name Address City State Zip County Night Drop

Buffalo Gap 3250 Rebecca Ln Abilene TX 79606 Taylor Yes

Marsh and Spring Valley 14250 Marsh Ln Addison TX 75001 Dallas Yes

Allen East 819 S Allen Heights Dr Allen TX 75002 Collin Yes

Exchange Pkwy and Angel Pkwy 1204 Angel Pkwy Allen TX 75002 Collin Yes

McDermott and Watters 908 W McDermott Dr Allen TX 75013 Collin Yes

Stacy and US 75 190 E Stacy Rd, Bldg 600 Allen TX 75002 Collin Yes

I 40 Bell 5805 I-40 W Amarillo TX 79106 Potter Yes

Arkansas Lane 2535 E Arkansas Ln, Ste 301 Arlington TX 76010 Tarrant Yes

Bowen Arlington 1301 S Bowen Rd Arlington TX 76013 Tarrant Yes

Collins and Randol Mill 1001 N Collins St Arlington TX 76011 Tarrant Yes

Downtown Arlington 500 E Border St Arlington TX 76010 Tarrant Yes

Little Rd 4330 Little Rd Arlington TX 76016 Tarrant Yes

North Cooper 755 Lamar Blvd W Arlington TX 76012 Tarrant Yes

Pioneer Pkwy 1600 E Pioneer Pkwy Arlington TX 76010 Tarrant Yes

South Cooper 1801 SW Green Oaks Blvd Arlington TX 76017 Tarrant Yes

South Cooper and Arbrook 3800 S Cooper St Arlington TX 76015 Tarrant Yes

Arboretum 9739 Great Hills Trl Austin TX 78759 Travis Yes

Austin Downtown Sixth St 221 W Sixth St Austin TX 78701 Travis Yes

Avery Ranch and Parmer Ln 15004 Avery Ranch Blvd Austin TX 78717 Williamson Yes

Bee Caves and 360 6200 Bee Cave Rd Austin TX 78746 Travis Yes

Capital Plaza 5407 N I H 35 Austin TX 78723 Travis Yes

Congress and Mary 1811 S Congress Ave Austin TX 78704 Travis Yes

Domain 11800 Domain Dr Austin TX 78758 Travis Yes

E 7th St and Robert Martinez 2119 E 7th St Austin TX 78702 Travis Yes

E Dean Keeton and Guadalupe 2514 Guadalupe St Austin TX 78705 Travis Yes

FM 2222 and Jester 7300 FM 2222 Austin TX 78730 Travis Yes

Hwy 183 and Lake Creek Pkwy 13809 Research Blvd Austin TX 78750 Williamson No

Hwy 290 and Belterra Village 165 Hargraves Dr, Ste K Austin TX 78737 Hays Yes

Lamar and 46th 4601 N Lamar Blvd Ste 100 Austin TX 78751 Travis Yes

N Lamar and Rundberg 9901 N Lamar Blvd Austin TX 78753 Travis Yes

Northland Mopac 3317 Northland Dr Austin TX 78731 Travis Yes

Parmer and Metric 1700 W Parmer Ln, Ste 3 Austin TX 78727 Travis Yes

Plaza Saltillo 1011 E 5th St Ste 100 Austin TX 78702 Travis Yes

Plaza Volente 11521 N FM 620 Rd, Ste D Austin TX 78726 Travis Yes

Research 12222 Research Blvd Austin TX 78759 Travis Yes

Riverside and Royal Crest 1920 E Riverside Dr Bldg C Austin TX 78741 Travis Yes

Slaughter and I 35 140 W Slaughter Ln Austin TX 78748 Travis Yes

Slaughter Ln and Mopac 5700 W Slaughter Ln Austin TX 78749 Travis Yes

Spicewood 12858 Research Blvd, Hwy 183 Austin TX 78750 Williamson Yes

Stassney 701 E Stassney Ln, Bldg J Austin TX 78745 Travis Yes

Steiner Ranch 5145 Ranch Rd 620 N, Bldg K Austin TX 78732 Travis Yes

Walsh Tarlton 3267 Bee Cave Rd Austin TX 78746 Travis Yes

William Cannon and Mopac 6600 S Mopac Expy, Ste 1000 Austin TX 78749 Travis Yes

Lake June 12329 Lake June Rd Balch Springs TX 75180 Dallas Yes

Baytown 1505 N Alexander Dr Baytown TX 77520 Harris Yes

Garth Rd and Lynchburg 5000 Garth Rd Baytown TX 77521 Harris Yes

Dowlen and Phelan 350 Dowlen Rd Beaumont TX 77706 Jefferson Yes

Parkdale 6025 Eastex Fwy Beaumont TX 77706 Jefferson Yes

Washington and Park 995 Washington Blvd Beaumont TX 77705 Jefferson Yes

Bedford Harwood 2204 Harwood Rd Bedford TX 76021 Tarrant Yes

Bee Caves and Hwy 71 12713 Shops Pkwy, Bldg R Bee Cave TX 78738 Travis Yes

Bellaire Blvd and Rice 5104 Bellaire Blvd Bellaire TX 77401 Harris Yes

Brenham 303 N Market St Brenham TX 77833 Washington Yes

Boca Chica 2300 Boca Chica Blvd Brownsville TX 78521 Cameron Yes

North Brownsville 4999 N Expy Brownsville TX 78520 Cameron Yes

San Marcelo 1475 Ruben M Torres Blvd Brownsville TX 78521 Cameron Yes

Boonville and Hwy 6 2335 Boonville Rd Bryan TX 77808 Brazos Yes

Buda 1569 Main St Buda TX 78610 Hays Yes

Burleson 155 NW John Jones Dr Burleson TX 76028 Johnson Yes

Commercially Enabled Branch Listing -  Texas 



Name Address City State Zip County Night Drop

Commercially Enabled Branch Listing -  Texas 

Hebron Pkwy 1000 W Hebron Pkwy Carrollton TX 75010 Denton Yes

Hebron Pkwy and Josey 1801 E Hebron Pkwy Carrollton TX 75010 Denton Yes

Josey and Jackson 1820 E Jackson Rd Carrollton TX 75006 Dallas Yes

Old Denton and Frankford 3047 Old Denton Rd Carrollton TX 75007 Denton Yes

Cedar Hill 225 N Highway 67 Cedar Hill TX 75104 Dallas Yes

Austin Lakeline 1485 Cypress Creek Rd Cedar Park TX 78613 Williamson Yes

Cedar Park 1200 N Bell Blvd Cedar Park TX 78613 Williamson Yes

College Station South 919 William D Fitch Pkwy College Station TX 77845 Brazos Yes

Holleman and Texas 2000 Texas Ave S College Station TX 77840 Brazos No

Colleyville 5000 Colleyville Blvd Colleyville TX 76034 Tarrant Yes

Glade and Heritage 3904 Glade Rd Colleyville TX 76034 Tarrant Yes

Commerce 1305 Washington St Commerce TX 75428 Hunt Yes

Conroe 1320 W Davis St Conroe TX 77304 Montgomery Yes

Loop 336 at Grand Central Park 347 S Loop 336 W Conroe TX 77304 Montgomery Yes

Coppell 1000 S Beltline Rd Coppell TX 75019 Dallas Yes

Denton Tap I 121 616 N Denton Tap Rd Coppell TX 75019 Dallas Yes

MacArthur and Sandy Lake 134 N MacArthur Blvd Coppell TX 75019 Dallas Yes

Corsicana 101 N Beaton St Corsicana TX 75110 Navarro Yes

Crowley and Renfro 1001 S Crowley Rd Crowley TX 76036 Tarrant Yes

Barker Cypress and 290 24230 Northwest Fwy, Reserve C Cypress TX 77429 Harris Yes

Fry and Tuckerton 9802 Fry Rd Cypress TX 77433 Harris Yes

Hwy 290 and Mason Rd 28020 Highway 290 Cypress TX 77433 Harris Yes

Lakewood Houston 15380 N Eldridge Pkwy Cypress TX 77429 Harris Yes

Spring Cypress and 290 26030 NW Freeway Cypress TX 77429 Harris Yes

Addison 14114 Dallas Pkwy #150 Dallas TX 75254 Dallas Yes

Beltline and Montfort 15202 Montfort Rd Dallas TX 75248 Dallas Yes

Campbell Centre 6251 Greenville Ave Dallas TX 75206 Dallas Yes

Casa Linda 9409 Garland Rd Dallas TX 75218 Dallas Yes

Casa View 2325 Gus Thomasson Rd Dallas TX 75228 Dallas Yes

Dallas Uptown 3610 McKinney Ave Dallas TX 75204 Dallas Yes

Downtown Dallas 1900 N Akard St Ste 100 Dallas TX 75201 Dallas Yes

Forest and Greenville 9049 Forest Ln Dallas TX 75243 Dallas Yes

Frankford Crossing 4615 Frankford Rd Dallas TX 75287 Collin Yes

Frankford Preston 18320 Preston Rd Dallas TX 75252 Collin Yes

Hillcrest and University 6437 Hillcrest Ave Dallas TX 75205 Dallas Yes

Hillside Dallas 6310 E Mockingbird Ln Dallas TX 75214 Dallas Yes

Lake June and Masters 10321 Lake June Rd Dallas TX 75217 Dallas Yes

LBJ and Abrams 9401 LBJ Fwy Dallas TX 75243 Dallas Yes

Lemmon Ave 4512 Lemmon Ave Dallas TX 75219 Dallas Yes

Lovers and Inwood 5220 W Lovers Ln Dallas TX 75209 Dallas Yes

Market Center 1825 Market Center Blvd, Ste 100 Dallas TX 75207 Dallas Yes

Martin Luther King Dallas 2833 Martin Luther King Blvd Dallas TX 75215 Dallas Yes

Mockingbird 5646 E Mockingbird Ln Dallas TX 75206 Dallas Yes

Mockingbird and Maple 2475 W Mockingbird Ln Dallas TX 75235 Dallas Yes

Oak Cliff 3929 S Polk St Dallas TX 75224 Dallas Yes

Oaklawn and Wycliff 4236 Wycliff Ave Dallas TX 75219 Dallas Yes

Park Forest Marsh Ln 11770 Marsh Ln Dallas TX 75229 Dallas Yes

Pleasant Grove 1838 S Buckner Blvd Dallas TX 75217 Dallas Yes

Preston and Dilbeck 13398 Preston Rd Dallas TX 75240 Dallas Yes

Preston Center 8111 Preston Rd Dallas TX 75225 Dallas Yes

Preston Center Motorbank 6015 Weldon Howell Pkwy Dallas TX 75225 Dallas Yes

Preston Forest 11611 Preston Rd Dallas TX 75230 Dallas Yes

Redbird 3535 W Camp Wisdom Rd Dallas TX 75237 Dallas Yes

Ross and Prairie 4709 Ross Ave Dallas TX 75204 Dallas Yes

South Preston Royal 10729 Preston Rd Dallas TX 75230 Dallas Yes

Southeast Oak Cliff 4435 S Lancaster Rd Dallas TX 75216 Dallas Yes

St Francis 8928 E RL Thornton Fwy Dallas TX 75228 Dallas Yes

Stevens Park 2530 Fort Worth Ave Dallas TX 75211 Dallas Yes

Trinity 1881 Sylvan Ave Dallas TX 75208 Dallas Yes



Name Address City State Zip County Night Drop

Commercially Enabled Branch Listing -  Texas 

Walnut Hill and Monroe 2945 Walnut Hill Ln Dallas TX 75229 Dallas Yes

Walnut Hill and Skillman 7196 Skillman St Dallas TX 75231 Dallas Yes

West 12th and S Adams 505 W 12Th St Dallas TX 75208 Dallas Yes

West Illinois 3730 W Illinois Ave Dallas TX 75211 Dallas Yes

Wynnewood Village 400 Wynnewood Village Dallas TX 75224 Dallas Yes

Deer Park 3605 Center St Deer Park TX 77536 Harris Yes

Golden Triangle Mall 2310 Colorado Blvd Denton TX 76205 Denton Yes

Rayzor Ranch 2805 W University Dr Denton TX 76201 Denton Yes

Teasley and Hickory Creek 5005 Teasley Ln Denton TX 76210 Denton Yes

Beltline and Westmoreland 721 W Beltline Rd Desoto TX 75115 Dallas Yes

Desoto 900 N Polk St, Ste 100 Desoto TX 75115 Dallas Yes

Dripping Springs 200 E Highway 290 Dripping Springs TX 78620 Hays Yes

Duncanville Main 303 S Main St Duncanville TX 75116 Dallas Yes

Edinburg 1801 W University Dr Edinburg TX 78539 Hidalgo Yes

Trenton and McColl 4203 S McColl Rd Edinburg TX 78539 Hidalgo Yes

Chamizal 5760 Alameda Ave El Paso TX 79905 El Paso Yes

Coronado 135 Shadow Mountain Dr El Paso TX 79912 El Paso Yes

Downtown El Paso 303 N Oregon St, Ste 120 El Paso TX 79901 El Paso Yes

El Paso Downtown Motor Bank 501 N Mesa St El Paso TX 79901 El Paso Yes

El Paso East 1533 N Lee Trevino Dr El Paso TX 79936 El Paso Yes

El Paso West 7598 N Mesa St El Paso TX 79912 El Paso Yes

Montana and Loop 375 12244 Montana Ave El Paso TX 79938 El Paso Yes

Montwood and Loop 375 1890 Joe Battle Blvd El Paso TX 79936 El Paso Yes

Northgate 5209 Wren Ave El Paso TX 79924 El Paso Yes

Euless 1010 W Euless Blvd Euless TX 76040 Tarrant Yes

Farmers Branch 12875 Josey Ln Farmers Branch TX 75234 Dallas Yes

Cross Timbers and Bruton Orand 4101 Cross Timbers Rd Flower Mound TX 75028 Denton Yes

Cross Timbers and Morriss 2211 Cross Timbers Rd Flower Mound TX 75028 Denton Yes

Flower Mound 2051 Long Prairie Rd Flower Mound TX 75022 Denton Yes

Highlands Ranch Texas 6240 Long Prairie Rd Flower Mound TX 75028 Denton Yes

Forney 401 N FM 548 Forney TX 75126 Kaufman Yes

Beach and Golden Triangle 4420 Golden Triangle Blvd Fort Worth TX 76244 Tarrant Yes

Beach and North Tarrant 4425 N Tarrant Pkwy Fort Worth TX 76244 Tarrant Yes

Blue Mound Rd and Basswood Blvd 1600 Basswood Blvd Fort Worth TX 76131 Tarrant Yes

City View 4701 Bryant Irvin Rd Fort Worth TX 76132 Tarrant Yes

Clifford and Western Trade 9440 Clifford Rd Fort Worth TX 76108 Tarrant Yes

Downtown Fort Worth 420 Throckmorton St Fort Worth TX 76102 Tarrant Yes

Dunbar 6040 Ramey Ave Fort Worth TX 76112 Tarrant Yes

Everman 1000 Everman Pkwy Fort Worth TX 76140 Tarrant Yes

Forest Hill 3217 California Pkwy Fort Worth TX 76119 Tarrant Yes

Fort Worth East 2001 Beach St Fort Worth TX 76103 Tarrant No

Hulen 4600 S Hulen St Fort Worth TX 76132 Tarrant Yes

I 30 and University 1523 S University Dr Fort Worth TX 76107 Tarrant Yes

La Gran 4200 South Fwy, Ste 10 Fort Worth TX 76115 Tarrant Yes

Lake Worth Jacksboro Hwy 6543 Lake Worth Blvd Fort Worth TX 76135 Tarrant Yes

North Beach 4501 Western Center Blvd Fort Worth TX 76137 Tarrant Yes

Ridglea 6351 Camp Bowie Blvd Fort Worth TX 76116 Tarrant Yes

Ridgmar 421 Alta Mere Dr Fort Worth TX 76114 Tarrant Yes

Risinger and Hulen 8601 S Hulen St Fort Worth TX 76123 Tarrant Yes

Riverside 401 N Colonial St Fort Worth TX 76111 Tarrant Yes

Sycamore School and McCart 7630 McCart Ave Fort Worth TX 76133 Tarrant Yes

University and Berry 3070 S University Dr Fort Worth TX 76109 Tarrant Yes

Westside Fort Worth 600 Bailey Ave Fort Worth TX 76107 Tarrant Yes

Downtown Fredericksburg 150 E Main St Fredericksburg TX 78624 Gillespie Yes

Friendswood Central 611 S Friendswood Dr Friendswood TX 77546 Galveston Yes

Friendswood South 3103 FM 528 Friendswood TX 77546 Harris Yes

Parkwood 255 W Parkwood Ave Friendswood TX 77546 Galveston Yes

Eldorado and DNT 4900 Eldorado Pkwy Frisco TX 75033 Denton Yes

FM 423 and Lebanon 5766 FM 423 Frisco TX 75036 Denton Yes



Name Address City State Zip County Night Drop

Commercially Enabled Branch Listing -  Texas 

Legacy and Lebanon 5375 Lebanon Rd Frisco TX 75034 Collin Yes

Main and Teel 3127 Main St Frisco TX 75034 Denton Yes

Preston and Eldorado 11551 Preston Rd Frisco TX 75033 Collin Yes

Preston and Lebanon 4998 Preston Rd Frisco TX 75034 Collin Yes

Arapaho and Shiloh 2655 Arapaho Rd Garland TX 75044 Dallas Yes

Centerville Garland 1000 W Centerville Rd Garland TX 75041 Dallas Yes

Firewheel 4430 Lavon Dr, Ste 346 Garland TX 75040 Dallas Yes

Garland 111 S Garland Ave Garland TX 75040 Dallas No

Garland Broadway 3200 Broadway Garland TX 75043 Dallas No

I 30 and Broadway 561 W I 30 Garland TX 75043 Dallas Yes

West Garland 3445 W Buckingham Rd Garland TX 75042 Dallas Yes

Cedar Breaks 4600 Williams Dr Georgetown TX 78633 Williamson Yes

Georgetown Texas 1027 W University Ave Georgetown TX 78628 Williamson Yes

Granbury 1051 E Highway 377 Granbury TX 76048 Hood Yes

Camp Wisdom and 360 3061 Camp Wisdom Rd Grand Prairie TX 75052 Tarrant Yes

Grand Prairie Main 700 E Main St Grand Prairie TX 75050 Dallas Yes

South Carrier Pkwy and I 20 3980 S Carrier Pkwy Grand Prairie TX 75052 Dallas Yes

Grapevine 1100 William D Tate Ave Grapevine TX 76051 Tarrant Yes

Greenville Texas 5906 Wesley St Greenville TX 75402 Hunt Yes

Harker Heights 201 E Central Texas Expy, Unit 1800 Harker Heights TX 76548 Bell Yes

FM 549 and Laurence Dr 573 Laurence Dr Heath TX 75032 Rockwall Yes

Hickory Creek and Swisher 1017 Hickory Creek Blvd Hickory Creek TX 75065 Denton Yes

Airline Houston 5207 Airline Dr Houston TX 77022 Harris Yes

Alief 10850 Bellaire Blvd Houston TX 77072 Harris No

Bay Area Blvd 2475 Bay Area Blvd Bldg A Houston TX 77058 Harris Yes

Bear Creek 4600 Highway 6 N Houston TX 77084 Harris Yes

Bellaire and Beltway 9709 Bellaire Blvd Houston TX 77036 Harris No

Bellaire and Synott 13070 Bellaire Blvd Houston TX 77072 Harris Yes

Bellaire Houston 4056 Bellaire Blvd Houston TX 77025 Harris Yes

Beltway 8 and Beechnut 8140 W Sam Houston Pkwy Houston TX 77072 Harris Yes

Beltway and Wallisville 15252 Wallisville Rd Houston TX 77049 Harris Yes

Braesmain 8330 S Main St, Ste 100 Houston TX 77025 Harris Yes

Capitol Houston 6816 Capitol St Houston TX 77011 Harris Yes

Champions Park 6910 FM 1960 Rd W Houston TX 77069 Harris Yes

Clear Lake City and El Dorado 3451 Clear Lake City Blvd Houston TX 77059 Harris Yes

Clear Lake City Blvd 1200 Clear Lake City Blvd Houston TX 77062 Harris Yes

Copperfield 6117 Highway 6 N Houston TX 77084 Harris Yes

Cypress Station 616 FM 1960 W, Ste 100 Houston TX 77090 Harris Yes

Cypress Station Motor Bank 619 Timberdale Ln Houston TX 77090 Harris Yes

Dunvale 8401 Westheimer Rd Bldg B Houston TX 77063 Harris Yes

Edgebrook 1155 Edgebrook Dr Houston TX 77034 Harris Yes

Eldridge Pkwy 1490 Eldridge Pkwy Houston TX 77077 Harris Yes

Eldridge Town Center 12350 FM 1960 Rd W Houston TX 77065 Harris Yes

Fannin and Braeswood 7007 Fannin St Houston TX 77030 Harris Yes

Fondren 8515 Fondren Rd Houston TX 77074 Harris Yes

Fondren Rd and Bellfort 11220 Fondren Rd Houston TX 77096 Harris Yes

Fry Road 1118 Fry Rd Houston TX 77084 Harris Yes

Gulf Freeway 8411 Gulf Fwy Houston TX 77017 Harris Yes

Gulfgate 2900 Woodridge Dr Houston TX 77087 Harris Yes

Hermann Park 5445 Almeda Rd Houston TX 77004 Harris Yes

Hillcroft and Southwest Freeway 6015 Hillcroft, Ste 400 Houston TX 77081 Harris Yes

Houston Main 712 Main St Houston TX 77002 Harris Yes

Hwy 290 and 43rd 12017 Northwest Fwy Houston TX 77092 Harris Yes

Hwy 6 and West 8536 Highway 6 N Houston TX 77095 Harris Yes

I 10 and Bunker Hill 9704 Katy Fwy Houston TX 77055 Harris Yes

I 10 East 13706 East Fwy Houston TX 77015 Harris Yes

IH 45 and West Rd 10319 North Fwy Houston TX 77037 Harris Yes

Jones and Cypress N Houston 12214 Jones Rd Houston TX 77070 Harris Yes

Kirby 2435 W Alabama St Houston TX 77098 Harris No



Name Address City State Zip County Night Drop

Commercially Enabled Branch Listing -  Texas 

Kirby and Sunset 5505 Kirby Dr Houston TX 77005 Harris Yes

Lakeside Houston 10411 Westheimer Rd Bldg E Houston TX 77042 Harris Yes

Long Point 7803 Long Point Rd Houston TX 77055 Harris Yes

Lyons and Lockwood 1605 Lockwood Dr Houston TX 77020 Harris Yes

Medical 6560 Fannin St Houston TX 77030 Harris No

Memorial and Asbury 5510 Memorial Dr Houston TX 77007 Harris Yes

Memorial Dr Houston 14400 Memorial Dr Houston TX 77079 Harris Yes

Memorial Villages 9309 Katy Fwy Houston TX 77024 Harris Yes

Meyerland 8575 W Loop S Houston TX 77096 Harris Yes

Midtown 600 McGowen St Houston TX 77006 Harris Yes

Mission Bend 6701 Highway 6 S Houston TX 77083 Harris Yes

Montrose Blvd 4313 Montrose Blvd Houston TX 77006 Harris Yes

North Freeway 9130 North Fwy Houston TX 77037 Harris Yes

Northbrook 5240 W 34Th St, Ste G Houston TX 77092 Harris Yes

Northeast Houston 8799 N Loop E Houston TX 77029 Harris Yes

Oak Forest 4320 Ella Blvd Houston TX 77018 Harris Yes

Old Spanish Trail 3636 Old Spanish Trl Houston TX 77021 Harris Yes

Providence 9203 Highway 6S, Ste 140 Houston TX 77083 Fort Bend Yes

Reagan 529 W 19th St Houston TX 77008 Harris Yes

Richmond Sage 5177 Richmond Ave Houston TX 77056 Harris Yes

River Oaks 1935 W Gray St Houston TX 77019 Harris Yes

Royal Oaks 11560 Westheimer Rd Houston TX 77077 Harris Yes

Sagemont 10997 Scarsdale Blvd Houston TX 77089 Harris Yes

SH249 and Antoine 12714 Tomball Pkwy Houston TX 77086 Harris Yes

Shepherd and 34th 3209 N Shepherd Dr Houston TX 77018 Harris Yes

South Gessner and 59 S 8120 S Gessner Dr Houston TX 77036 Harris Yes

South Kempwood Dr 10243 S Kempwood Dr Houston TX 77043 Harris Yes

South Post Oak 12401 S Post Oak Rd, Ste G Houston TX 77045 Harris Yes

Southbelt 11222 S Sam Houston Pkwy E Houston TX 77089 Harris Yes

Southeast Bellfort 7545 Bellfort St Houston TX 77061 Harris Yes

Stafford 11806 Wilcrest Blvd Houston TX 77031 Harris Yes

Steeplechase 9344 Jones Rd Houston TX 77065 Harris Yes

Summerwood 12702 W Lake Houston Pkwy Houston TX 77044 Harris Yes

Tanglewood Houston 5847 San Felipe St Houston TX 77057 Harris Yes

Torrey Chase 4165 FM 1960 Rd W Houston TX 77068 Harris Yes

Town and Country Houston 12802 Memorial Dr Houston TX 77024 Harris Yes

Uptown Park 5020 San Felipe St Houston TX 77056 Harris Yes

Veterans Memorial and Antoine 12103 Veterans Memorial Dr Houston TX 77067 Harris Yes

Voss Woodway 1405 S Voss Rd Houston TX 77057 Harris Yes

West Little York 6510 W Little York Rd Houston TX 77040 Harris No

West University 3203 Southwest Fwy Houston TX 77027 Harris Yes

Westbury 11310 Chimney Rock Rd Houston TX 77035 Harris Yes

Westheimer and Eldridge 13311 Westheimer Rd Houston TX 77077 Harris Yes

Yale and IH 10 175 Yale St Houston TX 77007 Harris Yes

Atascocita 19240 W Lake Houston Pkwy Humble TX 77346 Harris Yes

Fall Creek 9400 N Sam Houston Pkwy E Humble TX 77396 Harris Yes

Humble 19747 US Highway 59 N Humble TX 77338 Harris Yes

Hurst 1800 Precinct Line Rd Hurst TX 76054 Tarrant Yes

Hutto 506 Highway 79 Hutto TX 78634 Williamson Yes

Irving 2904 N Beltline Rd Irving TX 75062 Dallas Yes

Irving Blvd 111 E Irving Blvd Irving TX 75060 Dallas Yes

Las Colinas 545 E John Carpenter Fwy Irving TX 75062 Dallas Yes

MacArthur Park 7825 N MacArthur Blvd Irving TX 75063 Dallas Yes

Walnut Hill and MacArthur 5530 N MacArthur Blvd Irving TX 75038 Dallas Yes

Cinco Ranch 23550 Westheimer Pkwy Katy TX 77494 Fort Bend Yes

Cross Creek Ranch 5210 FM 1463 Rd Katy TX 77494 Fort Bend Yes

FM 1463 and Spring Green 1705 Spring Green Blvd Katy TX 77494 Fort Bend Yes

Fry and West Little York 6103 Fry Rd Katy TX 77449 Harris Yes

Grand Morton Town Center 2900 W Grand Pkwy N Katy TX 77449 Harris Yes



Name Address City State Zip County Night Drop

Commercially Enabled Branch Listing -  Texas 

Grand Pkwy 6810 S Fry Rd Katy TX 77494 Fort Bend Yes

Katy Fort Bend 905 Katy Fort Bend Rd Katy TX 77494 Harris Yes

Katy Freeway 400 Mason Rd S Katy TX 77450 Harris Yes

South Mason Rd 1565 S Mason Rd Katy TX 77450 Harris Yes

Spring Green and FM 1093 9515 Spring Green Blvd Katy TX 77494 Fort Bend Yes

Keller Pkwy 980 Keller Pkwy Keller TX 76248 Tarrant Yes

Kings Crossing 2611 W Lake Houston Pkwy Kingwood TX 77339 Harris Yes

Kingwood 1075 Kingwood Dr Kingwood TX 77339 Harris Yes

Northpark and 59 19525 Northpark Dr Kingwood TX 77339 Montgomery Yes

Klein 7412 Louetta Rd, Ste 3134 Klein TX 77379 Harris Yes

Kyle 5401 S FM 1626, Ste 600 Kyle TX 78640 Hays Yes

Hwy 71 and Serene Hills 16738 W State Highway 71 Lakeway TX 78738 Travis Yes

Lakeway Blvd and FM 620 919 Ranch Rd 620 S Lakeway TX 78734 Travis Yes

Pleasant Run and Bluegrove 1522 W Pleasant Run Rd Lancaster TX 75146 Dallas Yes

FM 407 and McMakin Rd 3014 FM 407 E Lantana TX 76226 Denton Yes

Clark and Loop 20 1920 Bob Bullock Loop Laredo TX 78043 Webb Yes

International and Loop 20 10720 International Blvd Laredo TX 78045 Webb Yes

Bay Colony 1751 W FM 646 Rd League City TX 77573 Galveston Yes

League City 120 S FM 270 Rd League City TX 77573 Galveston Yes

South Shore Harbour 2620 E League City Pkwy League City TX 77573 Galveston Yes

Leander 651 N US Highway 183, Bldg D Leander TX 78641 Williamson Yes

Lewisville 925 W Main St Lewisville TX 75067 Denton Yes

Little Elm 2701 FM-423 Little Elm TX 75068 Denton Yes

Gilmer Rd 1720 W Loop 281 Longview TX 75604 Gregg Yes

Judson 2606 Judson Rd Longview TX 75605 Gregg Yes

Milwaukee and 82nd 6503 82nd St Lubbock TX 79424 Lubbock Yes

University and 8th 801 University Ave Lubbock TX 79401 Lubbock Yes

Magnolia Place 38987 Buckeye Trl Magnolia TX 77354 Montgomery Yes

Magnolia Texas 6611 FM 1488 Rd Magnolia TX 77354 Montgomery Yes

Debbie and Matlock 2980 Matlock Rd Mansfield TX 76063 Tarrant Yes

Hwy 360 and E Broad St 3340 E Broad St Mansfield TX 76063 Tarrant Yes

Mansfield Texas 990 Walnut Creek Dr N Mansfield TX 76063 Tarrant Yes

Marshall 112 W Austin St Marshall TX 75670 Harrison Yes

McAllen Neuhaus 200 S 10th St McAllen TX 78501 Hidalgo Yes

McAllen North 5601 N 10th St McAllen TX 78504 Hidalgo Yes

McAllen South 920 S Jackson Rd McAllen TX 78503 Hidalgo Yes

Nolana and 29th 2724 Nolana Ave McAllen TX 78504 Hidalgo Yes

Custer and Stacy 5101 S Custer Rd McKinney TX 75070 Collin Yes

Custer and Virginia 104 N Custer Rd McKinney TX 75071 Collin Yes

Eldorado and 75 2091 Eldorado Pkwy McKinney TX 75070 Collin Yes

Lake Forest and Eldorado 4990 Eldorado Pkwy McKinney TX 75070 Collin Yes

McKinney Redbud 1680 W University Dr McKinney TX 75069 Collin Yes

US Hwy 380 and Lake Forest 5201 W University Dr McKinney TX 75071 Collin Yes

Gus Thomasson and Town East 3611 Gus Thomasson Rd Mesquite TX 75150 Dallas Yes

Town East 1345 N Town E Blvd Mesquite TX 75150 Dallas Yes

Valley Creek 801 E Cartwright Rd Mesquite TX 75149 Dallas Yes

Courtyard 3209 Courtyard Dr Midland TX 79705 Midland Yes

Midland Wall St 500 W Wall St Midland TX 79701 Midland Yes

Midlothian 1371 W Main St Midlothian TX 76065 Ellis Yes

Sharyland 207 S Shary Rd Mission TX 78572 Hidalgo Yes

Colony Lakes 6220 Highway 6 Missouri City TX 77459 Fort Bend Yes

Hwy 6 and Fort Bend Tollway 10410 Highway 6 Missouri City TX 77459 Fort Bend Yes

Lake Conroe 18801 Highway 105 W Montgomery TX 77356 Montgomery Yes

Murphy and 544 206 W FM 544 Murphy TX 75094 Collin Yes

Nederland 2150 Highway 365 Nederland TX 77627 Jefferson Yes

New Braunfels West 1695 W State Highway 46 New Braunfels TX 78132 Comal Yes

Walnut 690 S Walnut Ave New Braunfels TX 78130 Comal Yes

New Caney 20798 FM 1485 New Caney TX 77357 Montgomery Yes

North Richland Hills 8901 N Tarrant Pkwy North Richland Hills TX 76182 Tarrant Yes



Name Address City State Zip County Night Drop

Commercially Enabled Branch Listing -  Texas 

Odessa 3800 E 42nd St Odessa TX 79762 Ector Yes

Odessa Westside 1607 N County Rd W Odessa TX 79763 Ector Yes

Orange 3109 16th St Orange TX 77630 Orange Yes

Fairmont 5150 Fairmont Pkwy Pasadena TX 77505 Harris Yes

Pasadena East Southmore 1102 E Southmore Ave Pasadena TX 77502 Harris Yes

Spencer and Shaver 2929 Shaver St Pasadena TX 77502 Harris Yes

Spencer Hwy and Red Bluff 6901 Spencer Hwy Pasadena TX 77505 Harris Yes

Pearland Parkway 2828 Broadway Pearland TX 77581 Brazoria Yes

Shadow Creek Ranch 11029 Shadow Creek Pkwy Pearland TX 77584 Brazoria Yes

Silverlake 10611 Broadway St Pearland TX 77584 Brazoria Yes

Pfennig and 685 1714 E Pfennig Ln Pflugerville TX 78660 Travis Yes

Central and E 15th 551 E 15Th St Plano TX 75074 Collin Yes

Coit and 121 3720 State Highway 121 Plano TX 75025 Collin Yes

Coit and Park 4001 W Park Blvd Plano TX 75093 Collin Yes

Custer and W 15th 2000 W 15th St Plano TX 75075 Collin Yes

Independence and Hedgcoxe 8000 Independence Pkwy Plano TX 75025 Collin Yes

Legacy and Coit 4004 Legacy Dr Plano TX 75024 Collin Yes

Legacy West 6101 Legacy Dr Plano TX 75024 Collin Yes

Parker and Tollway 5976 W Parker Rd Plano TX 75093 Collin Yes

Preston and Spring Creek 5900 Preston Rd Plano TX 75093 Collin Yes

Spring Creek and Hwy 75 161 W Spring Creek Pkwy Plano TX 75023 Collin Yes

West Park and Preston 5020 W Park Blvd Plano TX 75093 Collin Yes

West Parker and Independence 3041 W Parker Rd Plano TX 75023 Collin Yes

Willow Bend 6201 W Park Blvd Plano TX 75093 Collin Yes

US 380 and Beauchamp 801 W Princeton Dr Princeton TX 75407 Collin Yes

Prosper 1161 N Preston Rd Prosper TX 75078 Collin Yes

US 380 and FM 423 4790 W University Dr Prosper TX 75078 Denton Yes

Coit and Beltline 110 N Coit Rd Richardson TX 75080 Dallas Yes

North Richardson 780 E Campbell Rd Richardson TX 75081 Dallas Yes

Renner and North Star 4175 E Renner Rd Richardson TX 75082 Collin Yes

Richardson 100 N Central Expy Richardson TX 75080 Dallas Yes

Richardson Square 1505 E Beltline Rd Richardson TX 75081 Dallas Yes

Richland Hills 7000 Grapevine Hwy Richland Hills TX 76180 Tarrant Yes

Mason and Grand Pkwy 8027 W Grand Pkwy S Richmond TX 77407 Fort Bend Yes

Roanoke 101 E State Highway 114 Roanoke TX 76262 Denton Yes

Horizon and Ralph Hall 2994 Horizon Rd Rockwall TX 75032 Rockwall Yes

Hwy 66 and Lakeshore 900 W Rusk St Rockwall TX 75087 Rockwall Yes

Richmond Rosenberg 23910 Southwest Fwy Rosenberg TX 77471 Fort Bend Yes

I 35 and Hwy 79 1111 N Interstate 35 Round Rock TX 78664 Williamson Yes

I 35 and University 280 University Blvd Round Rock TX 78665 Williamson Yes

La Frontera 2711 La Frontera Blvd, Ste 300 Round Rock TX 78681 Williamson Yes

Pioneer Crossing 4600 E Palm Valley Blvd Round Rock TX 78665 Williamson Yes

Rowlett 3431 Highway 66 Rowlett TX 75088 Dallas Yes

Saginaw 1429 N Saginaw Blvd Saginaw TX 76179 Tarrant Yes

Alamo Ranch 11983 Alamo Ranch Pkwy San Antonio TX 78253 Bexar Yes

Babcock and Huebner 5801 Babcock Rd San Antonio TX 78240 Bexar Yes

Bandera 707 Bandera Rd San Antonio TX 78228 Bexar Yes

Bandera and 1604 11640 Bandera Rd San Antonio TX 78250 Bexar Yes

Basse and Nacogdoches 1000 E Basse Rd San Antonio TX 78209 Bexar Yes

Blanco and 1604 18143 Blanco Rd San Antonio TX 78232 Bexar Yes

Broadway and Katherine Ct 4620 Broadway St San Antonio TX 78209 Bexar Yes

Bulverde and Evans 3659 E Evans Rd San Antonio TX 78259 Bexar Yes

Culebra 10680 Culebra Rd San Antonio TX 78251 Bexar Yes

De Zavala and I 10 5258 De Zavala Rd San Antonio TX 78249 Bexar Yes

Evans and 281 20845 US Highway 281 N San Antonio TX 78258 Bexar Yes

Evans and Stone Oak 815 Evans Rd San Antonio TX 78258 Bexar Yes

Foster and 78 6596 FM 78 San Antonio TX 78244 Bexar Yes

Goliad 1100 Goliad Rd San Antonio TX 78223 Bexar Yes

Highland Park San Antonio 512 E Highland Blvd San Antonio TX 78210 Bexar Yes



Name Address City State Zip County Night Drop

Commercially Enabled Branch Listing -  Texas 

I 10 and Dominion 22203 IH 10 San Antonio TX 78256 Bexar Yes

Medical Center Fredericksburg Rd 7959 Fredericksburg Rd San Antonio TX 78229 Bexar Yes

Military and 410 7559 NW Loop 410 San Antonio TX 78245 Bexar Yes

Nacogdoches San Antonio 13939 Nacogdoches Rd San Antonio TX 78217 Bexar Yes

Potranco and Rousseau 10810 Potranco Rd San Antonio TX 78251 Bexar Yes

San Pedro 4011 San Pedro Ave San Antonio TX 78212 Bexar Yes

South Park 2130 SW Military Dr San Antonio TX 78224 Bexar Yes

Thousand Oaks 14832 Jones Maltsberger Rd San Antonio TX 78247 Bexar Yes

Wurzbach and NW Military 12503 NW Military Hwy San Antonio TX 78231 Bexar Yes

University Square San Marcos 350 N Guadalupe St, Ste 160 San Marcos TX 78666 Hays Yes

Schertz 6026 FM 3009 Schertz TX 78154 Guadalupe Yes

Sherman 200 N Travis St Sherman TX 75090 Grayson Yes

Southlake and Village Center 1700 E Southlake Blvd Southlake TX 76092 Tarrant Yes

Southlake Blvd and Randol Mill 2300 W Southlake Blvd Southlake TX 76092 Tarrant Yes

Champions Forest and Cypresswood 8421 Cypresswood Dr Spring TX 77379 Harris Yes

Gleannloch 8855 Spring Cypress Rd Spring TX 77379 Harris Yes

Grand Pkwy at Harmony Commons 3430 Discovery Creek Blvd Spring TX 77386 Montgomery Yes

Kuykendahl 5931 FM 2920 Spring TX 77388 Harris Yes

Rayford Rd and Imperial Oaks 2133 Rayford Rd Spring TX 77386 Montgomery Yes

Spring Cypress and 2920 2111 FM 2920 Spring TX 77388 Harris Yes

Treaschwig 5639 Treaschwig Rd Spring TX 77373 Harris Yes

Woodlands Sawdust and I45 25025 I-45 N Spring TX 77380 Montgomery Yes

Hwy 6 and W Airport 11555 State Hwy 6 S Sugar Land TX 77498 Fort Bend Yes

New Territory 5777 New Territory Blvd Sugar Land TX 77479 Fort Bend Yes

Sugar Creek Houston 14015 Southwest Fwy, Ste 1 Sugar Land TX 77478 Fort Bend Yes

Sugar Land 2410 Highway 6 Sugar Land TX 77478 Fort Bend Yes

Sweetwater 4997 Sweetwater Blvd Sugar Land TX 77479 Fort Bend Yes

Telfair 925 Highway 6 Sugar Land TX 77478 Fort Bend Yes

University and LJ Pkwy 18811 University Blvd Sugar Land TX 77479 Fort Bend Yes

Temple 2362 SW H K Dodgen Loop Temple TX 76504 Bell Yes

The Colony 4895 State Highway 121 The Colony TX 75056 Denton Yes

Alden Bridge 8201 Kuykendahl Rd The Woodlands TX 77382 Montgomery Yes

Panther Creek 4755 W Panther Creek Dr The Woodlands TX 77381 Montgomery Yes

Six Pines at Market St 9590 Six Pines Dr The Woodlands TX 77380 Montgomery Yes

Woodlands College Park 3097 College Park Dr The Woodlands TX 77384 Montgomery Yes

Woodlands Indian Springs 10665 Kuykendahl Rd The Woodlands TX 77382 Montgomery Yes

Creekside Park 8507 W New Harmony Trl Tomball TX 77375 Harris Yes

Tomball 14202 FM 2920 Tomball TX 77377 Harris Yes

US 249 and Northpointe 24191 Tomball Pkwy Tomball TX 77375 Harris Yes

Hwy 64 140 S Southwest Loop 323 Tyler TX 75702 Smith Yes

Southtown 6825 S Broadway Ave Tyler TX 75703 Smith Yes

Troup Hwy 5085 Troup Hwy Tyler TX 75707 Smith Yes

Tyler 100 Independence Pl Tyler TX 75703 Smith Yes

Kitty Hawk 912 Kitty Hawk Rd Universal City TX 78148 Bexar Yes

I 35 and S 5th St 720 S 5th St Ste 100 Waco TX 76706 McLennan Yes

Midway 800 Hewitt Dr Waco TX 76712 Mclennan Yes

New Rd 320 N New Rd Waco TX 76710 Mclennan Yes

Rufe Snow 6624 Watauga Rd Watauga TX 76148 Tarrant Yes

Weatherford 225 E Interstate 20 Weatherford TX 76086 Parker Yes

Elliot St Driveup 2626 E Elliott St Wichita Falls TX 76308 Wichita Yes

Southwest Tower 4245 Kemp Blvd, Ste 100 Wichita Falls TX 76308 Wichita Yes

Willis 9496 FM 1097 Rd W Willis TX 77318 Montgomery Yes

Wylie 514 S Highway 78 Wylie TX 75098 Collin Yes
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1. Introduction: 

 

The following is the standard image file transmission format we can provide to 

customers transmission on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.   

 

2. Structure of Folder and Files 

 

The structure in which the check information is written to the image transmission 

file is explained below.   

 

 The transmission has one folder and four files in its base directory. 

 

 CHECKS   (folder) 

 .VOL, .DBF, .CDX, .TXT (files) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Content in Folder and Files 

 

The CHECKS folder has the check images in a tiff format. Each tiff file has 2 

pages, which carry the front and back (black and white) check images in it. The 

compression used for the tiff images is CCITT G4 compression.  

 

    CHECKS 

016GHUUO.TIF 

02LLUYQE.TIF 

0D3EZ8V4.TIF 

.VOL 

.DBF 

.CDX 

.TXT 



 

 

Content in Files 

 

In addition to the above-mentioned folders there are four additional files (.VOL, 

.DBF, .CDX, and .TXT) 

 

 The .DBF file has the details of the check images. It is a FoxPro table file 

and contains the information of each check located in the CHECKS folder. 

The contents of this table are as given below. 

 

Column No. Name Type Description 

1 RTN Varchar Routing number 

2 ACCOUNT Number  Account number 

3 CHECK_NUM Number Check number 

4 AMOUNT Number Amount of the 

check 

5 FILENAME Varchar Name of the tiff file 

which has check 

information 

front/back. 

6 FILENAME2 Varchar This is an obsolete 

field. (Previously it 

had the backside of 

the image. Now 

both the front and 

the back are in the 

same tiff file) 

7 FPAGE_NUM Number Front page number 

of the check 

(Usually 0 for front 

view of the image) 

8 BPAGE_NUM Number Back page number 

of the check 

(Usually 1 for the 

back view of the 

image) 

9 SIZE Number Size of the relevant 

tiff file. 

10 FILETYPE Varchar “CHK” for checks 

11 FILEFORMAT Varchar Format of the file 

(TIFF in this case) 

12 VOLUME Varchar Volume name of 

the checks 

13 CYCLE Varchar Cycle information 

of the checks 



14 PRESENT_DATE Date 

(mm/dd/yyyy) 

Paid date of the 

check 

15 ROLL Number This field is only 

relevant to the 

microfilms. Roll is 

the roll number of 

the microfilm. 

16 LOCATION Number This field is only 

relevant to the 

microfilms. 

Location is the 

index of an image 

within the ROLL. 

 

 

 The .VOL is the volume file, which contains the summary of the checks 

volume. The contents of this table are as given below:  

 

VOL_ID The Volume ID is the unique 

identifier of each CD-ROM. 

CYCLE The Cycle ID represents the period 

which is defined by the client and 

could include multiple volumes (or 

multiple compact disks). 

PROD_DATE This is the production run date. 

TOT_CHECKS This is the number that specifies 

the total number of checks in the 

CEHCKS folder. 

TOT_OTHER Total other specifies the count for 

other file types 

TOT_TEXT This is the count for the total 

number of report on the CD-ROM 

DESCRIPTION Description is the text that has the 

information about the CD. It can 

have any text. 

 

 

    

 The .CDX file is the index file to the check items in the .DBF file. This is 

a FoxPro index file. 

 

 

 

 

 



 The .TXT file also has the detail of the check images.  It is a text file and 

contains the information of each check located in the CHECKS folder. 

 

 

Column No Name Description 

1 PAID DATE Paid Date of Check 

2 ACCOUNT 

NUMBER 

Account Number 

3 CHECK 

NUMBER 

Check Number 

4 CHECK 

AMOUNT 

Check Amount 

5 ABA Routing Number 

6 TIFF FILE  Tiff Image File Name 

7 TIFF SIZE Tiff Image File Size in bytes 

8 CYCLE CD ID Unique CD Rom Cycle Identifier  

9 TYPE Image Type: CHK, STMT 

10 UNUSED - 

 

 

2. Winzip 

 

All the files and folder are zipped together with Winzip prior to transmission to 

customer. 
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Global Supplier Diversity
Program Overview April 2023|

Questions may be directed to: supplier.diversity@jpmchase.com 



C O N F I D E N T I A L

MISSION

For nearly 30 years JPMorgan Chase has been committed to purchasing from diverse suppliers -
businesses that are certified as being at least 51% owned operated and controlled by a member of a 
historically underrepresented group including ethnic minorities; women; veterans; service-disabled 
veterans; people with disabilities; and the LGBTQ+ community.

Our supplier diversity mission is comprised of three pillars: (1) facilitating the growth and development of 
diverse businesses in our supply chain network, (2) promoting equity and inclusion across our entire 
portfolio of supply chain business partners; and (3) driving economic growth in the communities in which 
we do business. 

Senior management’s commitment, policies, procedures, strategies, and results demonstrate that 

supplier diversity is an important part of our Diversity Equity and Inclusion strategy. We are proactive in 
our outreach to diverse businesses, connecting them with internal and external decision-makers. The 
firm is leveraging its purchasing organization to drive more spend with underrepresented businesses; 
bring an enhanced equity lens to the way JPMorgan Chase does businesses and serves its customers; 
and foster a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion culture across the wider corporate business community. 

Racial equity commitment:  In 2020, JPMorgan Chase committed an additional $30 billion over five 
years to advance racial equity. The firm is harnessing its expertise in business, policy and philanthropy 
to address the key drivers of the racial wealth divide, reduce systemic racism against Black, Hispanic 
and Latino people, and support employees. As part of this commitment, JPMorgan Chase has pledged 
to grow Black, Hispanic and Latino-owned businesses through business lending, coaching, technical 
assistance and capital; and spend an additional $750 million with these businesses.

By the end of 2022, the firm reached $556 million in additional spend with Black Hispanic and 
Latino-owned companies as part of the firm’s Racial Equity Commitment

https://www.jpmorganchase.com/impact/racialequity
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STRATEGY

The JPMorgan Chase Global Supplier Diversity team, in partnership with the procurement 
organization is implementing a multi-prong strategy that includes the following:
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

The addition of dedicated sourcing and business development professionals to ensure that 
diverse suppliers can successfully navigate our processes, fulfill their contracts, and grow their 
business with JPMorgan Chase.

LEVERAGING SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS

Mobilizing over 100 of our top suppliers, known as “Gold Suppliers,” to mirror the firm’s 

commitment to supplier diversity by enhancing their own supplier diversity programs and their 
efforts to spend more with diverse suppliers over three years. Over the last two years, nearly 
90% of our Gold Suppliers have increased their diversity spend, generating over $6 
billion of new diversity spending.

MINIMUM DEI STANDARDS

Establishing minimum DEI standards as a prerequisite for all suppliers doing business with the 
firm. Their Diversity Equity and Inclusion practices will be audited and monitored in the same 
way that we control for other business-critical processes, like cybersecurity standards. 

LOWERING BARRIERS TO OPPORTUNITY

Developing innovative programs to lower common barriers to corporate contract opportunities 
such as cyber-readiness and the cost of meeting minimum corporate requirements.

EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT

Both internally and through our relationships with external partners, such as the Women’s 

Business Enterprise National Council and the National Minority Supplier Development Council, 
we host, sponsor and participate in educational events for entrepreneurs from historically 
underrepresented groups. In addition, we partner with business schools and other organizations 
to provide tactical and executive level education to diverse business owners.
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SUPPLIER DIVERSITY AND STRATEGIC SOURCING

To ensure that we maintain a steady pipeline of eligible diverse suppliers, 
we work closely with them through each stage of their relationship with us.

We invite diverse suppliers interested in doing business, or currently doing 
business with JPMorgan Chase to register via the JPMorgan Chase 
Supplier Registration Portal at www.jpmorganchase.com/SupplierDiversity. 
Registered suppliers go through an initial evaluation and qualification. 

Supplier Diversity criteria is integrated into the strategic sourcing process. 
We strive to achieve the optimal combination of service, quality and price 
for the products and services purchased through our procurement 
organization. Together, we help provide diverse suppliers with a broad 
range of project opportunities. We partner with sourcing managers and our 
business units to ensure active Supplier Diversity involvement in every step 
of the sourcing process. Qualified and certified diverse suppliers are 
identified from our Diverse Supplier Registration Portal and other external 
supplier databases to source diverse vendors that can meet our business 
needs. 

MANAGEMENT TRACKING AND REPORTING

JPMorgan Chase has robust management, tracking and reporting systems 
to support our supplier diversity initiatives. The firm tracks spend by each 
of the diversity classifications. 

TIER 2 PROGRAM

JPMorgan Chase consistently makes good faith efforts to provide 
contracting opportunities to diverse suppliers. In addition to 
purchasing directly from diverse suppliers, JPMorgan Chase also 
encourages its prime suppliers – both diverse and non-diverse – to 
include diverse businesses in their supply chains. We also assist our 
suppliers in expanding their supplier networks to include more 
diverse vendors. We track this Tier-2 spend by asking our suppliers 
to report their diverse supplier spend to us on a quarterly basis.

To enhance our impact above and beyond what the firm spends with 
diverse suppliers, we are mobilizing our top suppliers, known as 
“Gold Suppliers,” to mirror the firm’s commitment to supplier 

diversity by enhancing their own supplier diversity programs and 
their efforts to spend more with diverse suppliers. Understanding 
that different companies have different levels of diversity program 
maturity, we are meeting them where they are and providing them 
with mentoring, coaching and education so they are better equipped 
to run a successful supplier diversity program of their own. 

This approach is focused on comprehensive supplier diversity 
program growth, not just spend increases. While we’re targeting 

increases over three years, the larger purpose is to have these 
companies develop sustainable programs that will create new 
diverse spending for decades to come.

http://www.jpmorganchase.com/SupplierDiversity
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FINDING DIVERSE SUPPLIERS

CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

JPMorgan Chase defines a “Diverse Supplier” as one certified by a 

designated third-party as being 51% owned, operated and controlled by 
members of historically underrepresented groups, including: 

◼ Minority-Owned Business Enterprise (MBE) 
◼ Women-Owned Business Enterprise (WBE) 
◼ Veteran-Owned Business Enterprise (VBE) 
◼ Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Business Enterprise (SDVBE / DVBE) 

◼ LGBT-Owned Business Enterprise (LGBTE) 
◼ Disability-Owned Business Enterprise (DOBE) 
◼ Small Business Enterprise (SBE)

EXTERNAL PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS 

We partner with several organizations and their local affiliates for 
support to execute on our supplier diversity objectives, including 
third-party certification standards. The following are examples of our 
largest community partners: 

◼ National Minority Supplier Development Council
◼ Women’s Business Enterprise National Council

◼ National Veteran Owned Business Association
◼ National Veteran Business Development Council
◼ National LGBT Chamber of Commerce
◼ Disability:IN
◼ WEConnect International
◼ U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
◼ U.S. Pan Asian American Chamber of Commerce
◼ Minority Supplier Development United Kingdom
◼ National Center for American Indian Enterprise Development

These organizations provide a platform for supporting our program, 
as well as networking directly with diverse business owners.
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2022 SPEND

Minority

$1.7B

LGBT

$45M

Women

$1.1B

Veterans

$113M

Disability

$32M

Small Business

$984M

In 2021, the direct economic impact of the firm’s spending with diverse businesses included $1.7 billion in revenues earned, $619.2 million in 
employee incomes while fostering more than 10,000 new jobs, and contributing just over $1 billion in Federal, Local and State taxes.

In addition to being one of only two financial intuitions in the Billion Dollar Roundtable, JPMorgan Chase has been named one of The Forefront 50: Top 
Corporations for Minority Businesses by National Minority Supplier Development Council; Top 50-Best of the Best Corporation for Inclusion by the National 
Business Inclusion Consortium; and inducted into the Top Corporations for Women’s Business Enterprises Hall of Fame by the Women’s Business Enterprise 

National Council
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